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Spanish Books

New Titles

Hola, Universo
A translation of Hello Universe (9780062414151)

Erin Kelly Entrada
“A charming, intriguingly plotted novel by Erin Entrada Kelly.
...As she skillfully intercuts these four narratives, Kelly builds suspense and fosters empathy for her characters...As the connections
deepen, it seems that this “big, mysterious, fickle” universe might
harbor friendship and self-awareness for each.” —Washington
Post, on the English-language edition
“Kelly’s inventive story...is told from several supremely well-crafted
perspectives. …The short chapters, compelling characters, and
age-appropriate suspense will hook young readers immediately.
…An original and resonant exploration of interconnectedness
and friendship.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review, on the
English-language edition
“Four middle-schoolers’ fates intertwine one summer in
Kelly’s touching tale of friendship. . . . Chapters alternate between
the four kids’ perspectives, infusing the story with their unique
interests, backgrounds, beliefs, and doubts. …Readers will be
instantly engrossed in this relatable neighborhood adventure and
its eclectic cast.” —Booklist, starred review, on the Englishlanguage edition
“Plucky protagonists and a deftly woven story will appeal to
anyone who has ever felt a bit lost in the universe. Readers across
the board will flock to this book that has something for nearly
everyone—humor, bullying, self-acceptance, cross-generational
relationships, and a smartly fateful ending.” —School Library
Journal, starred review, on the English-language edition
In a single day, the lives of four children weave together through
an amazing adventure. Virgil Salinas is shy and feels misunderstood. Valencia Somerset is deaf, intelligent, and very stubborn.
Kaori Tanaka is a self-proclaimed psychic whose little sister,
Gen, is always following her around. And Chet Bullens wishes
the weird kids would just stop being so different so he could
concentrate on basketball. But when Chet pulls a mean prank on
Virgil and his pet guinea pig, Kaori, Gen, and Valencia must go
on an epic quest to find the missing Virgil. Through luck, smarts,
bravery, and a little help from the universe, a rescue is performed,
a bully is put in his place, and friendship blooms.
Erin Entrada Kelly is an author whose books have won several
awards, including the APALA Award for Children’s Literature,
the Golden Kite Honor Award, the Gold Award for Fiction from
the Parents Choice Foundation, and the Newbery Medal. She
lives in suburban Philadelphia.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/BULLYING
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 256 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $14.50 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9786075278599
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH
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New Titles

Los Popis Series

¡En la selva!

¡En el parque!

A translation of Mini Pop-up Jungle (9781406381245)

A translation of Mini Pop-up Park (9781406381238)

Ingela Arrhenius

Ingela Arrhenius

This pop-up book for little hands offers a look at the elements
of the jungle with lively illustrations and paper structures.

This pop-up book for little hands offers a look at the elements
of the park with lively illustrations and paper structures.

Ingela Arrhenius is a Swiss illustrator and designer with more
than 20 years of experience. She has designed books, stationery,
fabric, dishes, and more.

Ingela Arrhenius is a Swiss illustrator and designer with more
than 20 years of experience. She has designed books, stationery,
fabric, dishes, and more.

JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/JUNGLE ANIMALS
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
28 PAGES, 5 X 4.75, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

JUVENILE FICTION / LIFESTYLES/CITY & TOWN LIFE
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
28 PAGES, 5 X 4.75, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL APRIL

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL APRIL

ISBN: 9788491014416
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ISBN: 9788491014393

Spanish Books

New Titles

La cereza Series

Cari-caricias
Cuddle-Cuddles

Mar Benegas
Illustrations by Marta Comín
The books in this collection provide
opportunities to sing, look, and play, and
tell stories for children who haven’t yet
learned to read. This fun game all about
affection can be set to music once the
story’s done.
Mar Benegas is a poet, writer, and children’s book author. She is the coordinator
of children’s poetry for children’s literature nonprofit Atrapavientos, and has led
numerous creative workshops and projects
across Spain. Marta Comín is a Spanish
writer and illustrator. She published her
first children’s book, Pelos, in 2016.
JUVENILE FICTION / FAMILY/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
12 PAGES, 6.25 X 6.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014355

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MAY

Las arañitas de
la risa
The Little Tickle Spiders

Tras-Tras
Knock Knock

Mar Benegas

Mar Benegas and Luisa Vera

Illustrations by María Reyes Guijarro

The books in this collection provide
opportunities to sing, look, and play, and
tell stories for children who haven’t yet
learned to read. This fun tickling game can
be set to music once the story’s done.

The books in this collection provide
opportunities to sing, look, and play, and
tell stories for children who haven’t yet
learned to read. This fun tickling game can
be set to music once the story’s done.

Mar Benegas is a poet, writer, and children’s book author. She is the coordinator
of children’s poetry for children’s literature nonprofit Atrapavientos, and has led
numerous creative workshops and projects
across Spain. Marta Cabrol studied graphic design at Ramon Llull University and
received her doctorate in Illustration from
the University Centre of Arts and Design in
Barcelona.

Mar Benegas is a poet, writer, and children’s book author. She is the coordinator
of children’s poetry for children’s literature nonprofit Atrapavientos, and has led
numerous creative workshops and projects
across Spain.María Reyes Guijarro is a
Spanish illustrator and graphic designer.
Her work includes books, educational
materials, magazines, advertisements, and
more, and she has received numerous
awards across Spain.

JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
12 PAGES, 6.25 X 6.25
12 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
BOARD BOOK, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014317

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MAY

JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
2 PAGES, 6.25 X 6.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014331

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MAY
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New Titles

Los Dudús Series

Los Dudús van
al colegio

¡Qué obra maestra!

Antes & después

Los Dudus Go to School

What a Masterpiece!, a translation of
the Italian (9788869450655)

A translation of Before & After
(9780714874081)

Riccardo Guasco

Jean Jullien

Have you ever tried to take a stroll
through Van Gogh’s landscapes or eat
breakfast in the company of Modigliani’s
or Magritte’s characters? Discover great
works of European art in these recreations!

Which came first, the chicken or the egg?
The book is divided into two-page spreads,
each of which sets up and resolves a different before-and-after situation with a clever
sense of humor that captivates readers.

Riccarco Guasco is an Italian illustrator
and painter. His work appears in advertising campaigns, magazines, books, and
commercial products.

Jean Julien is a French graphic designer. He
holds degrees from Central Saint Martins
College of Art and Design and the Royal
College of Art.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / ART/HISTORY
JUVENILE NONFICTION / GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
36 PAGES, 11.5 X 11.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/
OPPOSITES
JUVENILE NONFICTION / GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
40 PAGES, 6.5 X 9, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

Patricia Geis
Conejo, Chanchita, Miu, and Osito are
starting school! This incredible pop-up
book includes scenes from every room
in the school—like the classroom, playground, cafeteria, and more—for an interactive reading experience. It’s a perfect gift
for young children.
Patricia Geis is a Catalan graphic designer
and children’s book illustrator. She has
won various awards for her books, which
have been published in many countries
abroad.
JUVENILE FICTION / SCHOOL & EDUCATION
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
6 PAGES, 10.25 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9788491014539
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL APRIL
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ISBN: 9788491014768
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL JUNE

ISBN: 9788491014836
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL JUNE
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New Titles

¡Qué te cuento! Series

Los siete cabritillos y el lobo

El patito feo

The Wolf and the Seven Young Goats

The Ugly Duckling

Isabel Olid

Isabel Olid

The books in this series reenvision classic stories and legends
with a modern take. Long live storytime!

A duckling comes out of his shell like every other duckling, but
he’s different. There’s something about him that makes him stand
out and become the laughingstock of his family. Will he ever
figure out what it is?

Isabel Olid is a writer, translator, and professor. She has been the
president of the Association of Catalan Language Writers since
2015 and her awards include the Documenta Award.
JUVENILE FICTION / FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
16 PAGES, 10.25 X 7.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)

ISBN: 9788491014614

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH 2020

Isabel Olid is a writer, translator, and professor. She has been the
president of the Association of Catalan Language Writers since
2015 and her awards include the Documenta Award.
JUVENILE FICTION / FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
16 PAGES, 10.25 X 7.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)

ISBN: 9788491014577

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH 2020
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New Titles

¡Qué te cuento! Series

El gato con botas

La ratita presumida

Puss in Boots

The Boastful Little Mouse

Isabel Olid

Isabel Olid

A very clever cat helps a marquis’s son whose inheritance leaves
much to be desired since he’s the youngest of his brothers. After a
series of adventures together, will the cat be able to help the boy
while also reaping his own reward?

One lucky day, a little mouse finds a coin while sweeping her
staircase. After pausing to think, will she make a good choice
about what to do with it? And what will the consequences be?

Isabel Olid is a writer, translator, and professor. She has been the
president of the Association of Catalan Language Writers since
2015 and her awards include the Documenta Award.
JUVENILE FICTION / FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
16 PAGES, 10.25 X 7.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)

ISBN: 9788491014591

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH
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Isabel Olid is a writer, translator, and professor. She has been the
president of the Association of Catalan Language Writers since
2015 and her awards include the Documenta Award.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/VALUES & VIRTUES
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
16 PAGES, 10.25 X 7.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)

ISBN: 9788491014553

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH

Spanish Books

New Titles

Todo lo que sé de... Series

Todo lo que sé del miedo

Descubre las emociones

Everything I Know About Fear

Discover Emotions

Jaume Copons

Susaeta Publishing

There are plenty of things for a kid to be scared of. The main
character in this story is afraid of getting lost, being alone in the
woods, and mystical creatures—but what scares him most is the
dark! Being scared sure is scary, but this book is aimed at helping
kids overcome their fears by way of a great sense of humor.

This unique and tender book offers young readers an illustrated
friendship story. It will help them recognize different emotions
and understand that we all share the same feelings.

Jaume Copons is a Catalan author, scriptwriter, and songwriter
who has worked on several children’s television series.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/EMOTIONS & FEELINGS
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
30 PAGES, 10 X 10, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

Susaeta Publishing Inc., is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/EMOTIONS & FEELINGS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
32 PAGES, 11.5 X 10.25
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9788467766127

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

ISBN: 9788491014294

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL JULY
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New Titles

MIS AVENTURAS CON Series

Letras

Numeros

Letters

Numbers

Susaeta Publishing

Susaeta Publishing

This book filled with colorful illustrations helps children practice
the letters of the alphabet and learn new vocabulary using those
letters.

This colorful book for young readers is filled with illustrations to
help them discover the numbers from 1 to 10. They’ll find ways
to play with numbers and expand their vocabulary in a fun way.

Susaeta Publishing Inc., is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.

Susaeta Publishing Inc., is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / LANGUAGE ARTS/VOCABULARY & SPELLING
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
13 PAGES, 8.75 X 11.25
BOARD BOOK, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/COUNTING & NUMBERS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
13 PAGES, 9 X 10.75
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

ISBN: 9788467765540
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ISBN: 9788467765557

Spanish Books

Escucha las estaciones
Listen to the Seasons

Meritxell Martí
Illustrations by Xavier Salomó
Do you know what sounds the seasons
make? If you listen closely, you can hear
birdsong in spring, the crash of sea waves
in summer, autumn storms, and footsteps
through the snow in winter.
Meritxell Martí is a Catalan writer and
professor of art and literature. She is the
author of numerous books for children.
Xavier Solomó is an illustrator and paper
engineer who works with publishers in
Spain and France. He is a two-time winner
of the Premio Junceda.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/
SEASONS
JUVENILE NONFICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
26 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.75, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788491014638
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

New Titles

¡Qué frío!

El patito feo

It’s Cold!

The Ugly Duckling, a translation of the
French (9782745992628)

Àngels Navarro
This interactive book can be read both
forwards and backwards! Young children
can learn about the concepts of hot and
cold, how plants and animals survive
throughout the year, how temperature
works, cold-weather vocabulary, and
more. After interacting with one season,
they can flip the book over and explore a
new environment!
Àngels Navarro is a psychologist who
specializes in teaching ingenuity through
games. She is the author of more than 200
books, some of which have been translated
into twenty-two languages.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/
SEASONS
JUVENILE NONFICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
20 PAGES, 8.5 X 8.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

Xavier Deneux
This new adaptation of the classic Ugly
Duckling story features a unique aesthetic style and embossed illustrations. The
books in this series are aimed at offering children a new way to interact with
classic stories.
Xavier Deneux is a Paris-based author
and illustrator. He specializes in children’s
books.
JUVENILE FICTION / FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE/
GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
16 PAGES, 7 X 7, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788491014454
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL JULY

ISBN: 9788491014379

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL JUNE

COMBEL EDITORIAL JUNE
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New Titles

Mi primera Minienciclopedia

Quiero saber cómo

My First Mini Encyclopedia

I Want To Know How

Ediciones Larousse

Ediciones Larousse

Help young children explore the things that happen in the world
around them! This encyclopedia is ideal for young children with
its soft tabs, spiral binding, and rounded pages. Each topic takes
a basic approach to things that happen in both familiar and
unfamiliar settings, in order to encourage curiosity and knowledge-building. Some pages include vocabulary words so that
preschool-age children can easily learn to name objects around
them. The texts are clear, simple, and include useful vocabulary
words, and the illustrations are colorful and full of good humor.

Sometimes children ask their parents questions too complicated—or too simple—to answer. But the answers are in this book!
Using colorful images and simple texts that make learning truly
fun, it provides answers to questions about animals, the human
body, nature, how things are made, and more. The book also
includes several activities with stickers.

Ediciones Larousse is devoted to sharing cultural, educational,
and leisure content throughout Spanish-speaking Latin America.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/ENCYCLOPEDIAS
JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
96 PAGES, 9 X 9.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)

ISBN: 9786072119239

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE APRIL
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Ediciones Larousse is devoted to sharing cultural, educational,
and leisure content throughout Spanish-speaking Latin America.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/GENERAL
JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/ENCYCLOPEDIAS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
64 PAGES, 8.5 X 9, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.00 (CAN $26.00)

ISBN: 9786072119246

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE APRIL
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New Titles

El osito

La ballena

El bichito

Yoga para pequeñines

Yoga para pequeñines

Yoga para pequeñines

A translation of Yoga Bear
(9781683640752)

A translation of Yoga Whale
(9781683640769)

A translation of Yoga Bug
(9781622039791)

Sarah Jane Hinder

Sarah Jane Hinder

Sarah Jane Hinder

What’s the best way to learn yoga? With
animals! Osito invites young children to
move, breathe, and play together with
jungle animals as they discover how fun
yoga can be. This book offers a dynamic practice that’s easy for babies, small
children, and young readers to learn. With
colorful and expressive illustrations as a
guide, join Osito and his animal friends on
an adventure through ten authentic animal
yoga poses.

This colorful book featuring all kinds of
ocean creatures is a great way to introduce
babies and young children to yoga. They’ll
find an enchanting crew of creatures, including dolphins, crabs, seahorses, and jellyfish. This book offers a dynamic practice
that’s easy for babies, small children, and
young readers to learn and includes clear
and simple instructions for ten authentic
yoga poses.

This colorful book featuring all kinds of
bugs is a great way to introduce babies
and young children to yoga. Kids love
bugs, and there’s no better way to get them
on board than with the help of our invertebrate friends! With its exquisite illustrations, young children can get familiar with
the benefits of yoga through a practice
that’s dynamic, imaginative, and full of
movement. It includes clear and simple
instructions for ten authentic yoga poses
named after insects.

Sarah Jane Hinder is a yoga and mindfulness teacher. She has illustrated various
successful children’s books, such as Good
Night Yoga and Good Morning Yoga.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / HEALTH & DAILY
LIVING/FITNESS & EXERCISE
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
24 PAGES, 6 X 6
24 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9788499886732
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE

Sarah Jane Hinder is a yoga and mindfulness teacher. She has illustrated numerous
successful children’s books, such as Good
Night Yoga and Good Morning Yoga.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / HEALTH & DAILY
LIVING/FITNESS & EXERCISE
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
24 PAGES, 6 X 6,
24 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9788499886756

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE

Sarah Jane Hinder is a yoga and mindfulness teacher. She has illustrated numerous
successful children’s books, such as Good
Night Yoga and Good Morning Yoga.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / HEALTH & DAILY
LIVING/FITNESS & EXERCISE
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
24 PAGES, 6 X 6
24 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9788499886749
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE
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New Titles

Librería voladora
de Franklin

A translation of Izzy Gizmo
(9780857075123)

Ziggy y el espectáculo de luz de luna

A translation of Franklin’s Flying Bookshop (9780500651711)

Pip Jones

A translation of Ziggy and the Moonlight
Show (9781471145797)

Jen Campbel

Illustrations by Sara Ogilvie

Kristyna Litten

Illustrations by Katie Harnett

Izabelle Gizmo just loves to invent, but her
inventions never seem to work the way she
wants them to. And that makes her really
mad! When she finds a crow with a broken
wing she just has to help. But will she be
able to put her frustrations to one side and
help her new friend fly again? In this story
full of original inventions, Izabelle comes
to learn the meaning of perseverance, empathy, and teamwork. The fun illustrations
will make readers smile with the turn of
every page.

All week long Ziggy looks forward to the
spectacular Moonlight Show on Saturday
night. But this Saturday she discovers
that a bird has lost her striped chick, and
immediately offers to help. Lost in a dark
forest, far from home, Ziggy starts to
wonder whether she and Bird will ever find
the lost chick. And how will they find their
way back in time for the magical Moonlight Show? This tender story of a quest is
set in an extraordinary world of animals,
colors, illustrations, and shapes.

Pip Jones is a London based children’s author, feature writer, columnist and editor.
She is the author of the award-winning
Squishy McFluff series. Sara Ogilvie is one
of Booktrust’s Best New Illustrators. She
has won numerous awards for her work
including a Commonwealth heads of Government commission.

Kristyna Litten is a children’s book author.
Her picture books Flint’s Odd Socks and
Chickens Can’t See In The Dark were
highly commended for the Macmillan
Prize two years running. She has written
and illustrated Blue & Bertie and Norton
& Alpha.

Franklin the dragon loves stories and loves
reading stories to people too, but everyone
is too scared to even look at him. One day
he meets a girl named Luna who, far from
being scared, is fascinated to meet Franklin. They instantly become friends and talk
non-stop about what they’ve read. Together, they hatch a plan to share their love of
books with others by opening a bookshop
right on Franklin’s back!
Jen Campbell is the Sunday Times bestselling author of the Weird Things Customers
Say in Bookshops series, which was a
finalist in the Goodreads Choice Awards.
Her latest non-fiction book, The Bookshop Book, was the official book of the
‘Books Are My Bag’ campaign. She’s also
an award-winning poet and short story
writer. Katie Harnett is a sought-after
British illustrator. She won the 2015 Ars in
Fabula Award and is the author of Archie
Snufflekins Oliver Valentine Cupcake
Tiberius Cat.
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
32 PAGES, 10.75 X 11.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417254018
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JUNE
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Isa Trastos

JUVENILE FICTION / TECHNOLOGY/
INVENTIONS
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/BIRDS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
32 PAGES, 10.25 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788416965663
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JUNE

JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
32 PAGES, 9.5 X 11, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417254186
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JUNE

Spanish Books

New Titles

Hilario. El monstruo solitario

Cómo cuidar a tu dragón

A translation of Dave the Lonely Monster (9781471143670)

How to Care for Your Dragon

Anna Kemp

Illustrations by Monica Armiño

Illustrations by Sara Ogilvie

Stimulate young readers’ imagination with this beautiful book
full of flaps, tabs, and pop-ups! They’ll have plenty of fun reading
and learning about the culture of dragons as they appear in classic legends and novels.

This lively story of a lonely monster called Dave, who lives all
alone in a cave, is a lighthearted reminder that we should treat
others the way we want to be treated—but also that we could all
do with a bit more monster in our lives!
Anna Kemp is a children’s book author and a lecturer at Queen
Mary University of London. Her books have been shortlisted for
several prizes including the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, Waterstones
book prize and Oscar’s book prize. Her picture books have been
adapted for stage and screen. Sara Ogilvie is one of Booktrust’s
Best New Illustrators. She studied Illustration and Printmaking at
Edinburgh College of Art.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
JUVENILE FICTION / MONSTERS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
32 PAGES, 10.25 X 10.25, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

Monica Armiño is a Madrid-based illustrator. She has worked
with numerous publishers in Europe and the United States and is
a former animation artist for children’s television and films.
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/DRAGONS, UNICORNS & MYTHICAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
22 PAGES, 9.5 X 11.25, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $26.00 (CAN $35.00)

ISBN: 9786072119703

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE APRIL

ISBN: 9788417757021
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JUNE
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New Titles

Caballo. Trote Series

El ratón Nodormilón

Yo quería ser Saltimbanquin

The Nodormillion Rat

I Wanted to be Saltimbanquin

Alessandra Berardi

Carmela Trujillo

Illustrations by Mercè Galí

The stories in this collection help children ages three to six use
their intuition and prior knowledge as they discover reading. I
jumped on the couch and got hurt, so I had to go to the hospital.
That’s where I met my rooster, Pepe. Should I introduce you?

The stories in this collection help children ages three to six use
their intuition and prior knowledge as they discover reading.
How do you fall asleep when you’re not tired? Ask Lirón Antón
and he’ll respond with a fun story and the secret to falling asleep
with a smile.
Alessandra Berardi is an Italian author, poet, and actress. She
writes humorous books for both adults and children. Mercè Galí
is a Catalan illustrator who also leads printmaking workshops
and classes. Her book El petit indi was a finalist for the 2019
Silent Book Contest.
JUVENILE FICTION / BEDTIME & DREAMS
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
24 PAGES, 8 X 8, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014195

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH
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Carmela Trujillo is a Spanish author of books for adults and
children. She has won numerous awards, including first prize at
the 25th Concurso de Narrativa Infantil Vila d’Ibi for Esto no
puede seguir así.
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/FARM ANIMALS
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/BIRDS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
24 PAGES, 8 X 8, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014218

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH

Spanish Books

New Titles

Caballo. ¡Arre, caballito! Series

¿Quién tiene la cola rizada?

El secreto de Berta

Who Has a Curly Tail?

Berta’s Secret

Susana Peix

Pep Molist

The stories in this collection help children ages three to six use
their intuition and prior knowledge as they discover reading.
Children are curious by nature and are asking questions to discover the truth behind a mysterious character. Want to help?

The stories in this collection help children ages three to six use
their intuition and prior knowledge as they discover reading.
Have you ever kept a secret? Berta has one that she’s not sure
what to do with—or maybe she is. Let’s join her!

Susana Peix is a Catalan children’s librarian, author, and illustrator. She also hosts her own specialty radio program.

Pep Molist is a Catalan writer and librarian. He has written more
than sixty books for adults and children, many of which have
won awards. He is also the head children’s librarian at the Casino
de Manresa Library and a children’s literature critic for Presencia
and El Pais.

JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
22 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014157

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH

JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
22 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014171

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH
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New Titles

Caballo. Galope Series

Se busca nuevo capitán

¡Qué frío!

Seeking New Captain

It’s So Cold!

Mercè Canals

Germán Machado

The stories in this collection help children ages three to six use
their intuition and prior knowledge as they discover reading.
Captain Malapata woke up with a bad cold. Who will steer the
ship and be his captain? Let’s place an ad and set sail!

The stories in this collection help children ages three to six use
their intuition and prior knowledge as they discover reading.
Sometimes cold weather makes us do very strange things in order
to get warm.

Mercè Canals is a Catalan author and illustrator whose work includes children’s books, journalism, and theater sets. She has been
part of group illustration shows in Spain and worldwide.

Germán Machado is a Barcelona-based Uruguayan author. He
runs the specialty bookstore El Petit Tresor in Barcelona and is
the author of books for both children and adults. His awards
include the 2010 poetry prize from Argentina’s Asociación de
Literatura Infantil y Juvenil.

JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
24 PAGES, 8 X 8, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014232

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH

JUVENILE FICTION / SCIENCE & NATURE/WEATHER
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
24 PAGES, 8 X 8, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)

ISBN: 9788491014256

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH
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Spanish Books

New Titles

Mi abuelo pirata

La orquesta de mis amigos

My Grandpa the Pirate (9788417440282), a translation
of the Catalan

My Friends’ Orchestra

Laia Massons
Illustrations by Zuzanna Celej
Translated by Isabel Llasat
Every Sunday, the children gathered on a park bench to hear
their grandfather’s stories of pirates or childhood memories—
until one day when he was taken to the hospital and everything
changed.
Zuzanna Celej is a Polish illustrator. Isabel Llasat is a Catalan
translator.
JUVENILE FICTION / FAMILY/MULTIGENERATIONAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
32 PAGES, 11 X 9.5,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

Susaeta Publishing
Marta’s family has a music store and her friends come to visit
because they want to start an orchestra. What instrument will
the cheerful and elegant Luna play? Who will play the piano and
who will be the conductor? Readers can hear the instruments by
pressing the buttons on each page of the book.
Susaeta Publishing Inc., is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / PERFORMING ARTS/MUSIC
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
32 PAGES, 9.75 X 13
BOARD BOOK, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)

ISBN: 9788467761887
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

ISBN: 9788417440299
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
AKIARA BOOKS MAY
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New Titles

El pirata Pat Trax

El héroe de la piscina

The Pirate Pat Trax

The Swimming Pool Hero

María Margarita Londoño

Carmela Trujillo

Pat Trax was a very strange pirate with a pirate ship and a parrot
that spoke Japanese. But he also had a secret wrapped up in the
ocean’s waves, algae, octopus, whales, and treasures. He also had
a dream to cross the seven seas—even though he lacked a red
beard, eye patch, and wooden leg, and didn’t inspire much fear in
anyone. He was content to watch his multicolored freedom flag
wave in the wind.

Ru the squirrel is going on summer vacation with his family!
The vacation house has a pool, and he can’t wait to swim with
his duck-shaped floatie from last year with a long neck, eyes,
and a beak. But his older sister Res reminds him that he doesn’t
know how to swim. And there’s also a vicious cat in the area, and
everyone knows cats and squirrels don’t get along. By the way, do
cats know how to swim?

María Margarita Londoño is a Colombian author of books for
children and adults.

Carmela Trujillo is a Spanish author of books for children and
adults. Her work has won awards in Spain and South America.

JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE/PIRATES
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
48 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
64 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL JULY

ISBN: 9788483435724

COMBEL EDITORIAL JULY
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ISBN: 9788483435731
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Spanish Books

New Titles

Para esconderse de un monstruo

El señor Bruuum

To Hide From a Monster

Mr. Bruuum

Gustavo Roldán

Etienne Gerin

This manual for children on how to hide from a monster includes tips on the best hiding places and distraction maneuvers. It
combines humor, pictures, and verse to revolutionize the uneasy
relationship between monsters and children.

Mr. Bruuum is a champion. He places first in every race and
doesn’t have time to listen to others or enjoy a nice dinner. Being
the best has a downside: Mr. Bruuum is always alone. He’ll have
to discover that there’s more to life, that there are advantages
to slowing down and enjoying the beauty around him, and that
the journey matters more than the destination. The 1920s-style
illustrations in this book include similarly vintage flying masks
and scarves to recall a time when expressing speed in art was all
the rage.

Gustavo Roldán is an award-winning Argentinean painter and
illustrator. He is the author of Un hombre con sombrero and
¡POC POC!, both of which earned him ALIJA awards.
JUVENILE FICTION / MONSTERS
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 24 PAGES, 7.75 X 7.75
12 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9788416817344
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES JUNE

Etienne Gerin is an artist who trained at the Emile Cohl School
in Lyon. He is passionate about children’s books.
JUVENILE FICTION / TRANSPORTATION/CARS & TRUCKS
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 48 PAGES, 7.25 X 7.75
48 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9788416817429
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES JUNE
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New Titles

Pequeños relatos de grandes historias Series

Frida Kahlo

Nelson Mandela

A translation of Little Guides to Great Lives: Frida Kahlo
(9781786272997)

A translation of Little Guides to Great Lives: Nelson Mandela
(9781786271945)

Isabel Thomas

Isabel Thomas

Illustrations by Marianna Madriz

Illustrations by Hannah Warren

Frida Kahlo was a Mexican artist who endured great pain and
hardship, but used her bright, vivid brushstrokes to express
herself. She is considered of the most influential artists of the
twentieth century.

Anti-apartheid revolutionary Nelson Mandela went from political prisoner to president of South Africa. His life is an incredible
tale of triumph in the face of adversity.

Marianna Madriz is a London-based freelance illustrator. Her
clients include Creative Review, House of Illustration, The
Eighty-Eight Journal and Revista Territorio. Isabel Thomas is a
children’s book author who has written for many publishers.

Hannah Warren is an award-winning illustrator who has worked
with clients such as Stella magazine, Phaidon and Thames &
Hudson. Isabel Thomas is a children’s author and editor who
specializes in people, science and nature. She has written for
many publishers.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ART
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
64 PAGES, 6 X 7.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.00 (CAN $19.00)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/POLITICAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
64 PAGES, 6 X 7.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.00 (CAN $19.00)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JUNE

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JUNE

ISBN: 9788417492397
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ISBN: 9788417492410

Spanish Books

New Titles

Mi primer Larousse
del arte

Mi primer Larousse
de francés

Mi primer Larousse
de la Biblia

My First Art Larousse

My First French Larousse

My First Bible Larousse

Ediciones Larousse

Ediciones Larousse

Ediciones Larousse

Introduce young readers to the most
important periods in world art, from
prehistory to the present day! This book
is written in a style that helps children
build connections with great works of art
and learn about their historical contexts
and the various ways to make art. They’ll
love the illustrations and fun facts that
build their knowledge base in a fun and
engaging way. There are “Did You Know?”
sections throughout the book that complement the information in each section, plus
a glossary and index to help readers build
their vocabulary and find topics easily.

This book helps children learn French in
a simple, practical, and fun way, making
it an effective educational tool. Topics are
introduced on illustrated two-page spreads
and include prepositions, articles, pronunciation, main verbs, common adjectives,
and spelling. There are also two indices
that act as a French-English/English-French
dictionary of all the words in the book.

These simple retellings of every passage
from the Bible retain Jesus’ words in the
old Spanish that’s still used in religious
ceremonies. Whether they’re religious or
not, children of all ages are surrounded by
Biblical references—in holidays, phrases
and sayings, artistic motifs, names, and
movie plots. They’re sure to enjoy discovering the most important Bible stories.

Ediciones Larousse is a publishing house
based in Mexico City.

Ediciones Larousse is devoted to sharing
cultural, educational, and leisure content throughout Spanish-speaking Latin
America.

Ediciones Larousse is devoted to sharing
cultural, educational, and leisure content throughout Spanish-speaking Latin
America.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ART/GENERAL
JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/
GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
160 PAGES, 8 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $18.00 (CAN $24.00)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS/
GENERAL
JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/
DICTIONARIES
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
144 PAGES, 8.75 X 11.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $11.00 (CAN $15.00)

ISBN: 9786072120440

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH

JUVENILE NONFICTION / RELIGION/BIBLE
STORIES/GENERAL
JUVENILE NONFICTION / RELIGION/BIBLE
STORIES/NEW TESTAMENT
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
160 PAGES, 8 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $18.00 (CAN $24.00)

ISBN: 9786072120402
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE APRIL

ISBN: 9786072120419

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE APRIL
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New Titles

What Does It Mean?

12 cosas por vivir antes
de hacerte mayor

Enric Jardí

12 Things to Do Before You Grow Up

Take an illustrated trip through the signs we see every day!
Children will learn to recognize letters, figures, numbers, arrows,
and more.

Teresa Franquesa

¿Qué significa?

Enric Jardí is a Catalan designer. He teaches courses at the
Elisava design school and is a recipient of the Premio Nacional
de Cultura and European Design Awards.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/GENERAL
JUVENILE NONFICTION / GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
172 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9788491014515
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL JUNE

Have you ever tried to fly a kite at the beach or on a hill? Would
you like to build a cabin in the woods? Get outside and enjoy
nature with these twelve project ideas! This book includes a
calendar poster and a letter for adults.
Teresa Franquesa is a biologist and environmentalist. She currently leads the city of Barcelona’s sustainability strategy and culture
department.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / SCIENCE & NATURE/
EXPERIMENTS & PROJECTS
JUVENILE NONFICTION / CRAFTS & HOBBIES
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
32 PAGES, 9.25 X 9.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788491014652
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL JUNE
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Spanish Books

New Titles

Clasicos Espanol-Ingles Series

La isla misteriosa
The Mysterious Island

Susaeta Publishing
One of the most famous novels by Jules
Verne, this book shows the importance of
science in our lives through the character
Ciro. This adaptation of Verne’s text in
Spanish and English can be enjoyed in
both languages.
Susaeta Publishing Inc. is a publisher of
Spanish-language books based in Madrid,
Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
JUVENILE FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION/
GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
72 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788467731972

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

Aventuras de
Sherlock Holmes
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

Susaeta Publishing
This book by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
originally published in 1892, completely
eclipsed the rest of his texts with its main
character, a detective with an extraordinary capacity for observation and deduction. Children can enjoy this adaptation
of Doyle’s text in Spanish and English and
practice reading in both languages.
Susaeta Publishing Inc. is a publisher of
Spanish-language books based in Madrid,
Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
JUVENILE FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE
STORIES
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
72 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

Moby Dick
Moby Dick

Susaeta Publishing
In this novel, Herman Melville reflects on
evil, as embodied in the two main characters, the whale and Captain Ahab. Children can enjoy this adaptation of Melville’s
text in Spanish and English and practice
reading in both languages.
Susaeta Publishing Inc. is a publisher of
Spanish-language books based in Madrid,
Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
72 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788467732009

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

ISBN: 9788467732016

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY
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New Titles

Clasicos Espanol-Ingles Series

Viaje al centro
de la Tierra

Las aventuras de
Tom Sawyer

Journey to the Center of the Earth

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

Susaeta Publishing

Susaeta Publishing

Jules Verne’s scientific adventure novels
make him a classic of children’s literature.
He included elements of geology, mineralogy, and paleontology in this novel,
originally published in 1864. Children can
enjoy adaptation of Verne’s text in Spanish
and English and practice reading in both
languages.

The classic adventures of Tom Sawyer
remain one of the funniest and most
entertaining books for young audiences
since their publication in 1876. Children
can enjoy this adaptation of Mark Twain’s
text in Spanish and English and practice
reading in both languages.

Susaeta Publishing Inc. is a publisher of
Spanish-language books based in Madrid,
Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
JUVENILE FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
72 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788467732023

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY
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Susaeta Publishing Inc. is a publisher of
Spanish-language books based in Madrid,
Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
72 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788467731958

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

Dracula
Dracula

Susaeta Publishing
This horror novel, originally published
in 1897, has enjoyed countless theatrical
and cinematographic adaptations that
have made it a classic. Children can enjoy
this adaptation of Bram Stoker’s text in
Spanish and English and practice reading
in both languages.
Susaeta Publishing Inc. is a publisher of
Spanish-language books based in Madrid,
Spain.
JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
72 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788467731989

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

Spanish Books

New Titles

Agus y los monstruos
Series

Olimpiada cultural
Cultural Olympiad

Jaume Copons
Hi, I’m Agus Pianola! My life was normal
until I met Mr. Flat and his gang of monsters. I never knew I could have so many
incredible adventures! The evil Dr. Brot
and his assistant Nap did anything they
could to make our lives harder. And can
you believe we could qualify to represent
the Galernense School in the Cultural
Olympiad?! I never dreamed we’d be considered geniuses!
Jaume Copons is an author of novels
and children’s stories and has also been a
scriptwriter for radio and television. Liliana Fortuny is an illustrator and animator.
She has drawn and animated videos for
music groups such as Raydibaum and
illustrated books such as Este libro es de
mi abuelo.
JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC
NOVELS/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
168 PAGES, 6 X 8.5,
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

El carrusel de
Central Park

¡No quiero ir!
I Don’t Want to Go!

The Central Park Carousel

Elisenda Roca

María Menéndez-Ponte

Illustrations by Cristina Losantos

Illustrations by Laura Catalán

Dan and Ana are fun, playful, and curious
kids, but they’ve been anxious lately as
the big day grows near: they’re headed
to summer camp and don’t know what
to expect. What if they get carsick on the
bus? What if they don’t like the food?
And what if they have to sleep alone in
the dark? This story helps kids learn to
sleep away from home.

Antonio was five years old when his family
went to live in New York City. That city
of skyscrapers would become a thrilling
universe to discover. Can you imagine
taking a magical ride on the Central Park
carousel on the 4th of July? It’s all possible
in the company of Alice in Wonderland.
Laura Catalán is a Spanish illustrator of
children’s books and educational materials. María Menéndez-Ponte is a Spanish
author of books and stories for children.
Her award-winning books include the Pupi
series, Un plato de blandiblú, and Quiero
un hermanito.
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
176 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25,
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788483435755

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL JULY

Cristina Losantos is a journalist and author. Elisenda Roca is a Spanish illustrator
who specializes in spooky and fairy tale
themes.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/
EMOTIONS & FEELINGS
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
48 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

ISBN: 9788483435717
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL JULY

ISBN: 9788491014690
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
COMBEL EDITORIAL MARCH
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New Titles

Ojos de lagarto

El camino

Lizard Eyes

The Path

Bernardo (Bef) Fernandez

Mario Satz

What if dragons were real? And what if all those sightings in
African lakes and the oceans of Indonesia were real? What if
we’ve mistaken them for dinosaurs? And what if they could fly,
breathe under water, or reproduce? The answer to these questions
and more can be found in the Chinese neighborhood of Mexicali,
Mexico, in the post-Revolution Mexico of the early twentieth
century. This sprawling epic spans all the earth’s continents is full
of characters like clever adventurers, ambitious exotic animal
smugglers, wise paleontologists, and a humble small-town vet
from Guanajuato hoping to cross the US border with his son.

Illustrations by Yara Kono

Bernardo Fernández is an author and comic artist. His books
include Gel azul, El ladrón de sueños, and Tiempo de alacranes,
which earned him the Premio Nacional de Novela Otra Vuelta de
Tuerca and the Premio Memorial Silverio Cañada.
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
296 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $14.50 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9786075278742

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH
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If they ask you which came first, the foot or the path, think for
a second, just a second, and then say: the footprints of others.
And if they ask you which came first, walking or falling, respond:
falling, without a doubt. First comes crying, then comes laughing.
If they ever ask you which matters most to you, what’s near or
what’s far, wait a little before you answer…
Yara Kono is a Brazilian graphic designer and illustrator. Based in
Portugal since 2004, she is part of the Planeta Tangerina editorial
team. Mario Satz is an Argentinian author of thirty books for
children and adults.
JUVENILE FICTION / POETRY
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
40 PAGES, 11 X 9.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9788417440268
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
AKIARA BOOKS MAY

Spanish Books

New Titles

Descubre Series

El cuerpo humano

El antiguo Egipto

The Human Body

Ancient Egypt

Susaeta Publishing

Susaeta Publishing

This book takes young readers on a fascinating journey around
the human body from the cells and through the heart, the different systems and organs, and the incredible and amazing senses,
and the incredible circle of life. It’s full of simple explanations,
interesting facts, and tons of fun illustrations.

Discover life in Ancient Egypt: the richness of the Nile River,
Egyptian beliefs and gods, how mummies were made, pharaohs,
writing, and society…and even their clothes! This book is full of
fun and friendly images to help introduce young readers to the
concepts.

Susaeta Publishing Inc., is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.

Susaeta Publishing Inc. is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / CONCEPTS/BODY
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
48 PAGES, 9.75 X 13
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY/ANCIENT
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
48 PAGES, 9.5 X 12.75
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

ISBN: 9788467754285

ISBN: 9788467764734
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Descubre Series

La vida de los dinosaurios

Viaje al universo

The Life of the Dinosaurs

Journey to the Universe

Susaeta Publishing

Susaeta Publishing

Did the dinosaurs really exist? Of course they did! In this fun
book full of beautiful illustrations, young readers can discover
when these creatures lived, what they and the Earth they inhabited were like, what they ate, why they became extinct, what types
of dinosaurs there were, what a paleontologist is—and much,
much more!

This fantastic book for young readers explains how it all began—
from what is in the universe and the solar system; what galaxies,
stars, the sun, and the planets are; when the practice of astronomy began, what an astronaut is, and how they live in space. It
serves as a fascinating and useful illustrated guide for kids.

Susaeta Publishing Inc., is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ANIMALS/DINOSAURS &
PREHISTORIC CREATURE
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
48 PAGES, 9.75 X 13
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9788467765137

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY
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Susaeta Publishing Inc., is a publisher of Spanish-language books
based in Madrid, Spain.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / SCIENCE & NATURE/ASTRONOMY
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
48 PAGES, 9.75 X 13
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9788467765120

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A. MAY

Spanish Books

New Titles

Cómo crear un cómic

Cómo crear un cuento

How to Create a Comic

How to Create a Story

Ediciones Larousse

Ediciones Larousse

How to Create is a series of four books geared towards teaching kids how to create stories, comics, plays, and vlogs utilizing
their own talent and unique style. Each book includes unique
activities, fun illustrations, and step-by-step guides written in
a light-hearted style kids love. This title encourages children to
make comics of their own.

How to Create is a series of four books geared towards teaching kids how to create stories, comics, plays, and vlogs utilizing
their own talent and unique style. Each book includes unique
activities, fun illustrations, and step-by-step guides written in a
lighthearted style kids love. This title encourages children to write
stories of their own.

Ediciones Larousse is a publishing house based in Mexico City.

Ediciones Larousse is a publishing house based in Mexico City.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / ART/CARTOONING
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
80 PAGES, 8 X 11.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $10.00 (CAN $14.00)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / LANGUAGE ARTS/COMPOSITION
& CREATIVE WRITING
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
80 PAGES, 8.25 X 11.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $10.00 (CAN $14.00)

ISBN: 9786072121317

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH

ISBN: 9786072121348

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH
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Cómo crear una obra de teatro

Cómo crear un videoblog

How to Create a Play

How to Create a Videoblog

Ediciones Larousse

Ediciones Larousse

How to Create is a series of four books geared towards teaching kids how to create stories, comics, plays, and vlogs utilizing
their own talent and unique style. Each book includes unique
activities, fun illustrations, and step-by-step guides written in
a light-hearted style kids love. This title encourages children to
write plays of their own.

How to Create is a series of four books geared towards teaching
kids how to create stories, comics, plays, and vlogs utilizing their
own talent and unique style. Each book includes unique activities,
fun illustrations, and step-by-step guides written in a lighthearted
style kids love. This title encourages children to create vlogs of
their own.

Ediciones Larousse is a publishing house based in Mexico City.

Ediciones Larousse is a publishing house based in Mexico City.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / PERFORMING ARTS/THEATER & MUSICALS
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
80 PAGES, 8 X 11.25, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $10.00 (CAN $14.00)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/GENERAL
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
80 PAGES, 8 X 11.25, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $10.00 (CAN $14.00)

ISBN: 9786072121416

ISBN: 9786072121324

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH

EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH

Spanish Books

New Titles

Colorea la naturaleza Series

Aves

Mamíferos

Colorea la naturaleza

Colorea la naturaleza

Birds

Mammals

This coloring book for children and adults contains tons of pictures of wild and domestic birds, including eagles, owls, flamingos, toucans, and more.

This coloring book for children and adults contains tons of pictures of wild and domestic mammals, including kangaroos, lions,
whales, koalas, and more.

Nacho Ruiz is a coloring book editor who has edited more than
twenty nature coloring books for adults and children.

Nacho Ruiz is a coloring book editor who has edited more than
twenty nature coloring books for adults and children.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / ANIMALS/BIRDS
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS/COLORING
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
32 PAGES, 8.25 X 12, 50 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

JUVENILE NONFICTION / ANIMALS/MAMMALS
JUVENILE NONFICTION / ACTIVITY BOOKS/COLORING
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
32 PAGES, 8.25 X 12, 50 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDICIONES RODENO AUGUST

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDICIONES RODENO AUGUST

ISBN: 9788412065701

ISBN: 9788494670978
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Hacia los Confines del Universo

El bestiario de los números

A translation of To the Edge of the Universe (9781783122370)

The Bestiary of Numbers

Prinja Raman

David Blanco-Laserna

Children will love watching the universe unfold before their eyes
in this four-meter foldout llustration of the solar system. They’ll
be able to discover a unique illustrated journey through space.

Illustrations by María Espejo

Raman Prinja is a professor of astrophysics at the University of
London. He has received the Pol and Christiane Swings research
prize from the Royal Academy of Belgium, as well as the UCL
Faculty Teacher Award.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / SCIENCE & NATURE/ASTRONOMY
JUVENILE NONFICTION / REFERENCE/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
36 PAGES, 10 X 12, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.00 (CAN $26.00)

ISBN: 9786072112056

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE APRIL

This book is an original combination of humor, art, math, and
fiction. The numbers in this book have extraordinary properties—they come alive and some can even take the shape of
fantasy creatures that capture young readers’ imaginations. By
way of these entertaining texts, children will absorb mathematical principles while also developing a sense of fascination with
numbers and the mathematical principles that make them special.
David Blanco-Laserna has a background in theoretical physics
and has written numerous math and science books for children,
such as Las aventuras del joven Einstein and the Numeriverso series. He has also written science books for adults and two special
monographs for National Geographic magazine. María Espejo is
an illustrator. Her books include Diez cuentos de terror, Poemas
para leer antes de leer, and El juego del universo. She has led
courses and workshops at numerous cultural institutions, such as
the National Archaeological Museum in Madrid, the Community
of Madrid public library system, and the Cervantes Institute in
Stockholm.
JUVENILE FICTION / MATHEMATICS
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
64 PAGES, 9.75 X 7.5
60 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788416817375
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES JUNE
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Spanish Books

New Titles

La rebelión del tigre

El Nido

Eco

A translation of The Tiger Rising
(9780763680879)

A translation of The Nest
(9781481432320)

A translation of Echo (9780439874021)

Kate DiCamillo and Kristin Little

Kenneth Oppel and Jon Klassen

Twelve-year old Rob Horton likes to wander through the misty forests of Florida
until one day, he encounters a caged tiger.
A real-life, very large tiger. That same day,
he meets Sistine Bailey, a spontaneous girl
who wields her personality with the same
speed that Rob hides his. As they learn to
trust each other and ultimately be friends,
Rob and Sistine will discover how memories, heartaches, and tigers can’t be locked
up forever.

For some kids, summer is but a sunny time
filled with fun. For Steve, it is a season full
of worry. He worries about his baby brother and his daily fight to survive, about his
parents who are trying their best to cope,
and he even worries about the wasp’s nest
looming ominously from the roof of his
house. So when a mysterious wasp queen
invades his dreams, offering to “fix” the
baby, Steve thinks his prayers have been
answered. All he has to do is say “Yes.”
But “yes” is a powerful word. It is also a
dangerous one. And once it is uttered, can
it be taken back?

Kate DiCamillo is considered one of the
most famous children’s book authors in
the United States, and her books have been
translated into more than 30 languages. She is the author of The Magician’s
Elephant, a New York Times bestseller;
The Tale of Despereaux, a 2004 Newbery Medal winner; Flora & Ulysses, a
2014 Newbery Medal winner; Because of
Winn-Dixie, a Newbery Honor book; Raymie Nightingale, a 2016 National Book
Award Finalist, and many others.
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/LIONS, TIGERS,
LEOPARDS, ETC.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/
NEW EXPERIENCE
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
140 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $7.50 (CAN $10.95)

Kenneth Oppel is the author of numerous
award-winning books for young readers,
some of which have made the New York
Times Bestsellers list. Jon Klassen is a
Canadian illustrator, Caldecott-winner, and
works as an animator for DreamWorks.

Pam Munoz Ryan
When the lives of children across time
and space become interwoven, they will
face major challenges: rescuing a parent,
protecting a sibling, and keeping a family
together. Richly imagined and masterfully
crafted, Echo pushes the boundaries of
genre, form, and storytelling innovation
to create a wholly original novel that will
resound in your heart long after the last
page.
Pam Muñoz Ryan is the author of the
New York Times Best Seller Echo, a 2016
Newbery Honor Book, and winner of the
Kirkus Prize. She has written over forty
books for young people and is the author
recipient of the NEA’s Human and Civil
Rights Award, the Virginia Hamilton Literary Award, the Willa Cather Award, the
Pura Belpré medal, the PEN USA award,
and many others.

JUVENILE FICTION / DISABILITIES &
SPECIAL NEEDS
JUVENILE FICTION / FAMILY/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
200 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/
GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / PERFORMING ARTS/
GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
460 PAGES, 5 X 7
TRADE PAPER, $9.50 (CAN $13.50)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MAY

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MAY

ISBN: 9786075279299

ISBN: 9786075279107

ISBN: 9786075277936

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MAY
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La playa de los inútiles

Marinero en tierra firme

The Beach of the Useless

Sailor on Dry Land (9788417440343), a translation of
the Catalan

Alex Nogués
Illustrations by Bea Enríquez
Sofía is eleven and a half years old and when she grows up, she
wants to be useless. In this innocent, profound, and moving story,
she loves the beach in winter, prefers Mozart and Kandinsky to
math, and can’t stand it when her dad says that one day she’ll
have to “earn a living.”
Alex Nogués is a Catalan author. He is the author of Parco. Bea
Enríquez is a Spanish illustrator who has worked on books,
logos, and a graphic novel.
JUVENILE FICTION / FAMILY/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
88 PAGES, 4.75 X 8, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9788417440329
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
AKIARA BOOKS MAY

Laia de Ahumada
Illustrations by Gemma Capdevila
Translated by Isabel Llasat
It’s Jan’s first summer in the mountains. He’s alone with his
grandfather after having traveled in a sailboat with his parents
his whole life. Armed only with his knowledge of the sea, he
will have to discover the secrets of the land and leave childhood
behind.
Gemma Capdevila is a Catalan illustrator. She leads workshops for
children. Laia de Ahumada is a Catalan author. Isabel Llasat is a
Catalan translator who specializes in children’s books and stories.
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/ADOLESCENCE & COMING OF AGE
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/NEW EXPERIENCE
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
64 PAGES, 4.75 X 8, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9788417440350
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
AKIARA BOOKS MAY
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Serie historias de miedo para
contar en la oscuridad
(Paquete 3 volúmenes)
A translation of Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark Boxed Set
(9781484123065)

Alvin Schwartz and Brett Helquist
This collection includes the three volumes of Stories to Tell in the
Dark. This series of horror stories has had great success for years
around the world and has now been illustrated by the renowned
artist Brett Helquist. The illustrations served as inspiration for
Guillermo del Toro’s new film production of the series.
Alvin Schwartz is known for his more than twenty books for
young readers. These stories collected from traditional folklore
explore everything from word games and humor, to tales and
legends of all kinds. Brett Helquist is a well-known illustrator
whose work has appeared in classics such as Lemony Snicket’s
A Series of Unfortunate Events, and the adaptation of Charles
Dickens’ A Christmas Carol. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
JUVENILE FICTION / HORROR
JUVENILE FICTION / GHOST STORIES
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
456 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $25.00 (CAN $34.95)

ISBN: 9786075275932
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH

New Titles

Descender 3
Singularidades
A translation of Descender Volume 3: Singularities
(9781632158789)

Jeff Lemire and Dustin Nguyen
Tim-21 and his friends are in trouble: Tim-22 is being chased;
Dr. Quon and Captain Telsa have been captured by the Hardwire; and Andy is trapped with Driller and Bandit on the planet
Sampson. In each chapter of this third and final volume of the
Descender series, the past and the motivations of each character will be revealed. What secrets will they hide? Written by the
award-winning creator Jeff Lemire and illustrated by the talented
Dustin Nguyen, Descender Volume 3 is an exciting and ambitious
cosmic saga that will interest not only lovers of graphic novels,
but also those who like quality graphic stories.
Jeff Lemire is a storyteller and cartoonist. He has written and
illustrated numerous books for young people and adults. Among
the awards, he has received are the Xeric Award 2005 for Lost
Dogs and the Alex Award, awarded by the Young Adult Library
Services. Dustin Nguyen is a New York Times Bestselling and
Eisner Award winning American comic creator. Among his bestknown creations is his version of the classic Batman. He has also
worked in animation.
JUVENILE FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
120 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075274331
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCÉANO HISTORIAS GRÁFICAS
MARCH
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Mutts 1
A translation of MUTTS Volume 1 (9780836210255)

Patrick McDonnell
Mooch the cat thinks only of sleeping and Earl the dog thinks
only about walking. Together they are the most famous best
friends in the neighborhood. Their adventures include hibernating and teasing their caretakers. Since 1994 these charismatic
animals have starred in Mutts, one of the most famous comic
strips in the world.
Patrick McDonnell is a New York Times bestselling author and
the recipient of multiple awards from the National Cartoonists
Society for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year and Newspaper
Strip of the Year. A dedicated animal advocate and Genesis Award
recipient, McDonnell regularly lends his talents to animal-protection groups and issues, including The Humane Society of the
United States, where he serves on the national board of directors.
He resides in New Jersey.
JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/ANIMALS
JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/HUMOROUS
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
128 PAGES, 8.5 X 9, TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075277615

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCÉANO HISTORIAS GRÁFICAS
MARCH
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A translation of The Best of Mutts (9780740768446)

Pepi Gal. Andanzas de una
niña curiosa

Patrick McDonnell

Pepi Gal: Wanderings of a Curious Girl

Published since 1994, Mutts is one of the most famous comic
strips of all time and has captivated hundreds of thousands of
readers through the adventures of its adorable characters: Mooch
the cat, Earl the dog, and their respective guardians. Each comic
strip strikes the perfect balance between humor and tenderness.
This volume is a compilation of the best comic strips of the first
ten years of the series. With strips selected by the author, Lo mejor de los Mutts is an ideal anthology for fans of the series and
for new readers of all ages.

Victòria Tubau

Lo mejor de Mutts

Patrick McDonnell is a New York Times bestselling author and
the recipient of multiple awards from the National Cartoonists
Society for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year and Newspaper Strip of the Year. A dedicated animal advocate and Genesis
Award recipient, McDonnell regularly lends his talents to animal-protection groups and issues, including The Humane Society
of the United States, where he serves on the national board of
directors. He resides in New Jersey.
JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/ANIMALS
JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/HUMOROUS
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
256 PAGES, 10.75 X 9.75,
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)

Pepi Gal was born and raised on the island of La Pamela. She
is tiny, which makes her stand out in her family of giants with
round yellow eyes, huge heads, greenish teeth, and tangled blue
hair. The day she was born with her brown hair, dark eyes, and
proportionate limbs, everyone wept. Her family decides that a
child as strange and ugly as she must be destined to travel and see
the world.
Victòria Tubau is a Catalan author and illustrator of children’s
books. She earned the El Vaixell de Vapor award for children’s
literature in 2012.
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7
96 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25,
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788483435748
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL JULY

ISBN: 9786075277257
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCÉANO HISTORIAS GRÁFICAS
MARCH
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Mordiscos

Corona de trueno

Nyxia sublevada

A translation of Chomp (9780375868276)

Bestias de la noche 2

Carl Hiaasen and Jeff Warren

A translation of Crown of Thunder
(9780448493930)

A translation of Nyxia Uprising
(9780399556876)

An exciting read that doesn’t slow down
as it reveals the intimate story of a family,
filled with a bright dose of humor. The
protagonist, Wahoo Cray, is the son of
an animal trainer and lives in the zoo.
Unlike other boys his age, he has grown up
surrounded by gators, snakes, parrots, rats,
and monkeys. To cope with the family’s
financial problems, Wahoo’s dad decides to
begin working for a reality T.V. show, Expedition Survival! This brings headaches,
as they must deal with the unbearable Derek Badger, the eccentric and awkward host
of the show. Problems arise almost immediately once Derek gets bitten by a bat and
goes missing in a storm, taking everyone
along for an unpredictable adventure.
Carl Hiaasen was born and raised in Florida, where he currently lives with his family. After graduating from the University of
Florida, he began to write for the Miami
Herald and is now the successful author
of Hoot, Flush, Chomp, Bad Monkey, and
many others.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / ACTION &
ADVENTURE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / HUMOROUS
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
380 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $9.50 (CAN $13.50)

ISBN: 9786075277950
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MAY

Tochi Onyebuchi
Taj is headed west. Innocent civilians flee
to refugee camps as Karima’s dark magic
continues to descend on the city. As Taj
comes to terms with his new magic, he realizes there are two very different groups
of tastahlik—one using their powers for
good, the other for more selfish ends.
Aliya is struggling with her own unique
capabilities. She’s immersed in uncovering the secret to Karima’s magic, but her
health begins to mysteriously deteriorate.
As Taj and Aliya explore their feelings for
each other and Arzu connects with her
homeland, the local westerners begin to
question Taj’s true identity. Karima is on
his heels, sending dark warnings to the little village where he’s hiding. Taj will have
to go back and face her before she sends
her most deadly weapon—Taj’s former
best friend, Bo.
Tochi Onyebuchi works in the technology
industry and holds four university degrees
in arts, screenwriting, economics, and law.
His writing has appeared in science fiction
magazines such as Asimov’s and Ideomancer. He lives in Connecticut.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / ACTION &
ADVENTURE/SURVIVAL STORIES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
320 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9786075278414
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA
MARCH

Scott Reintgen
Desperate to return home to Earth and
claim the reward Babel promised, Emmett
and the Genesis team join forces with the
Imago. Babel’s initial attack left their home
city in ruins, but that was just part of the
Imago’s plan. They knew one thing Babel
didn’t. This world is coming to an end.
As both sides struggle for the upper hand,
the fight leads inevitably back into space,
where Emmett, his crewmates, and their
new allies will fight one final battle for
control of the Genesis ships. It’s a perfect
plan—until the Genesis crew’s escape route
is destroyed. Now the group has to split
up to survive the hostile terrain and reach
another launch station. Win this time, and
they’ll survive Babel’s twisted game once
and for all. As the Imago world falls, this is
the last chance to rise.
Scott Reintgen has spent his career as a
teacher of English and creative writing
in diverse urban communities in North
Carolina.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / ACTION &
ADVENTURE/SURVIVAL STORIES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / DYSTOPIAN
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
400 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9786075279435
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA
MARCH
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Un momento favorable
A translation of An Acceptable Time (9780312368586)

Madeleine L’Engle
“A rich and heady brew . . . fine fantasy, firmly rooted in reality.’’
––Publisher’s Weekly, on the English-language edition
“When Polly O’Keefe visits her grandparents in Connecticut, she
finds herself caught up in the lives of three mysterious strangers
[who lived] 3,000 years ago [and] travels back in time to play
a crucial role in an ancient confrontation. . . L’Engle has again
achieved the award-winning style of A Wrinkle in Time. . . Highly
recommended.” ––VOYA, on the English-language edition
Polly couldn’t be more surprised when discovering in her own
flesh the mystical forces that surround her grandparents’ farm.
She will soon find herself in a landscape surrounded by lightning,
fog, a trembling earth beneath her feet ... and a group of young
men armed with spears heading towards her. Why has a time gate
opened and dropped Polly into a world that existed 3,000 years
ago? Will she be able to get back to the present before the time
gate closes—and leaves her to face a group of people who believe
in human sacrifice?
Madeleine L’Engle is a popular author of many books for children and adults. She has interspersed her writing and teaching
career with raising three children, maintaining an apartment in
New York, and a farmhouse called “Crosswicks.” Her novel, A
Wrinkle in Time, won the Newbery Medal in 1963.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / CLASSICS
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
356 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $15.50 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9786075279503
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Deidades menores

Alianza

Minor Deities

A translation of Allied (9780062396662)

F.G. Haghenbeck

Amy Tintera

Raymundo “Ray” Rey lives an uneventful
life in a remote village, lost among the
cornfields. His father works in a hardware
store, his mother is a housewife, his sister
is the most popular girl in school, and he
daydreams while reading adventure novels.
But one day his life completely changes
with the arrival of the “outsiders”, a group
of elders who travel in a caravan and settle
in a clearing on the outskirts of the city.
From that moment, strange and unpleasant
things begin to happen in the town, including the death of several of its inhabitants.

“Em is a resilient and likable heroine
with a wry sense of humor, a knack for
self-preservation, and the fighting prowess to match. This book will appeal to
fans of female-powered battle-filled epic
fantasy.” —School Library Journal, on the
English-language edition

Francisco Haghenbeck was born in Mexico City and is one of the most important
storytellers and comic creators of this
generation. He is the co-creator of Crimson, the creator and author of Alternation,
and the only Mexican to write a version of
Superman for DC Comics. In 2014 he received the José Rubén Romero prize from
INBA Mexico, after receiving France’s
Gourmand Awward in 2013.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / DYSTOPIAN
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
264 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $14.50 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9786075275918
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH
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Emelina Flores, the girl who killed the
princess, the girl who destroyed Lera. Emelina Flores, the heroine. No one believed
in her. This final book of the Ruined series
comes to a stunning conclusion as sisters
Emelina and Olivia are pitted against one
another.
Amy Tintera studied journalism at Texas
A&M University and received her master’s
in cinematography from Emerson College.
After school, she worked briefly in the film
industry in California but soon discovered
her true vocation in literature.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / DYSTOPIAN
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
416 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9786075278391
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH

La nación de
las bestias
El Señor del Sabbath
The Nation of Beasts

Mariana Palova
For most of his life, Elisse has been harassed by horrifying creatures that apparently no one else can see or hear. Desperate
to flee both from them and from his past,
he decides to leave the mystical India, the
country where he was a refugee, to dive
into the Great New Orleans Sorceress. His
only hope? Reconnect with his father, who
for unknown reasons had to leave him as
a baby. But what he does not know is that
in that city buried by a mysterious fog, he
will find himself with much more than the
answers to the puzzles of his disturbing
life: a secret, as ancient as it is extraordinary, hidden between the swamps of
Louisiana.
Mariana Palova is an alchemist, writer, and
artist. Her visual artwork has been shown
in more than 70 exhibitions around the
world.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY/
DARK FANTASY
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
476 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75,
TRADE PAPER, $17.50 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9786075278261
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH
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Tres coronas oscuras Series

Dos reinos oscuros
A translation of Two Dark Reigns 9780062686145

Kendare Blake
In this third installment in the Three Dark Crowns saga, the
battle has ended, blood has been spilled, and a new queen has
been crowned—but not everyone is happy with the result. Queen
Katharine has waited her whole life to wear the crown, but her
reign is far from peaceful: the people don’t accept her, rumors of
a rebellion grow stronger every day, and the fog is like another
enemy. Still, her worst nightmare is wondering whether her sisters
are truly dead or just waiting to usurp the throne. Mirabella
and Arsinoe are hiding out, until the ghost of a legendary Blue
Queen drives them to return to Fennbirn. And Jules is hiding
on the island, until her protector, a girl with an oracle and a gift
for warcraft, pushes her to assume a role she’d never imagined:
she’ll become the evil queen and build a rebel army to overthrow
Katharine.
Kendare Blake is a British author. She has written Anna Dressed
in Blood, a finalist for the Cybils Award; Girl of Nightmares; and
Antigoddess. Her books have been translated into 18 languages.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
416 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25,
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9789876097567
RIGHTS: WORLD
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La guerra de los botones

13 perros y medio

A translation of The Button War (9781406380835)

13 and a Half Dogs

Avi David Paradela

Fernando Lalana

Patryk is twelve years old and doesn’t know much about the
world beyond his Russian-occupied hometown in Poland.
Nothing ever happens there—until the Germans bomb their
school and the Great War begins. While control of the village
is handed off from one nation to another and foreign soldiers
arrive and march through, one of the seven friends in the group
offers a dangerous challenge. The reckless and competitive Jurek
announces that whoever steals the most valuable button from a
military uniform will become king.

Do you remember Felix Manley, the observant son of Elvira
Ballesteros, the retired-teacher-turned-private-eye? And what
about Felipe Manley, the CNI agent? In the first case led by their
mother, they started out looking for a lost dog...and ended up
finding thirteen! Now, the quirky detective team is back in search
of a missing person: Valeria Lemonova, the Russian girlfriend
of Luisfer and better known as Pera Limonera. As always in the
Manleys’ world, nothing is as it seems and anything simple is
bound to get complicated.

Avi is an American author of eighty books for children and
young adults. He earned a 2003 Newbery Medal for his novel
Crispin: The Cross of Lead, one for The True Confessions of
Charlotte Doyle in 1993, and another for Nothing But the Truth
in 1992. His book Iron Thunder was selected as the 2009 Beacon
of Freedom Award winner by Williamsburg Regional Library
and Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. In 2016, he published
a collection of short stories entitled The Most Important Thing:
Stories about Sons, Fathers, and Grandfathers.

Fernando Lalana is a Spanish author of more than 100 books for
children and young adults. He has earned numerous awards for
his work, including the 2012 Premio Edebé and the 2010 Premio
Cervantes Chico.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / HISTORICAL/EUROPE
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
256 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9788483435762
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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YOUNG ADULT FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9788483435779
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL JUNE
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El libro de los héroes Series

Principio y fin

Serie el libro de los héroes

Beginning and End

(5 volúmenes)

Antonio Malpica

Book of Heroes Box Set

Sun and moon, light and darkness, demon and hero, Orich Edeth
and Er Oodak. One embodies valor and goodness, the other selfishness and ruin. Opposite positions on the same board that has
disputed the Earth for millennia. Now, a long-awaited battle is
about to break out and leave traces of a beginning and an end. A
group of high school boys, a young and stoic doctor, a werewolf,
the last mediator and several heroes are about to decide the future of humanity. This story will come to its conclusion, but not
without their courage and determination—it’s the only way the
world might finally see a new beginning.
Antonio Malpica is an author, a playwright, and a musician.
He has published more than 20 novels and plays. He lives in
Mexico City.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / HORROR
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
520 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $17.50 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9786075273594

Antonio Malpica
Sun and moon, light and dark, demon and hero, Orich Edeth
and Er Oodak. On one side, courage and goodness, on the other,
selfishness and cruelty. Opposite positions on the same board that
have disputed the Earth for decades. A long-awaited battle is about
to erupt to leave traces of a beginning and an end. This box set
includes the entire 5 novels of the Libro de los heroés series.
Antonio Malpica is an author, a playwright, and a musician.
He has published more than 20 novels and plays. He lives in
Mexico City.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / HORROR
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
2112 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $66.00 (CAN $88.00)

ISBN: 9786075274270
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EL LADO OSCURO MARCH
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El silencio de la rana

Damisela

The Silence of the Frog

A translation of Damsel (9780062742322)

Miguel Sandín

Elana K. Arnold

Clara returns home on her eighteenth birthday to find an unexpected gift: all her possessions stacked outside the apartment.
Her mom is kicking her out, giving her the choice between
studying fine arts or getting a job. Desperate, she seeks refuge
with her father, a perpetually traveling bass player in a symphonic orchestra. Clara doesn’t seem to fit in anywhere—until she’s
given the incredible opportunity to paint replicas of Bondoror
dynasty portraits for the Academy of History. When she takes the
job, she has no idea how enmeshed she’s about to become in the
history of those paintings.

The rite has existed for as long as anyone can remember: when
the crown prince’s father dies, the prince must venture into the
most inhospitable lands, defeat a fierce dragon, and rescue a
maiden to make her his wife. This is how it has always been, as
it has to be.

Miguel Sandín is a Spanish professor in the humanities. He was
a finalist for the 2014 Premio Nadal for his book Por si acaso
te escribí.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
224 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9788483435786
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Elana K. Arnold writes books for both children and adults. She
received her master’s in creative writing from the University of
California, where she taught creative writing and children’s literature. Her books include Girls Are Made Of, which was a finalist
for the National Book Award, and A Boy Called Bat, which was
selected for the Global Read Aloud. Her book Damsel earned a
Printz Honor award.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/PHYSICAL &
EMOTIONAL ABUSE
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / LITERARY
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 312 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $15.50 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9786075278247
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH
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Izzy + Tristán

El odio que das

A translation of Izzy + Tristan (9780316415385)

A translation of The Hate U Give (9780062498533)

Shannon Dunlap

Angie Thomas

Izzy, a practical-minded teen who intends to become a doctor,
isn’t happy about her recent move from the Lower East Side
across the river to Brooklyn. She feels distanced from her family,
especially her increasingly incomprehensible twin brother, as well
as her new neighborhood. And then she meets Tristan. Tristan is
a chess prodigy who lives with his aunt and looks up to his cousin, Marcus, who has watched out for him over the years. When
he and Izzy meet one fateful night, together they tumble into a
story as old and unstoppable as love itself. In debut author Shannon Dunlap’s capable hands, the romance that has enthralled for
800 years is spun new.

Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the
poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep
school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is
shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer. Khalil
was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline.
Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a
gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name.
Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and
her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went
down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that
is Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her
community. It could also endanger her life.

Shannon Dunlap is a graduate of the MFA program at New York
University. Previously, she was a weekly columnist for the Phnom
Penh Post and her work appears in the anthology How Does
One Dress to Buy Dragonfruit? She has written for The Harvard
Business Review, Fah Thai magazine, and Brave New Traveler.
She currently lives in Brooklyn.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/PREJUDICE & RACISM
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
336 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $16.50 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9786075279626
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA MARCH

Angie Thomas holds a BFA in creative writing from Belhaven
University and is an inaugural winner of the Walter Dean Myers
Grant 2015, awarded by We Need Diverse Books. Her debut
novel, El odio que das, was acquired by Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins in a 13-house auction. Film rights have been optioned by
Fox 2000 with George Tillman attached to direct and Hunger
Games actress Amandla Stenberg set to star. The author was
born, raised, and still resides in Jackson, Mississippi.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/PREJUDICE & RACISM
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES/EMOTIONS & FEELINGS
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
440 PAGES, 5 X 7
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075278827
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Los frutos malditos

Reino conquistado

The Cursed Fruits

A translation of Eden Conquered (9780062453877)

Wilson Nora

Joelle Charbonneau

Hervé Manath is a shy and odd seventeen-year-old about to start
at a new school. The twist is he’s also cursed—he needs to take
human life in order to survive. This has made him pretty isolated,
but the popular and bubbly Dante manages to break down
Hervé’s barriers to become friends. He’s also how Hervé comes
to meet Helena, who turns his world upside down. Divided
between his hunter’s instinct and his belief in himself as a soulless
shell with no hope of a normal life, he begins to open up to his
friends. But all that joy disappears when someone discovers him,
someone who has the power to ruin his life...or free him from his
curse forever. This novel, at times innocent and cruel, provides
a nuanced portrait of the inner lives of teenagers—insecurities,
weaknesses, fears, and all, but also their acts of kindness and the
darkest parts of their hearts.

The Trials of Virtuous Succession have ended. Prince Andreus is
king—and Princess Carys is dead. But even as he’s haunted by
what he did to win the throne, Andreus discovers that his dream
of ruling only brings new problems. The people love his twin
even more in death than they did when she was alive. The Elders
treat him as a figurehead. And worst of all, the winds of Eden
are faltering. But despite what everyone believes, Carys is alive.
Exiled to the wilderness, Carys struggles to control the powers
that have broken free inside her. And as she grows stronger, so
does her conviction that she must return to the Palace of Winds,
face her twin and root out the treachery that began long before
the first Trials started. The Kingdom of Eden is growing darker with each passing day. Brother and sister, former foes, must
decide whether some betrayals cut too deep to be forgiven—and
whether one will wear the crown or both will lose everything.

Nora Z. Wilson is an Argentinian playwright and scriptwriter.
Her work includes a documentary series about Buenos Aires
slang and the plays Grasita and Muñequita robada. This is her
first novel.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
512 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $25.99 (CAN $34.99)

ISBN: 9789876097543
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Joelle Charbonneau is an author and performer. Her book The
Testing Trilogy was a New York Times and USA Today best-seller. Her YA books have appeared on the Indie Next List, YALSA,
and school reading lists. Her new YA thriller Need is being made
into a movie.
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 4–7
336 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)

ISBN: 9789876097536
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Clásicos ilustrados Series

Antología de relatos de terror

Alicia a través del espejo

Anthology of Horror Stories

A translation of Through the Looking-Glass (9781450593267)

H.P. Lovecraft, Edgar Allan Poe, and Bram Stoker

Lewis Carroll

Horror stories have always been a part of our lives. While this
genre is always based on the fear of the unknown, masters like
H.P. Lovecraft came along and shook up established stylistic
tendencies. This selection of 32 stories showcases his ability to
arouse fear and keep us reading.

Six years after his successful Alice in Wonderland story was
published, Lewis Carroll decided to create a sequel. Lots of what
happens in this story seems to be reflected in a mirror. This twopart tale made the author into one of the world’s greats.

H.P. Lovecraft was an American horror and science fiction writer.
He is considered one of the great innovators in those genres,
above all for the universe he created in his famous Cthulhu
Mythos.
FICTION / HORROR
FICTION / SHORT STORIES (SINGLE AUTHOR)
320 PAGES, 6 X 8.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $25.95)

Lewis Carroll was a British logician, writer, and Anglican deacon.
He is known for his integration of mathematical principles and
paradoxes into his books for children.
FICTION / CLASSICS
160 PAGES, 6 X 8.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9788417430429
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Clásicos ilustrados Series

Antología de
relatos góticos

Las aventuras de Arthur Gordon Pym

Anthology of Gothic Stories

A translation of The Narrative of
Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket
(9780848820480)

Edgar Allan Poe, Henry James,
and Mary Shelley
Gothic horror arose as a counterpoint to
the Enlightenment, as a way of escaping
rationality in favor of a sinister world of
castles, vengeful spirits, organ music, and
creaking doors. This selection includes
some of the best classic Gothic horror
stories written by fundamental authors in
the genre.
Edgar Allan Poe was an American writer,
poet, critic, and journalist. He is recognized as a master of short stories and is
known particularly for his gothic novels
and horror stories. He is considered the
inventor of the detective story. Henry
James was an Irish-American writer. His
books include The Portrait of a Lady, The
Wings of the Dove, and The Golden Bowl.
Some of his novels have been adapted into
films. Mary Shelley was a British Gothic
writer. She is best known for her novel
Frankenstein.
FICTION / GOTHIC
FICTION / ANTHOLOGIES
(MULTIPLE AUTHORS)
320 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $25.95)

ISBN: 9788417430511

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL ALMA JUNE
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Edgar Allan Poe
It’s no exaggeration to call Edgar Allan
Poe one of the pioneers of horror and science fiction writing, or to declare that no
author has left a legacy like his. This book
is unique as the only novel he ever wrote.
What begins as a fascinating maritime
adventure gives way to a spine-tingling
adventure that would later be taken up by
the likes of Jules Verne and HP Lovecraft.
Edgar Allan Poe was an American writer,
poet, critic, and journalist. He is recognized as a master of short stories and is
known particularly for his Gothic novels
and horror stories. He is considered the
inventor of the detective story.
FICTION / CLASSICS
FICTION / FANTASY/GENERAL
240 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788417430306

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL ALMA JUNE

Las mil y una noches
A translation of The Arabian Nights
(9780393331660)

Editorial Alma
This collection of stories is inspired by
oral tradition, which occupied a marginal position in medieval Arab literature.
Still, these stories played a major role in
the eighteenth-century fascination with
Eastern culture, made possible by translations of the work—into French by Antoine
Galland, and into English by Richard
Francis Burton.
FICTION / CLASSICS
384 PAGES, 6 X 8.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $25.95)

ISBN: 9788417430481

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Clásicos ilustrados Series

Antología de relatos
de detectives
Anthology of Detective Stories

Charles Dickens, Arthur Conan Doyle,
and Oscar Wilde
For lovers of detective and police stories,
this book is a veritable trove containing
twenty-four of the best classics in the
genre. Authors featured include Charles
Dickens, Emilia Pardo Bazán, Oscar Wilde,
and Arthur Conan Doyle.
Charles Dickens was a British novelist
known for his social critique and rich descriptions of people and places. His books
include David Copperfield and Oliver
Twist. Arthur Conan Doyle was a British
doctor and novelist known as the creator
of the Sherlock Holmes character. Oscar
Wilde was a British writer and journalist
who also received a Newdigate Prize for
his poetry.
FICTION / CLASSICS
FICTION / ANTHOLOGIES
(MULTIPLE AUTHORS)
320 PAGES, 6 X 8.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $25.95)

ISBN: 9788417430474

Anna Karenina

Cuentos de hadas

A translation of Anna Karenina
(9780143035008)

Fairy Tales

Leo Tolstoy
Together with the monumental War
and Peace, Anna Karenina is one of Leo
Tolstoy’s most important works and a
classic of Russian realism. It contains all
the hallmarks of that genre, from pointed
social critique to psychologically complex
characters. Anna Karenina’s misadventures
and eagerness to integrate into a hypocritical society that condemns her for adultery,
but pardons her lover’s excesses, offer a
portrait of nineteenth-century Russia in all
its contradictions. It also encourages us to
reflect on the way women are invisibilized
in society.
Leo Tostoy was a nineteenth-century Russian novelist. His books include War and
Peace and The Death of Ivan Ilyich.
FICTION / CLASSICS
648 PAGES, 6 X 8.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $32.95)

Charles Perrault
Together with the Brothers Grimm and
Hans Christian Anderson, Charles Perrault
is one of the pillars of Western storytelling. His fantasy universe combines oral
tradition with ancient legends to constitute
the fairy-tale genre, and his stories have
survived the test of time to be enjoyed by
many generations.
Charles Perrault was a French writer and
a member of the Académie française. His
best-known stories include Sleeping Beauty, Little Red Riding Hood, Puss in Boots,
and Cinderella.
FICTION / FAIRY TALES, FOLKLORE &
MYTHOLOGY
FICTION / CLASSICS
160 PAGES, 6 X 8.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9788417430597

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL ALMA JUNE

ISBN: 9788415618881

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL ALMA JUNE
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Siempre un destierro

La máquina de la felicidad

Always an Exile

A translation of The Happiness Machine (9780008265069)

Gabriela Couturier

Katie Williams

How many times can a person be uprooted and expected to
continue living? Don’t we, like trees, die the very first time,
even when we continue to give fruit? The roots were in France
but rummaging in the past may lead to more stories than they
planned to face. Thus, the investigation of a certain letter, a
certain trip, a certain marriage, brings with it the uncontrollable
avalanche of the past: from Mexico City to the French colony in
Veracruz, to the Savoyard towns in the middle of the Alps, to the
military campaign in Algeria and Tunisia. Old faces appear: that
of Simon-Claude, the prodigious doctor who managed to cure
rabies; and Ernest, the soldier who loved three women and lost
three futures. This is a novel about identity, exile, uprooting, love,
lost illusions, and the persistence of memory.

There’s a machine that’s revolutionized the well-being industry.
With just a small DNA sample, Apricity will tell you what to
do to be happy, whether that’s adopting a dog, working near a
window, or cutting ties with your twin brother. Full customer
satisfaction seems to be guaranteed.

Gabriela Couturier received a degree in international relations
from the Colegio de México and a master’s in administration
from Harvard University. She has published essays and stories in
the magazine Nexos and in the newspaper Laberinto del Milenio.
She is also the author of Esa otra orfandad.

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

FICTION / LITERARY
FICTION / CLASSICS
288 PAGES, 15 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9786075279992
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Katie Williams is an author whose work has been published in
outlets such as The Atlantic, Best American Fantasy, and Best
American Short Fiction. In addition to The Happiness Machine,
she has written numerous books for children.
FICTION / DYSTOPIAN
FICTION / GENERAL
272 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.50 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9786075277790

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO MA

Spanish Books

New Titles

Naciste para esto

Vendrán por ti

A translation of You Were Made for This (9780316475402)

They Will Come for You

Michelle Sacks

David Martin del Campo

A devoted couple with an adorable baby; Merry, Sam, and
Conor are a happy family in an idyllic Swiss landscape. Into
their perfect life comes Frank, Merry’s childhood friend. From
their tranquil home life to the majestic forest and Sam’s new
career as a filmmaker, everything seems primed to welcome her.
Frank and Merry have always been more like sisters than best
friends, so that’s why Frank sees the things other people might
miss. She sees horrible things that are just about impossible to
believe about this perfect family. But Frank knows that the truth
is hardly ever what you want the world to see. She’ll soon break
through the facade to uncover secrets darker than anyone could
have imagined.

After receiving three terrifying gifts from a fanatical sect, novelist
Matías Verduzco is forced to flee his home to save himself.
This flight, which will lead to exile, leads him to meet Claudine
Chifflet, a beautiful cyclist in the throes of heartbreak. In the
night marred by the explosion at Chernobyl, a love will emerge
that will reveal unexpected secrets. The persecution doesn’t stop.
In a moment of weakness, Matías mistakes the voluptuous lover
in his arms for the meaning of existence. The ferocious mingling
of doomed romance, the constant threat of violence, and the
ghost of decisions past makes this one of Mexico’s most notable
contemporary novels.

Michelle Sacks is a South African author. She is the recipient of
the 2014 Commonwealth Short Story Prize and is a two-time
nominee for the South African PEN Literary Awards. She is the
author of Stone Baby.
FICTION / PSYCHOLOGICAL
FICTION / GENERAL
344 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

David Martín is the author of Las rojas son las carreteras and
many other books. His awards include the 1990 Premio Internacional Diana de Novela.
FICTION / LITERARY
188 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075279459
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL

ISBN: 9786075279367
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO MAY
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New Titles

Méjico

La lágrima del Buda

Detective Malasuerte

Mexico

The Buddha’s Tear

Detective Malasuerte

Antonio Ortuno

Antonio Malpica

Hilario Pena

In Méjico, Antonio Ortuño presents two
tales that traverse the Atlantic like never
before. This is a story of the militiamen
who fled Spain for Mexico following the
failure of the Republican cause, but also a
story of one of their descendants, living in
Guadalajara, who is forced to flee to the
Iberian Peninsula to escape a sour settling
of accounts with a local politician.

In this wildly entertaining detective novel,
Ricardo Madden, a former literature
teacher turned novice detective sets out to
recover a valuable jewel that’s also being
sought after by a goon and his two hostages. The novel earned the Premio Nacional
de Novela Negra “Una vuelta de Tuerca”
in 2007.

The red-headed troublemaker detective
Malaserte is back in this sequel to Tijuana:
Malasuerte en Tijuana. In the midst of
outlandish characters like the pharmacist
Jarocho Nazi or a psychopath known as
Duende, the crudest detective on the frontier will go head to head with powerful
capitalists, unscrupulous politicians, dangerous criminals, and even darker forces.

Antonio Ortuño is the author of Ánima,
El buscador de cabezas, El jardín japonés,
Recursos humanos,La Señora Rojo, and
La fila india. In 2011, GQ named him as
a writer of the year, and he was selected
by Granta as one of the best young writers
in Spanish. He is a former reporter and
newspaper editor.
FICTION / HISPANIC & LATINO
FICTION / POLITICAL
236 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.50 (CAN $11.95)

ISBN: 9786075274867
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MAY
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Antonio Malpica is a musician, playwright,
novelist, and systems engineer. His books
include La Porción Más Grande de Pastel
and Dos Viejos Caballeros.
FICTION / HUMOROUS/BLACK HUMOR
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/GENERAL
200 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $7.50 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786075272245

Hilario Peña is a Mexican author of novels
about detectives, police chiefs, and boxers.
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/GENERAL
FICTION / GENERAL
468 PAGES, 6 X 9
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
$17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9786075279473

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MAY

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

Spanish Books

New Titles

Sumar

Hiere, negra espina

Add Up

Hurt, Black Thorn, a translation of the French (9782714308221)

Diamela Eltit

Claude Louis-Combet

Day after day, the workers of the world play out the tragedy of
capitalist exploitation. But now, in this story whose characters
evoke Chilean labor activists of the early twentieth century, street
vendors are joining together to march against a new ordinance
that threatens their livelihood.

The dramatic beauty of this intense and exciting book goes far
beyond the incestuous relationship between brother and sister to
study language and its relationship with life, love, and death. The
first image that populates it is that of the brother and sister as
children, playing the piano and sharing stories together.

Diamela Eltit is a Chilean author. She was part of the subversive CADA artist collective during the dictatorship of Augusto
Pinochet and has been a visiting professor at several prestigious
American universities. Her books include Jamás el fuego nunca,
Fuerzas especiales, and Lumpérica.

Claude Louis-Combet was a French author. In addition to
translating Anaïs Nin and Otto Rank, he also wrote many books,
including L’Homme du texte, La Sœur du petit Hans, and Huysmans au coin de ma fenêtre.

FICTION / LITERARY
FICTION / GENERAL
192 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9788416291816
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

FICTION / LITERARY
FICTION / GENERAL
144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788416291878
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY
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New Titles

El ángel del olvido

Como si un ángel

A translation of Angel of Oblivion
(9780914671466)

A translation of Argentina’s Angel
(9781939739230)

Maja Haderlap

Hackl Erich

Austria is a rural world of rivers, valleys,
and fields. A partisan father and grandfather fight against the Nazis, a grandmother
is arrested but survives her time at the
Ravensbrück concentration camp, and
a solitary mother flees from reality on a
small scooter.

Everything in these pages occurred just as
described and all the names are real. Erich
Hackl reconstructs the last days in the life
of twenty-two-year-old Gisela Tenenbaum,
a native of Mendoza, Argentina, a militant
activist against the dictatorship, and the
descendant of Austrian Jews who fled the
Nazis. This prodigious text helps give voice
to those who were silenced.

Maja Haderlap is an Austrian writer.
She taught comparative literature at the
University of Klagenfurt, and her book
Angel of Oblivion has been translated into
numerous languages.
FICTION / LITERARY
FICTION / GENERAL
288 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)

ISBN: 9788416291847
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY

Erich Hackl is an Austrian writer and
academic whose work focuses on Latin
America. He has translated authors such
as Eduardo Galeano and Rodolfo Walsh
into German, and his books include The
Wedding in Auschwitz and Three Tearless
Histories.
FICTION / LITERARY
FICTION / GENERAL
192 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $18.00 (CAN $24.00)

ISBN: 9788416291830
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La penumbra que
hemos atravesado
A translation of The Penumbra
(9780704380714)

Lalla Romano
A seasoned writer returns to the sites of
her childhood, recreating them in the detail
of every stone, behind every door, and
in the smells carried on the wind. With
enchanting wisdom, she crafts a beautiful
and precise text that explores the act of
looking back at times past, and the way
some things can only be recognized once
they’re gone.
Lalla Romano was an Italian writer,
librarian, and professor. She is the author
of Maria, a poetry collection entitled Fiori,
and The Penumbra, which earned her
critical recognition.
FICTION / LITERARY
FICTION / GENERAL
288 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)

ISBN: 9788416291861

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY

Spanish Books

New Titles

Largo recorrido Series

La novela de la Costa Azul

La declaración de
George Silverman

The French Riviera Novel, a translation of
the Italian (9788845275074)

A translation of George Silverman’s
Explanation (9781721240340)

Giuseppe Scaraffia

Charles Dickens

This is the fascinating history of a mythical
place and the more than 100 legendary figures who once lived there, including Anton
Chekhov, Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, Coco
Chanel, Aldous Huxley, and many more. In
the early twentieth century, the French Riviera became a haven for writers and artists
seeking a place of solitude, reflection, and
creativity away from the big cities.

No one could help but love and pity
George Silverman once they hear his story,
written by the preeminent British novelist
of the nineteenth century. George is poor,
wretched, and lives in a basement—until
he finally heads outside. There he discovers
other forms of despair, but he also discovers love.

Giuseppe Scaraffia is an Italian essayist
and writer. His books include Il demone
della frivolezza and Gli ultimi giorni di
Mata Hari.

Charles Dickens was a British novelist
known for his social critique and rich descriptions of people and places. His books
include David Copperfield and Oliver
Twist.

FICTION / LITERARY
FICTION / GENERAL
432 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $24.99 (CAN $33.99)

FICTION / CLASSICS
FICTION / GENERAL
80 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $12.00 (CAN $16.00)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY

ISBN: 9788416291823

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY

ISBN: 9788416291762

Diez planetas
Ten Planets

Yuri Herrera
In this collection of short stories, the
author showcases his world, combining
his usual obsessions with explorations of
new topics. Reality is just as present here
as an unimaginable future with radically
different ideas of being and living.
Yuri Herrera is a Mexican writer and a
professor at Tulane University. His first
novel, Trabajos del reino, earned him a
place among the most prominent young
Latin American writers and earned him an
Otras Voces award for the year’s best novel
published in Spanish.
FICTION / SHORT STORIES (SINGLE AUTHOR)
FICTION / GENERAL
136 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788416291915
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY
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Historias y romances Series

Persuasión

Bearn o la sala de las muñecas

A translation of Persuasion (9780141439686)

Bearn, or The Dolls’ Room

Rosa Gómez

Llorenç Villalonga

Published posthumously in 1818, Jane Austen’s last novel tells
the story of a sensible, patient, and demeaned older woman.
Having rejected the man she loves based on a bad piece of advice,
Anne Elliot finds him back in her life wealthy and honorable—
but still feeling spited. This may be the first novel in which a
woman is compelled to fight for a second chance in love. But will
Anne and Wentworth be reunited in their love?

Considered a masterpiece of Catalan literature, this book was
originally published in Spanish in 1956. Villalonga decided to
translated it into Catalan, perhaps to distance it from the social
realism that dominated Spanish literature in the 1950s. Now,
in its original version, it’s now receiving the recognition that its
contemporaries failed to give it.

Rosa Gómez is a researcher on classic literature.
FICTION / CLASSICS
FICTION / ROMANCE/HISTORICAL/VICTORIAN
256 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9789877186109
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA JUNE
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Llorenç Villalonga was a Majorcan author who is considered
among the most important of the post-Spanish Civil War era. His
other books include Mort de dama and Mallorca.
FICTION / LITERARY
340 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $26.00 (CAN $35.00)

ISBN: 9788416665587
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST

Spanish Books

La distancia
The Distance

Pablo Aranda
In this journey that’s both literal and emotional, Emilio sets out to visit his Moroccan lover whose life is in danger. Emilio
lives a solitary life, translating and taking
his dog out for mountain runs. One day,
an encounter with his past makes it clear
that his relationship with Tamar is ending.
She lives in Morocco and is stuck in an
unhappy marriage to a man she fears and
who is connected to el Majzén, a powerful
force in the shadows of the country. When
their relationship ends, Emilio’s solitary
journey unleashes an unstoppable series of
shock waves.
Pablo Aranda is a Spanish writer and journalist. His award-winning books include
La otra ciudad and Ucrania.
FICTION / ROMANCE/ACTION & ADVENTURE
224 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $21.95 (CAN $29.95)

ISBN: 9788416665341
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST

New Titles

El porqué del
color rojo
The Reason for the Color Red

Francisco Bescós
It’s harvest season in La Rioja Baja, with
tractors arriving from all parts to collect
grapes. Early one morning, an anonymous
call alerts the Guardia Civil that a young
man’s body has been found in an area
vineyard. Lieutenant Lucía Utrera, alias La
Grande, is on the case, assisted only by a
team of fumbling officers and a priest with
an anger problem.
Francisco Bescós is a Spanish publicist and
author. He wrote the humor column GMT.
Anticrónicas europeas for the online magazine Suburbano.net for two years, and is
the author of the award-winning book El
baile de los penitentes.
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/
POLICE PROCEDURAL
320 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)

ISBN: 9788416148615

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST

Gorrión Rojo
A translation of Red Sparrow
(9781501168918)

Jason Matthews
Dominika Egorova is a “sparrow,” a type
of escort to espionage, in the post-Soviet
Russian intelligence organization. She’s
been ordered to operate against Nathaniel
Nash, a young and ambitious CIA agent
who’s been trained to infiltrate Russian
intelligence. But when the two fall in love,
they both endanger their careers and the
safety of America’s most valuable mole.
Jason Matthews is a former CIA agent
with a 36-year career. He participated
in operations in Eastern Europe and
East Asia and collaborated with various
international agencies on antiterrorism
operations.
FICTION / THRILLERS/CRIME
FICTION / GENERAL
464 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9788417302054
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST
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Killing Eve

Cuando te golpeo

Killing Eve

A translation of When I Hit You
(9781786491268)

Luke Jennings
This novel’s protagonists are two women,
both of them complex, fascinating, and
dangerous. Eve is a brilliant MI5 agent
whose boring job is distancing her from
her dream of being a spy, while Villanelle is
an expert assassin basking in the spoils of
her violent work. Their epic cat-and-mouse
game will lead them around the world to a
final confrontation from which neither will
emerge unscathed.
Luke Jennings is a British author and the
dance critic for The Observer. His work
has also appeared in Vanity Fair, The New
Yorker, and Time.
FICTION / CRIME
200 PAGES, 9 X 5.75
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)

Meena Kandasamy
Seduced by political conviction, poetry,
and the dream of sharing a beautiful and
important project, the anonymous narrator
falls in love with a Marxist professor and
moves with him to a rainy coastal city in
southern India. She soon discovers that the
love she felt was for him a relationship of
property that reduces her to the status of
a submissive wife. Literature becomes her
only refuge and only she can save herself.
Meena Kandasamy is an Indian poet, writer, translator, and activist. She is the author
of The Gypsy Goddess, which sold 25,000
copies in the UK.

ISBN: 9788417302320

FICTION / WOMEN
240 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.5
CLOTH, $23.95 (CAN $31.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9788417081744

MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST
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Quisiera dar un
gran rodeo
I’d Like to Make a Detour

Henry Miller
These letters between Henry Miller and
Michael Fraenkel, written between 1935
and 1938, are relevant less for their analysis of Hamlet than for the way the authors
set their thoughts free on the page. They
debated topics that were near to them and
discussed the world in general in what is
considered some of Miller’s best writing.
Henry Miller was an American author
who spent much of his career in Paris. He
became an exemplar of modern bohemian
life and a model for the Beat Generation
and writers such as Charles Bukowski and
Norman Mailer.
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / LETTERS
320 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $23.95 (CAN $31.95)

ISBN: 9788417081539
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST

Spanish Books

New Titles

Belzebubs

Solos

Batman

A translation of Belzebubs
(9781603094429)

Alone, a translation of the French
(9782800150246)

Dentro de la Batcueva

JP Ahonen

Bruno Gazzotti and Fabien Vehlmann

Doc Pastor

Everyone gets curious about how cult
members live. Sløth, Lucyfer, Lilith, and
Leviatán share many of the same trials and
tribulations that we do: young love, problems at work, and raising children. This
is a collection of strips from the popular
internet comic.

The second volume of Solos explained
what happened at Fortville. But is it true
what they discovered, and why can’t they
remember it? Don’t worry—more answers
are on the way.

Created by Bob Kane and Bill Finger, the
myth of the Dark Knight has transitioned
from comic strips to the small screen, cinema, and video games without losing any of
its original essence. But it’s been reinvented
many times, growing and changing with
the passage of time and developing a
unique sense of iconography.

JP Ahonen is a Finnish comic artist. His
comics include Villimpi Pohjola and
Puskaradio, and he is the author of the
graphic novel Perkeros, which has been
published in seven countries.
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS / GENERAL
128 PAGES, 7 X 6.25
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9788417294328
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST

Bruno Gazzotti is a Belgian graphic novelist. He worked for the Tome et Janry studio to create the Le Petit Spirou series. He
is also the author of the Soda series. Fabien
Vehlmann is the author of the Green Manor series and Samedi et Dimanche.
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS / DYSTOPIAN
112 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR,
CLOTH, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)

ISBN: 9788415850922

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL AUGUST

Batman

Doc Pastor is a writer and the author of
Doctor Who: El loco de la cabina.
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS / SUPERHEROES
PERFORMING ARTS / FILM/GENRES/SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY
208 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
140 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)

ISBN: 9788494928598
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK AUGUST
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New Titles

Las niñas bien
The Good Girls

Guadalupe Loaeza
Fated to become her most famous title, this first book by Guadalupe Loaeza contains all the elements that she would explore in
her later work. With innocence, grace, and funny spirit, this text
portrays the wealthiest sector of Mexican society. Far from having
academic pretensions, the author’s pieces are malicious chronicles
of different aspects of these lives surrounded by luxury objects,
trips abroad, expensive clothing, and spectacular homes. And yet,
these lives seem to lack a resting place beyond their displays of
acquisitive power and the space of the shopping mall. Two decades since its first edition, this book can also be read like a scrapbook—for today, the rich find fun in other ways, were changed by
economic crises, or fell along with the stock market.
Guadalupe Loaeza has worked at national newspapers such as La
Jornada and Reforma. She is the author of many books such as
Mujeres maravillosas, Ellas y nosotras, Parejas, and many more.
HUMOR / FORM/PARODIES
196 PAGES, 6.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075279350

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO MARCH
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New Titles

Iluminada

Diario de un librero

A translation of Lit (9780060596996)

A translation of The Diary of a Bookseller (9781781258620)

Mary Karr

Shaun Bythell

Who knew it was possible to laugh out loud at a book about
love, alcoholism, depression, marriage, motherhood, and God?
This memoir tells of a woman’s difficult childhood in Texas and
her process finding relief in her love for her son, or the help of
others who came before her. This unclassifiable book is, ultimately, a story of growing up and finding a place in the world.

The Bookshop, Scotland’s largest used bookstore, has 100,000
volumes and should be a book-lover’s paradise. But when Shaun
Bythell bought it in 2001, he was unprepared for the variety of
quirky customers he would encounter. In this book, he shares
some of his most memorable encounters.

Mary Karr is an American writer. She is the author of The Liars’
Club, which was a New York Times best-seller and named the
book of the year by TheNew York Times Book Review, The
New Yorker,People, and Time. She has also received the Whiting
Award, a Radcliffe’s Bunting Fellowship, two Pushcart Prizes,
and a Guggenheim fellowship. She is also the author of The Art
of Memoir and Cherry.

Shaun Bythell has been the owner of The Bookshop in Wigtown,
Scotland, since 2001.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
360 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)

ISBN: 9788417081768
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
584 PAGES, 4.75 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $26.99 (CAN $35.99)

ISBN: 9788416544981
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY
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Cured

Cartas desde la prisión

A translation of Cured (9780306824289)

A translation of The Prison Letters of Nelson Mandela
(9781631491177)

Laurence Tolhurst
As some of the first punks in the provincial English town of
Crawley, Lol Tolhurst and Robert Smith didn’t have it easy.
They bonded over a mutual love for music and became The Easy
Cure—later shortened to The Cure—, a band whose songs would
inspire a deep sense of identification and empathy in listeners.
Lol Tolhurst is a native of Horley, Surrey, and is a founding
member of the Cure as its drummer, keyboardist, and songwriter.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / MUSIC
MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES/ROCK
320 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $26.00 (CAN $35.00)

ISBN: 9788417081935
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY
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Nelson Mandela
In 1962, Nelson Mandela was sentenced to life in prison and
wrote hundreds of fiercely political letters during that time. The
255 letters collected here provide a comprehensive look at this
figure and his place in contemporary history.
Nelson Mandela was a lawyer, political activist, and the first
black president of post-apartheid South Africa. He is remembered
as a key figure in twentieth-century struggles against injustice.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PRESIDENTS & HEADS OF STATE
POLITICAL SCIENCE / WORLD/AFRICAN
640 PAGES, 6 X 9
CLOTH, $30.95 (CAN $41.95)

ISBN: 9788417081560
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY

Spanish Books

Los educadores felices
cambian el mundo

New Titles

Educar para sentir, sentir para
educar

A translation of Happy Teachers Change the World
(9781941529638)

Una mirada para entender la educación
desde lo familiar hasta lo social

Thich Nhat Hanh and Katherine Weare

Educate to Feel, Feel to Educate

In order to be a great teacher, it’s important for all educators to
incorporate a mindfulness practice into their own life. This book
includes simple mindfulness techniques and ideas for how to
apply them to relationships and to their teaching practice with
students and colleagues.

Pilar Sordo

Thich Nhat Hanh was a Vietnamese monk, mystic, and activist. He was a Zen master and the president of the Vietnamese
Buddhist Peace Delegation and was nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize. Katherine Weare is internationally known for her
writing and research on mindfulness and compassion. She is
an advisor to the UK Mindfulness in Schools project and to
the Ajo Party Parliamentary Committee, which is developing
a mindfulness program.
EDUCATION / EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
384 PAGES, 7 X 9, 19 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $36.95 (CAN $49.95)

ISBN: 9788499886725
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE

It’s now possible to take in more information than ever before, and people are eager to perfect their professional skills by
earning graduate degrees and preparing to take on challenges in
the world of work. At the same time, though, people are losing
emotional knowledge, becoming disconnected from themselves
and their emotions.
Pilar Sordo is a psychologist and researcher who specializes in
topics including women’s psychology and infertility, eating disorders, and gender. She is the founder and director of Fundación
Cáncer Vida, an organization for cancer patients in her native
Chile. Her books include Bienvenido dolor, Viva la diferencia,
and Oídos sordos.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
136 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786075278032
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO MAY
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La voz de los padres
Qué decir, cómo decirlo y cuándo callar
A translation of Voice Lessons for Parents (9781501142390)

Wendy Mogel
“In this brilliant, compassionate book, Wendy Mogel has something to offer every parent. By practicing what Mogel recommends, parents will find the dance they do with their children
as they wend their way to adulthood less uncertain, less painful,
and more joyful that it is now. Read it and teach yourself how to
do it.” —Barry Schwartz, author, Practical Wisdom and Why We
Work, on the English language edition
The art of talking with children isn’t all about the message, but
rather depends on learning to use a vocabulary that evolves as
they grow. Ways of speaking, listening, and using body language
are also critical for helping children see their parents as authority
figures and better communicate their emotions and needs.
Dr. Wendy Mogel is a clinical psychologist, international public
speaker, and author of the bestselling The Blessing of a Skinned
Knee and The Blessing of a B Minus. She is also on the board of
Parents magazine.
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / PARENTING/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / COMMUNICATION & SOCIAL SKILLS
304 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.50 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9786075278667
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL
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Soluciones en sexualidad
infantil y adolescentes
Estrategias breves para: mamás/papás/
maestras/profesores/ orientadores/
psicólogas/ psicoterapeutas
Solutions in Child and Teen Sexuality

Fernando Álvarez Vázquez and María Elena Balsa Sabbah
While conventional wisdom says that youth and teen sexuality
must be spoken about quietly if at all, Fernando Álvarez and
María Elena Balsa turn that notion on its head. This guide offers
advice for dealing with all kinds of situations and issues that arise
as children of all ages navigate their sexuality.
Fernando Álvarez is a therapist who specializes in child hypnosis, play therapy, and prevention and treatment of gender-based
violence. He has taught in higher education and has experience
in a private clinical setting. He is the author of Recetas Mágicas
para la Sexualidad Infantil. María Elena Balsa is a therapist who
specializes in sexology. She has taught in higher education and
led numerous conferences and workshops.
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / LIFE STAGES/GENERAL
EDUCATION / BEHAVIORAL MANAGEMENT
240 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $21.99 (CAN $29.99)

ISBN: 9786079472696
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO JULY

Spanish Books

New Titles

La ciencia y las
Plegarias del corazón
prácticas espirituales Oraciones para pedir ayuda

Piedras y minerales
curativos

A translation of Science and Spiritual
Practices (9781473630093)

Conozca las piedras y cuarzos
que transforman su energía
mental y anímica

y bendiciones, rezos de amor
y gratitud

Rupert Sheldrake

A translation of Prayers from the Heart
(9781473635937)

Many studies have shown that spiritual
practices can make people happier and
healthier. In this pioneering book, Rupert Sheldrake demonstrates how science
confirms seven practices that are essential
in the majority of religions and that form
part of our common human spirit: meditation, gratitude, connections with nature,
relationships with plants, rituals, song, and
pilgrimages to sacred places.

Lorna Byrne

Rupert Sheldrake is a British biochemist
and a research fellow at the Royal Society.
He has worked as an advisor in plant
physiology for the National Academy of
Agricultural Research Management in
Hyderabad, India.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / SPIRITUALISM
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
344 PAGES, 5 X 8
1 B&W ILLUSTRATION, 1 TABLE
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)

ISBN: 9788499886664
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE

Upon request from her many readers
and followers, Lorna Byrne presents a
magnificent book of prayers. With the
help of angels, she reveals the power and
importance of prayer, as well as how to
ask for help and protection in various life
circumstances.
Lorna Byrne has had the ability to see and
communicate with angels since childhood,
and is dedicated to sharing the teachings
she has received.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / ANGELS &
SPIRIT GUIDES
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / SPIRITUALISM
240 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075277868

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MAY

Healing Stones and Minerals

Blanca Herp, Jaume Roselló,
and Laura Torres
Rocks and minerals have curative properties that act directly on the human
body. This book offers a practical guide
to healing both physical and emotional
disorders using these tools from a holistic
perspective.
Janice Armitt holds a degree in biology
and is a recognized specialist in medicinal
plants. She speaks at conferences in a practical way, relating the traditional and ancestral wisdom of plants to current needs.
Jaume Roselló is a writer and editor. He
is the author of many articles on health,
food, and natural medicine and has collaborated on various books on similar topics.
Blanca Herp is a writer who specializes in
holistic medicine and health. Her books
include Superfoods and La cura de uvas.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / CRYSTALS
HEALTH & FITNESS / HOLISM
320 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
197 B&W PHOTOS, 182 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $32.95 (CAN $43.95)

ISBN: 9788499175614
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK JULY
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Alternativa Series

Wake up! Encienda
su vida. Apague el
piloto automático
Siéntase conectado. Conózcase
mejor. Consiga que cada
día sea único
A translation of Wake Up! Escaping a Life
on Autopilot (9780241977422)

Chris Baréz- Brown
When we do routine activities, our subconscious takes over to save energy and
we shift into autopilot mode. This book
presents a series of experiments designed
to help you break free from this trap. From
climbing a tree to writing a letter, here are
a year’s worth of balanced, playful experiences that will engage your imagination
and stimulate your senses.
Chris Baréz Brown is bestselling author,
speaker, and businessman. He founded
Upping Your Elvis in 2009 to help people
reconnect with their inner genius and
become confident in being who they truly
are. He is also the author of the bestselling book Free: Love Your Work, Love
Your Life.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / MINDFULNESS
& MEDITATION
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
304 PAGES, 5.5 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788416965069
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST
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Naturaleza 365
Las voces del cuerpo

Proyectos DIY para conectar
con la naturaleza todo el año

The Voices of the Body

A translation of 365 Nature
(9781741174649)

Alejandra Brener
What happens when we fail to listen to the
voices of our bodies? Whether in the form
of cries or whispers, our body expresses itself in its own language and is our
greatest source of learning. Our body is an
unconditional ally that will never betray
us. This book is a journey, an adventure,
an inner pilgrimage, and a challenge. It’s
an invitation to connect with our bodies
and deepen our wisdom of our body.
Alejandra Brener has degrees in educational sciences and didactics from the
University of Buenos Aires. She is a body
therapist who specializes in bioenergetics
and a yoga teacher.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
256 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9789877186093
RIGHTS: WORLD
EDICIONES LEA MAY

Anna Carlile
From nature walks to tree-climbing and
foraging edible plants, this book is full of
ideas for projects and activities for rediscovering nature. These ideas will help you
slow down the pace, simplify your life, and
spend more quality time with loved ones.
Anna Carlile is the cofounder of Viola Design, an Australian design studio focused
on sustainability. She has participated in
numerous forums and conferences about
sustainable design.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
NATURE / GENERAL
248 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
$39.95 (CAN $53.95)

ISBN: 9788425230134
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY

Spanish Books

Disfruta de un baño de bosque
Cómo despejar tu mente y tus sentidos
A translation of The Joy of Forest Bathing (9781631065705)

Melanie Choukas-Bradley
The Japanese term karoshi means death due to an excess of
work, and the prescribed antidote is the shinrin-yoku, or “forest
bath.” If you’re feeling overwhelmed by the rhythm of everyday
life or experiencing mental blocks and stunted creativity, it might
be time to reconnect with nature and take a forest bath. This
attractive illustrated guide offers suggestions and methods for
reconnecting with nature any time of year—in the woods, park,
beach, or mountains—to nourish and free your creative spirit.
Melanie Choukas-Bradley is an forest and natural therapy guide
accredited by the Association of Nature and Forest Therapy
Guides and Programs. She is the award-winning author of A Year
in Rock Creek Park and City of Trees.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / HEALING/GENERAL
128 PAGES, 5.75 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9788425231636
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY

New Titles

Mindfulness para mejorar
tu rendimiento
Mindfulness to Improve Your Performance, a translation
of the German (9783956010873)

Peter Creutzfeldt and Karolien Notebaert
It’s tough to balance improving personal performance with meeting larger goals and avoiding burnout. With a basis in the latest
brain science and many years of leadership experience, neuroscientist Karolien Notebaert and coach Peter Creutzfeldt show how
mindfulness can be the answer in efforts to respond to all kinds
of challenges in personal and professional life.
Peter Creutzfeldt is the founder and director of Working in the
Zone, a company that specializes in helping people and organizations develop their potential and talent. He is the editor of
Die Gesunde Organisation and his work has been published
in various journals and blogs, including the Harvard Business
Manager. Karolien Notebaert is the founder of One Step Ahead
– Notebaert Consulting, a company that focuses on leadership
development and stress management. She is a professor at the
Goethe Business School and at the Vlerick Business School, and
is the cofounder of the NIC Academy. Her work has appeared in
numerous journals, including the Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience and Neurolmage.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / MINDFULNESS & MEDITATION
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
320 PAGES, 5 X 8
4 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS, 3 TABLES, 3 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $34.95)

ISBN: 9788499886657
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE
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El despertar de
la guerrera

Wayra

Musa

Cartas a mi hija

El retorno de la mujer sagrada

Awakening the Warrior

Wayra

Muse

Chamalú

Chamalú

Chamalú

This existential toolbox for women offers
advice for self-knowledge and transformations that give meaning to our lives and
open up a path to personal realization.

What began with a few letters while
Wayra was still pregnant later became a
pedagogical project that emphasizes the
importance of education for enabling people to live well. This book also includes
advice for young people on cultivating
self-knowledge and transformation.

In this existential survival manual, readers
can learn to boost the growth of their
conscience and daily well-being. Topics
include discovering personal potential,
connecting with Mother Earth, and natural
forms of meditation.

Chamalú is a spiritual leader and medicine
man who studies ancient wisdom of the
Andes and the Amazon. He is the author
of more than 50 books on the topic and
has led conferences in more than 1,300
cities worldwide.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / SHAMANISM
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION
& PERSONAL GROWTH
108 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9786079472658
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO JULY

Chamalú is a spiritual leader and medicine
man who studies ancient wisdom of the
Andes and the Amazon. He is the author
of more than 50 books on the topic and
has led conferences in more than 1,300
cities worldwide.
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / SHAMANISM
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION
& PERSONAL GROWTH
160 PAGES, 5.5 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $21.99 (CAN $29.99)

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / SHAMANISM
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION
& PERSONAL GROWTH
264 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $23.99 (CAN $31.99)

ISBN: 9786079472634

ISBN: 9786079472641

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO JULY

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO JULY
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Chamalú is a spiritual leader and medicine
man who studies ancient wisdom of the
Andes and the Amazon. He is the author
of more than 50 books on the topic and
has led conferences in more than 1,300
cities worldwide.

Spanish Books

Correspondencia desde dos
rincones de una habitación
A translation of Correspondence Across a Room
(9780910395113)

Mikhail Gershenzon and Ivanov Vyacheslav
The twelve letters in this volume were written in the summer of
1920 by two of pre-Soviet Russia’s most important intellectuals.
They shared a room at the Sanatorium for Scientific and Literary
Workers but turned to writing letters as a way to remain focused
on their writing.

New Titles

Mediaciones
Mediations

Walter Benjamin and Jenaro Talens
This collection of fragments from Walter Benjamin shed light on
a particular area of his work, that concerned with representation and mediation. For Benjamin, it’s not in the binary of form
and content that important ideas or problems are inscribed,
but rather in the rhetorical devices that appear to play a merely
supporting role.

Mikhail Osipovich Gershenzon was one of the most notable
critics of the Silver Age of Russian poetry. After being denied an
academic position for being Jewish, he edited the influential essay
collection Vekhi. V.I. Ivanov was a Russian poet, philologist, and
philosopher. He was an active proponent of symbolist poetry.

Walter Benjamin was a German critic, philosopher, and essayist whose thought combines elements of German Idealism or
Romanticism, historical materialism, and Jewish mysticism. He
contributed strongly to aesthetic theory and Western Marxism
and is associated with the Frankfurt School. Jenaro Talens is a
Spanish poet, essayist, and translator. He is a professor of Spanish
literature at the University of Geneva.

PHILOSOPHY / ESSAYS
96 PAGES, 6.25 X 4.25
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

PHILOSOPHY / ESSAYS
128 PAGES, 4.25 X 7
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9786079409951
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY

ISBN: 9788416938711
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY
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Construir + Llegar a ser Series

Espiritualidad & Pensamiento Series

Pensar diferente

#Piénsalo

Abra la mente. Filosofía para
la vida contemporánea

#ThinkAboutIt

A translation of Think Differently: Open Your Mind. Philosophy
for Modern Life (9781781317174)

Adam M. Ferner
From philosophical people skills to ethical and moral questions
about our lifestyle choices, philosophy teaches us to ask the right
questions, even if it doesn’t necessarily hold all the answers. With
20 dip-in sessions from history’s great philosophers alongside today’s most pioneering thinkers, this book will guide you to think
deeply and differently.
Adam M. Ferner has worked in academic philosophy in France
and the UK, and in schools and youth centers around London.
He is the author of Think Differently and Organisms and Personal Identity. He currently works at the Royal Institute of Philosophy in London.
PHILOSOPHY / GENERAL
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417492618
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST
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Tomás Balmaceda
Everyone thinks about existential questions from time to time,
questions like, What is life? Why do we die? What is love? Is
happiness an illusion? This book is a journey through 10 major
questions from the history of philosophy and also includes references to movies, songs, comics, and novels.
Tomás Balmaceda holds a PhD in Philosophy from the University
of Buenos Aires and specializes in philosophy of mind and philosophy of technology. He is a professor at the University of Buenos
Aires, Di Tella University and UCES.
PHILOSOPHY / GENERAL
REFERENCE / QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
304 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9789877186086
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA MAY

Spanish Books

La religión del ateo
Religion of the Atheist

Joan-Carles Mèlich
The death of God is the end of the Absolute, but not the end of religion. There’s
another way of living and confronting life’s
fundamental questions. That’s what JoanCarles Mèlich calls prose: the world of
casual encounters, of atheistic religion, and
of responding to the demands of friendship, eroticism, pleasure, and more.
Joan-Carles Mèlich is a Catalan philosopher and a professor of philosophy of
education. His books include Contra los
absolutos, La lectura como plegaria, and
Filosofía de la finitud. For the last fifteen
years, his research interests have focused
on developing what he calls an “anthropological philosophy of finitude.”
RELIGION / PHILOSOPHY
80 PAGES, 4.25 X 7
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9788417796044
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

FRAGMENTA EDITORIAL AUGUST

New Titles

Conversación con
Lluís Duch

En palabras del
Buddha

Religión, comunicación
y política

Una antología de Discursos
del canon pali

Conversation with Lluís Duch

A translation of In the Buddha’s Words
(9780861714919)

Lluís Duch
The work of Lluís Duch spans topics religion, politics, ethics, family, the city, and
more. In this interview, he discusses topics
including his time in Germany, his devotion to both monastic and intellectual life,
and the ambiguous and adverbial human
condition.
Lluís Duch was a Catalan anthropologist,
theologian, and monk of the Santa Maria
de Montserrat abbey. He wrote more than
fifty books and tracts and translated the
work of Luther, Müntzer, Silesius, and
others from German. He earned a Creu de
Sant Jordi, one of the highest civil distinctions in Catalonia, in 2011.
RELIGION / SPIRITUALITY
RELIGION / PHILOSOPHY
96 PAGES, 4.25 X 7
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9788417796020

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
FRAGMENTA EDITORIAL AUGUST

Bhikkhu Bodhi
This definitive introduction to Buddha’s
teachings is expressed in his own words.
American monk Bhikkhu Bodhi is a
recognized translator of these texts, and
taken together, they provide evidence of
the breadth and intelligence of Buddha’s
teachings and illuminate an ancient but
vital path.
Bhikkhu Bodhi is an American Buddhist
monk who is ordained in Sri Lanka. He is
considered one of the world’s top authorities on Theravada Buddhism and has
translated several collections of Buddha’s
teachings.
RELIGION / BUDDHISM/GENERAL
768 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $42.95 (CAN $57.95)

ISBN: 9788499886701
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE
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Cuadrilátero de libros Series

Viajes al corazón

Tu emoción tiene razón

Ejercicios y meditaciones para entrar
en el corazón

Primeros auxilios para entenderte
con tus emociones

A translation of Journeys into the Heart (9781504374989)

Your Feelings Are Right

Drunvalo Melchizede and Daniel Mitel

Raquel Ballesteros

There is movement associated with entering the sacred space of
the heart. Without this movement, your brain only imagines that
you are in the sacred space of the heart, but this is not true. In
Journeys into the Heart, you will find exercises that show you
how to move your spirit there.

We often treat emotions as a weakness inherent in being human, feeling bad if we experience fear, anger, or even excessive
happiness. In this book, psychologist Raquel Ballesteros proposes
a view of emotions as a biological and universal language with
a well-defined function. She also offers a way to find a balance
between body and mind to integrate intellectual reflection with
physical emotion.

Drunvalo Melchizedek and Daniel Mitel are two of the world’s
most prominent masters of meditation. Melchizedek is the author
of five books that have been published in 29 languages.
SELF-HELP / SPIRITUAL
208 PAGES, 5.5 X 8, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9788417492151
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST

Raquel Ballesteros is a Catalan therapist and teacher. Her
practice incorporates tools such as mindfulness, bioenergetics,
coaching, and gestalt.
SELF-HELP / EMOTIONS
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH
144 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788416918515
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES JULY
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Desintoxica tu
corazón
Meditaciones para sanar
traumas emocionales
A translation of Detox Your Heart
(9781614293873)

Valerie Mason-John
After years of abuse and fighting addiction,
Valerie Mason-John felt trapped in her
toxic emotions—but meditation and her
resolve to forge a new path helped her find
peace. In this book, Mason-John helps us
recognize our emotions and develop selfcare with the aim of healing.
Valerie Mason-John is a former journalist
and currently teaches anger management
courses. She is the president of Triratna
Vancouver Buddhist Center.
SELF-HELP / EMOTIONS
SELF-HELP / SELF-MANAGEMENT/
ANGER MANAGEMENT
360 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)

ISBN: 9788499886770
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE

New Titles

Ansiedad 3. Celos
Cuando el miedo a la pérdida
acelera la pérdida
Anxiety 3: Jealousy, a translation of the
Portuguese (9788557171336)

Augusto Cury
Augusto Cury says there have never been
as many prisoners in free societies as there
is now. Indeed: jealousy subjects us to a
heavy emotional condemnation that we
burden ourselves with. This affects men
and women from all walks of life, professions and social classes. Who says he loves
the other but tries to change and control
him, lives in a state of self-indifference,
frustration and dissatisfaction that will
never be filled. As the author affirms: jealousy is a disease that must be cured if we
dream of living free of emotional chains.
Augusto Cury is a psychiatrist, investigator, and writer. He designed the Theory of
Multi-Focal Intelligence, which outlines
the complete process of constructing
thoughts and the formation of the “I” as
the mental administrator. He manages the
Academy of Intelligence in São Paulo, and
is considered the single best-selling author
in Brazil.

Miedo de tener
miedo
Ansiedad, pánico, agorafobia
The Fear of Fear, a translation of the
French (9782760406209)

Andree Letarte
People live with all kinds of fear: the fear
of not being loved, of falling short, of losing something—or even of being vulnerable. When that fear of being afraid strikes,
it becomes difficult to listen to your voice
of reason and understand that you have
the tools to deal with difficult situations.
Andrée Letarte is the director of outpatient
therapy and anxiety and mood disorders at
the Integrated Health and Social Services
Centre in l’Est-de-l’Île-de-Montréal.
SELF-HELP / ANXIETIES & PHOBIAS
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
292 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.50 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9786075279411
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

SELF-HELP / EMOTIONS
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
136 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786075277677

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
MARCH
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Cuentos para
Demián
Los cuentos que contaba
mi analista
Fourth edition
Stories for Demián

Jorge Bucay
This indisputable classic in human development literature contains a selection
of stories that help us see our everyday
reality more clearly in all its joys and
sadness, triumphs and failures, and
truths and mysteries. Each one of these
stories can heal wounds, help guide us in
the search for self, and pave the way for
self-actualization.
Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
228 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278117
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

Cuentos para pensar

Cartas para Claudia

Siempre hay un cuento para
cada quien
Fourth edition

Palabras de un psicoterapeuta
gestáltico a una amiga
Fourth edition

Stories to Think About

Letters to Claudia

Jorge Bucay

Jorge Bucay

This book, one of Jorge Bucay’s most
widely read titles, combines many inspiring
stories. They are the stories that accompany us and help to shed light on our
inner growth. Almost all have their own
inspiration, but we also find the traditional
narratives and stories that have enriched
the lives of readers. This warm and friendly conversation recalls some of the themes
that men and women have dealt with for a
long time, while challenging the reader to
make each day better and better.

Facing self-denial, justifications, and both
real and imagined obstacles, the thought
process of Bucay becomes an invitation to
look at reality as it is so we can make our
own decisions. These letters address love,
responsibility, happiness, losses, death, and
the grieving process to a fictional character.
This format allows the reader to know
a direct and intimate Bucay, a close and
comprehensive Bucay, through the imaginary Claudia utilizing simple but profound
words of deep meaning. These words
speak to us regarding fundamental aspects
of human beings. They are reflections that
pass through the sieve of personal experiences that link with the common experiences, perplexities, and questions of the
average individual.

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
180 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278070
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
252 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075277899
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Las tres preguntas
¿Quién soy? ¿Adónde voy?
¿Y con quién?
Third edition
The Three Questions

Jorge Bucay
Now considered a landmark series, Hojas
de ruta is a milestone among Jorge
Bucay’s works. Sensitive to this circumstance and insightful to the content, the
author provides a revitalized proposal
in this volume. It attempts to answer
questions that human beings have had
throughout history: Who am I? Where am
I going? With whom? Thus, Jorge Bucay
teaches us an important lesson about our
own human nature.
Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
284 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278155
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL
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De la autoestima
al egoísmo

Hojas de ruta

Un diálogo entre tu y yo
Fourth edition

Roadmaps

From Self-Esteem to Self-Absorption

Since their appearances, each one of the
books in Bucay’s Roadmaps series has
added to his compilation of extraordinary
editorial accomplishments. Thousands of
people have found in this series, the thread
of Ariadna, to help guide them along the
path of personal growth and self -realization. This current volume unites four stages of this itinerary; they can be addressed
independently, but read in a successive
manner illuminating this vital trajectory.
These stages are the Path to Self Dependence, the Path to Discovery, the Path of
Tears, and the Path to Happiness.

Jorge Bucay
Consisting of imaginary chats with numerous readers, Jorge Bucay has written
yet another heartwarming and uplifting
book meant to help its readers. The
friendly conversation includes common
topics that have concerned women and
men throughout the ages, and presents
them in such a way as to improve upon
every day. This dialog, filled with tasteful
humor, stories, and parables, invites us to
question our most deep-rooted beliefs and
to meditate on questions that truly touch
human condition.
Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
172 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278100

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

Revised fourth edition
Jorge Bucay

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
768 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $24.00 (CAN $33.95)

ISBN: 9786075278124
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL
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El camino de la
autodependencia

El camino de
la felicidad

El camino del
encuentro

Tu mejor amigo eres tú
Fourth edition

Un desafío personal
Fourth edition

Un ensayo acerca del amor
Fourth edition

Path of Self-Reliance

The Path to Happiness

The Path of Discovery

Jorge Bucay

Jorge Bucay

Jorge Bucay

No one can walk down the personal path
that leads to happiness for us. Everyone
must take the course at their own risk.
There are, of course, those who are slightly
lost and arrive a bit late, as well as those
that discover the shortcut and become the
leaders. In this book, Jorge Bucay shares
with us the first of his Roadmaps: personal
maps that help us stay on course and better cope with obstacles that we inevitably
find in our way.

All human beings want to achieve happiness. A large part of our efforts, dreams,
and everyday anxieties is directed toward
this ultimate goal. However, few concepts
result in being more elusive and difficult to
define. What does happiness really mean?
How is it achieved? True to his style, Jorge
Bucay doesn’t pretend to provide foolproof
recipes or tell us how to be happy. He
accompanies readers and helps them discover, on their own, their individual keys
to happiness.

A beautiful and enriching guide to thinking about our interactions with others, this
book by Jorge Bucay urges us to reflect on
how our encounters with our peers allow
us to grow internally. While the conquest
of self-realization is an individual task, it
can’t be achieved without relationships
and the help of others. The key is to love
one another and to surrender to and enrich
the company of others. “Without the interactions of others,” declares Bucay, “we aren’t healthy. Without others’ existence, our
lives would be empty although our houses
may be full with expensive possessions.”

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
136 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786075278131
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/HAPPINESS
192 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278148
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / COMMUNICATION &
SOCIAL SKILLS
244 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075277912
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL
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Camino de la
espiritualidad

El camino de
las lágrimas

El camino de
la sabiduría

Llegar a la cima y
seguir subiendo

Fifth edition

El camino de Shimriti

The Path of Tears

The Path of Wisdom

Path of Spirituality

Jorge Bucay

Jorge Bucay

The loss of a loved one, the end of a
relationship, the permanent abandonment
of something we consider valuable—these
are expressions of the same reality. These
phenomena cause us to sink deeper into
sadness and push us toward isolation and
despair. In these pages, Jorge Bucay invites
us to reflect on one of our most difficult,
but at the same time one of the most
important, challenges that all humans must
face at one time or another: the grieving
process. With his characteristic eloquence,
Bucay suggests not only that it is possible
to survive the most painful experiences,
but also that they are necessary to internally mature and grow.

True wisdom is not reserved for academics,
mystics, or philosophers. Nor does it mean
possessing a set of absolute and eternal
truths capable of solving our existential troubles once and for all. Successful
therapist and author Jorge Bucay believes
that real wisdom is a constant willingness
to learn.

Jorge Bucay
It’s easy to forget that human beings are
defined by more than what’s visible or tangible. Instead, fulfillment means developing
a sense of spirituality as well. Successful
writer and therapist Jorge Bucay offers an
approach to success that goes far beyond
economic or social achievements to the
most essential, intangible, and intimate
parts of each person.
Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / SPIRITUAL
336 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $14.50 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9786075278186
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have been translated
into more than 24 languages, and he
has become one of the most influential
thinkers of today’s society. He is the author
of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas
para Claudia, Cuentos para pensar, De la
autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignorancia a
la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
260 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278971
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

SELF-HELP / DEATH, GRIEF, BEREAVEMENT
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
244 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278179

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
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De la felicidad en
las pequeñas cosas
On Happiness in Small Things, a translation of the German (9783736501331)

Anselm Grün
What do we really need to find happiness
or satisfaction? And what is it that prevents us from being at peace with what is?
In this book, Anselm Grün reflects on the
various aspects of satisfaction. She believes
that it’s often enough to see things from
another perspective to feel comfortable
with ourselves or our life. This process
is made possible by our attitude towards
gratitude: if we’re grateful for today, we
can also find happiness in small things, no
matter how much we may be struggling.
Anselm Grün is a monk at the Münsterschwarzach abbot and is Germany’s bestknown spiritual author.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/HAPPINESS
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
112 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788499886695
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE

El Poder de TED*
(*El Empoderamiento Dinámico)
Editión 10 Aniversario
Also available as The Power of TED*
(*The Empowerment Dynamic)
(9780996871808)

David Emerald
This book is a fable on self-leadership, because how you lead your own life has everything to do with how you lead in other
areas. It is a tool for both individuals and
organizations who want to create more
effective communication and relationships.
Learning how to transform everyday
drama and opt for more growth-oriented
solutions, is the priceless gift it teaches.
The Power of TED* offers a powerful
alternative to the Karpman Drama Triangle. The Empowerment Dynamic (TED)
provides the antidote roles of Creator,
Challenger and Coach and a more positive
approach to life’s challenges.
David Emerald is the celebrated creator of
leadership frameworks proven to powerfully boost teamwork and productivity.
Since the release of his bestselling book,
The Power of TED*, thousands of people
and organizations have achieved breakthroughs by applying his self-leadership
techniques.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
192 PAGES, 5 X 7.25
21 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9780996871822
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
POLARIS PUBLISHING MAY
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Valientes e
imperfectas
Teme menos, fracasa más
y vive con más audacia
A translation of Brave, Not Perfect
(9781524762339)

Reshma Saujani
“I love this book! A timely message for
girls and women of all ages: perfection
isn’t just impossible but, worse, insidious.
The prose is so clear, so honest — you feel
like you’re sitting across from Reshma
sharing stories.” —Angela Duckworth,
Christopher H. Browne Distinguished
Professor of Psychology, University
of Pennsylvania, and New York Times
Bestselling author of Grit, on the English
language edition
In our world, girls are raised to be perfect
and take care of others, while boys learn
to be brave, face challenges, and carry on.
As a result, when girls grow into women,
they’re afraid to fail, make mistakes, or be
themselves, and they sacrifice their goals
and dreams.
Reshma Saujani is the founder and CEO
of Girls Who Code, a nonprofit that works
to eliminate the gender gap in tech, while
also teaching girls to trust themselves and
be fearless.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / WOMEN IN
BUSINESS
220 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.50 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278681
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL
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Third edition

Las leyes de la naturaleza
humana

A translation of Mastery (9780670024964)

A translation of The Laws of Human Nature (9780525428145)

Maestría
Robert Greene
“Greene’s specialty is analyzing the lives and philosophies of
historical figures like Sun Tzu and Napoleon, and extracting
from them tips on how to manipulate people and situations—a
cutthroat worldview that has earned him a devoted following
among a like-minded readership of rappers, drug dealers and
corporate executives.” —The New York Times, on the English
language edition
Take the reins of your own destiny to accomplish extraordinary
goals by analyzing the lives of such past masters as Charles Darwin, Benjamin Franklin, Albert Einstein, and Leonard da Vinci.
Through interviewing nine contemporary masters, including tech
guru Paul Graham and animal rights advocate Temple Grandin,
Greene debunks our culture’s many myths about geniuses and
distills the wisdom of the ages to reveal the secret to greatness.
With this seminal text as a guide, readers will learn how to unlock their inner passion and become masters.
Robert Greene is the author of the New York Times bestsellers
The 48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 50th
Law. In addition to having a strong following within the business world and a deep following in Washington, DC, Greene’s
books are hailed by everyone from war historians to the biggest
musicians in the industry. Greene attended U.C. Berkeley and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, where he received a degree
in classical studies. He currently lives in Los Angeles.

Robert Greene
“The writing is engaging and the ideas are fascinating . . . we
could all use the insights Greene provides . . . a hopeful book
that advocates freedom and creativity.” —Quartz, on the English
language edition
As social creatures, humans depend on their relationships.
That’s why talent, knowledge, and training aren’t enough; understanding why people do what they do is the most important
skill to master.
Robert Greene is the author of the New York Times bestsellers
The 48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 50th
Law. In addition to having a strong following within the business world and a deep following in Washington, DC, Greene’s
books are hailed by everyone from war historians to the biggest
musicians in the industry. Greene attended U.C. Berkeley and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, where he received a degree
in classical studies. He currently lives in Los Angeles.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
PSYCHOLOGY / INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
664 PAGES, 6.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $24.00 (CAN $33.95)

ISBN: 9786075277905
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL

SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / GENERAL
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ISBN: 9786075279794
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Third edition

Guía rápida de El arte
de la seducción

A translation of The Art of Seduction (978 0670891924)

Second edition

Robert Greene

A translation of The Concise Art of Seduction (9781861976413)

“Greene’s specialty is analyzing the lives and philosophies of
historical figures like Sun Tzu and Napoleon, and extracting
from them tips on how to manipulate people and situations—a
cutthroat worldview that has earned him a devoted following
among a like-minded readership of rappers, drug dealers and
corporate executives.” —The New York Times, on the English
language edition

Robert Greene

El arte de la seducción

Both men and women possess a formidable weapon that allows
them to captivate others. However, not all take advantage of this
ability. Where brute force has no place and is socially unacceptable, seduction becomes a valuable tool. Seduction allows us to
achieve almost anything: conquer the beloved, earn appreciation from peers, create a path into the business world, achieve
political power, persuade others to do as we wish, and impose
our ideas on others without offending or pressuring them. Gain
knowledge of the nine types of seducers, and discover which you
identify with best. Learn 24 strategies to create an irresistible
spell and overcome the resistance of others.
Robert Greene is the author of the New York Times bestsellers
The 48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 50th
Law. In addition to having a strong following within the business world and a deep following in Washington, DC, Greene’s
books are hailed by everyone from war historians to the biggest
musicians in the industry. Greene attended U.C. Berkeley and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, where he received a degree
in classical studies. He currently lives in Los Angeles.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
SELF-HELP / SEXUAL INSTRUCTION
588 PAGES, 6.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $23.00 (CAN $31.95)

ISBN: 9786075277851
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Both men and women possess a formidable weapon that allows
them to captivate others. However, not all take advantage of this
ability. Where brute force has no place and is socially unacceptable, seduction becomes a valuable tool. Seduction allows us to
achieve almost anything: conquer the beloved, earn appreciation from peers, create a path into the business world, achieve
political power, persuade others to do as we wish, and impose
our ideas on others without offending or pressuring them. Gain
knowledge of the nine types of seducers, and discover which you
identify with best. Learn 24 strategies to create an irresistible
spell and overcome the resistance of others.
Robert Greene is the author of the New York Times bestsellers
The 48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 50th
Law. In addition to having a strong following within the business world and a deep following in Washington, DC, Greene’s
books are hailed by everyone from war historians to the biggest
musicians in the industry. Greene attended U.C. Berkeley and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, where he received a degree
in classical studies. He currently lives in Los Angeles.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
SELF-HELP / SEXUAL INSTRUCTION
200 PAGES, 6 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278063
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL
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Las 33 estrategias de la guerra
Fourth edition
A translation of The 33 Strategies of War (9780670034574)

Robert Greene
In the competitive and violent world of today, it is impossible to
avoid conflict, especially if we want to reach important goals,
fulfill our wishes, and gain the respect of others. According
to Robert Greene, the everyday life has become a permanent
struggle that is waged on all fronts. War is not a separate kingdom that is divorced from the rest of society. It is a field that is
eminently human, a grocery store of the best and the worst of our
nature. It is indispensable to learn to face the daily battles with
the best strategies possible. There is nobody better to teach us
than the great warriors of the past, whose lessons and examples
allow us to vanquish our enemies and to conquer our social and
professional objectives. Abundantly illustrated with examples
from history, such as Hannibal, Alexander the Great, Julius
Caesar, Napoleon Bonaparte, and Frederick the Great, each of
the 33 chapters outlines a strategy that will help you win life’s
wars. An indispensable book, The 33 Strategies of War provides
all the psychological ammunition you need to overcome patterns
of failure and forever gain the upper hand.
Robert Greene is the author of the New York Times bestsellers
The 48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 50th
Law. In addition to having a strong following within the business world and a deep following in Washington, DC, Greene’s
books are hailed by everyone from war historians to the biggest
musicians in the industry. Greene attended U.C. Berkeley and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, where he received a degree
in classical studies. He currently lives in Los Angeles.
PSYCHOLOGY / SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / FINANCE/GENERAL
604 PAGES, 6.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $23.00 (CAN $31.95)

ISBN: 9786075278162
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Guía rápida de
las 33 estrategias
de la guerra
Second edition
A translation of The Concise 33 Strategies
of War (9781861979988)

El malestar en
la cultura

Primeros auxilios para
conservar el ingenio y
sobrevivir en el trabajo

A translation of The Discomfort in the
Culture (9783959090452)

Psychology for Creatives

Robert Greene

Frank Berzbach

Current reality has become increasingly
competitive and violent. Every day, we are
confronted with a ferocious antagonism
that obliges us to be prepared not only to
defend ourselves. With this in mind, the
author puts within our reach the strategies
that historical figures such as Julius Caesar,
Napoleon Bonaparte, Winston Churchill,
Frederick the Great, and Otto von Bismarck have adapted for a contemporary
situation. This concise guide summarizes
the central ideas of The 33 Strategies of
War, a book that delves into the minds of
many of the leaders of the 21st century.

Meeting project deadlines and client
expectations, working from home in a
disciplined way, and placing limits on
work hours are common challenges for
designers, illustrators, and creatives. In
this book, Frank Berzbach analyses the
factors that play into creativity for these
professionals in an approachable yet
rigorous way and offers a series of reflections and practical tips for keeping the
creative energy flowing.

Robert Greene is the author of the New
York Times bestsellers The 48 Laws of Power and The 50th Law. Greene’s books are
hailed by everyone from the business sector
to war historians to the biggest musicians in
the industry. Greene attended U.C. Berkeley
and the University of Wisconsin at Madison,
where he received a degree in classical studies. He currently lives in Los Angeles.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
HISTORY / MILITARY/GENERAL
204 PAGES, 6 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278551
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
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Psicología para
creativos

Franz Berzbach is a professor of psychology and media pedagogy at the Ecosign
Academy for Design and in the department
of applied sciences at the University of
Cologne.
PSYCHOLOGY / CREATIVE ABILITY
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / CAREERS/GENERAL
182 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)

ISBN: 9788425226007
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY

Sigmund Freud
From the beginning of his career, Sigmund
Freud took an interest in the psychic
conflict understood as a confrontation between individual needs with the frequently
exorbitant needs of society. This book
presents the unique problem of evil, of
aggression and guilt, or even sin, to name
it using traditional religious language.
Sigmund Freud is considered the founder
of psychoanalysis. Through his studies in
medicine and neuropathology, he came to
explore the unconscious psychic life of his
patients.
PSYCHOLOGY / ESSAYS
PSYCHOLOGY / MOVEMENTS/
PSYCHOANALYSIS
144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
CLOTH, $11.99 (CAN $15.99)

ISBN: 9788470306303
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY
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Construir + Llegar a ser Series

Buen dinero
Ahorro e inversión. Impulse
su bienestar financiero

Ser creativo
Inspírese. Libere su originalidad

Disfrutar del tiempo
Deje las prisas. Sea más
productivo

A translation of Good Money
(9781781317570)

A translation of Being Creative:
Be inspired. Unlock your originality
(9781781317181)

Nathalie Spencer

Michael Atavar

Catherine Blyth

From examining how cashless transactions affect our spending and decoding
the principles of why a bargain draws
you in, through to exposing what it really
means to be an effective forecaster, Good
Money reveals how you can be motivated
to be better with money and provides you
with essential tools to boost your financial
well-being.

Through a series of 20 practical and
effective exercises, all using a unique visual
approach, Michael Atavar challenges you
to open your mind, shift your perspective, and ignite your creativity. Whatever
your passion, craft, or aims, this book
will expertly guide you from bright idea,
through the tricky stages of development,
to making your concepts a reality.

Nathalie Spencer is a behavioral scientist
at Commonwealth Bank of Australia. She
explores financial decision making and
how insights from behavioral science can
be used to boost financial well-being. She
is the co-author of Wired for Imprudence:
Behavioural Hurdles to Financial Capability, among other titles.

Michael Atavar is an artist and consultant with a practice that mixes creativity,
business, art, and psychology. His books
include How To Be An Artist and Better
Magic: How To Have Creative Ideas in 24
Steps.

We are living longer than ever and, thanks
to technology, we are able to accomplish
so much more. So why do we feel timepoor? In 20 eye-opening lessons, Catherine
Blyth combines cutting-edge science and
psychology to show why time runs away
from you, then provides the tools to get
it back. Restore your body clock, fix your
routine, and take advantage of inertia to
slow down a little.

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / PERSONAL
FINANCE/GENERAL
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417492588

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
SELF-HELP / CREATIVITY
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417492571
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST

A translation of Enjoy Time
(9781781318003)

Catherine Blyth is a writer, editor, and
broadcaster. Her books, including The Art
of Conversation and On Time, have been
published all over the world. She writes for
publications including the Daily Telegraph,
Daily Mail and Observer.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417492564
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST
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New Titles

Construir + Llegar a ser Series

Adquiera la tecnología

Leer a las personas

A translation of Get Technology (9781781317488)

Comprenda el comportamiento.
Comuníquese con destreza.

Gerald Lynch

A translation of Read People (9781781317310)

Póngase al día. Actualice su futuro

From the driverless transport systems hitting our roads to the
nanobots and artificial intelligence pushing human capabilities
to their limits, in 20 dip-in lessons this book introduces the most
exciting and important technological concepts of our age, helping
you to better understand the world around you today, tomorrow
and in the decades to come.
Gerald Lynch is the associate editor of the technology website
TechRadar. Formerly the editor of Gizmodo UK, he has written
for publications including Kotaku, TheMirror and Lifehacker,
and is a regular technology pundit for the BBC. Gerald was on
the judging panel for the 2016 James Dyson Award.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417492601
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST

Rita Carter
The increasing speed of communication in the modern world
makes it more important than ever to understand the subtle
behaviors behind everyday interactions. In 20 dip-in lessons, Rita
Carter translates the signs that reveal a person’s true feelings
and intentions and exposes how these signals drive relationships,
crowds and even society’s behavior. Learn the influencing tools
used by leaders and recognize the fundamental patterns of behavior that shape how we act and how we communicate.
Rita Carter is an award-winning medical and science writer,
lecturer, and broadcaster who specializes in the human brain. She
is the author of Mind Mapping and has hosted a series of science
lectures for the public.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / BUSINESS COMMUNICATION/GENERAL
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES / COMMUNICATION STUDIES
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788417492595
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST
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Spanish Books

El obstáculo es el camino
El arte inmemorial de convertir l
as pruebas en triunfo
A translation of The Obstacle Is the Way (9781591846352)

Ryan Holiday
“The book on stoicism that’s taking the NFL by storm.” —Sports
Illustrated, on the English language edition
“Follow these precepts and you will revolutionize your life. Read
this book!” —Steven Pressfield, author, The War of Art and
Gates of Fire, on the English language edition
Obstacles are not merely objects in our path that we need to
overcome. They can also be a source of inspiration, or even a
tool for turning crisis into opportunity and setbacks into steps
to success.
Ryan Holiday is an American writer, marketer, and entrepreneur
interested in personal and corporate development. He is the media
editor for the New York Observer and has written for Forbes, The
Huffington Post, and others. He also wrote Trust Me, I’m Lying.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
216 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278346
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL

New Titles

Guía rápida de Las 48
leyes del poder
Third edition
A translation of The Concise 48 Laws of Power
(9781861974044)

Robert Greene
Whether we like it or not, we live in a world ruled by conflict
and fierce competition, a world that requires us to always be alert
and to constantly to take action. If we are not careful, if we don’t
react in time to the challenges given to us, if we let others control
and make decisions for us, we are lost. This quick guide takes
us back to the basic ideas of the controversial yet indispensable
book by Robert Greene, The 48 Laws of Power, which has been
read by millions of people worldwide. Not only is it a reflection
on power, but it is also a practical instrument for those who wish
to pave their own way toward success. Based on historical ideas
and influential personalities and drawing on actual cases, Greene
reveals the keys to achieve, conquer, and defend power.
Robert Greene is the author of the New York Times bestsellers
The 48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 50th
Law. In addition to having a strong following within the business world and a deep following in Washington, DC, Greene’s
books are hailed by everyone from war historians to the biggest
musicians in the industry. Greene attended U.C. Berkeley and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, where he received a degree
in classical studies. He currently lives in Los Angeles.
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
216 PAGES, 6 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786075278377
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL
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Storytelling como estrategia
de comunicación
Herramientas narrativas para comunicadores,
creativos y emprendedores
Storytelling as Communication Strategy (9782350174266), a
translation of the French

Guillaume Lamarre
Once upon a time, communication went only one way. Brands
and institutions were limited to repeating their messages over
and over. But when the digital era hit, the public began to
choose how and when they wanted to receive this information,
and brands had to completely reinvent their communication
strategies. But one day, storytelling emerged as a methodology
perfectly adapted to the new context and brand and institutional
communications became a way to build richer and more complex
connections with users. This book explains the art of storytelling
as a communication technique in all its dimensions to help us
transmit messages effectively.
Guillaume Lamarre is the founder of the communications agency
Sherkan Conseil, where he advises clients on content strategy.
He is also the artistic director and editorial adviser for Grupo
Monniteur. He is the author of La vía del creativo.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ADVERTISING & PROMOTION
176 PAGES, 6.5 X 9, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)

ISBN: 9788425232046
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY

¿Quién es Dueño de la Pobreza?
Also available as Who Owns Poverty? (9781912157129)

Martin Burt
This is the story of the one question about global poverty we
never thought to ask: who owns it? It’s a question with an unexpected answer, one that challenges everything that we thought we
knew about what poverty is, and what we can do about it. This
is a story of a powerful data-driven methodology being used in
a dozen countries across 5 continents. It’s a new approach that
puts poor families in charge of defining and diagnosing their own
unique, multidimensional poverty—who by owning the problem,
own the solution. This book is for all the governments, development NGOs, charities, dreamers, thinkers, doers and leaders who
are frustrated with limiting their aspirations to reducing poverty,
or alleviating its effects—and the lack of progress we face in doing either. This is a book about unleashing trapped energy within
poor families to do the unthinkable: eliminate global poverty
once and for all.
Dr. Martín Burt is the founder and Executive Director of the
Paraguayan Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicated to
promoting social entrepreneurship and economic self-reliance to
eliminate poverty worldwide. He has written books on economics, development, municipal government, poetry and education.
He graduated from Pacific University and George Washington
University. He has a PhD from Tulane University, and is a Visiting
Professor of Social Entrepreneurship at the Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, and a Distinguished Visiting Professor at the University
of California, Irvine.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / DEVELOPMENT/
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL SCIENCE / POVERTY & HOMELESSNESS
296 PAGES, 8 X 5, 2 COLOR PHOTOS, 1 CHART
TRADE PAPER, $17.99 (CAN $23.99)

ISBN: 9781912157204

RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & IRELAND
RED PRESS LTD AVAILABLE
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Cuaderno de Mánchester

New Titles

Masaje tailandés

Notebook from Manchester

Terapia, técnicas y rutinas

Pol Ballús and Luis Martin

A translation of The Thai Massage Manual (9781859064092)

This book about Pep Guardiola’s time as a trainer for Manchester City centers the voices of the players, his family, and the city.
Author Luís Martín’s narrative lens provides the clearest look at
Guardiola and his life in Manchester.
Pol Ballús is a catalan sports journalist who covers the Premier
League. His work regularly appears on BBC and Rac1. Luis
Martín is a Spanish sports journalist who covers soccer and
the Olympics.
SPORTS & RECREATION / SOCCER
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SPORTS
280 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788417081881
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY

Maria Mercati
One of the most ancient healing arts, Thai massage harmonizes
the energies of body and mind. This step-by-step guide teaches
a full-body treatment, highlighting the healing benefits of each
technique, and also incorporates work on acupressure points and
routines to ease chronic pain for specific conditions.
Maria Mercati is an internationally renowned teacher and therapist in Thai massage, Tui Na, acupuncture and Indonesian massage. She is the founder of BODYHARMONICS®, an integrated
approach to therapy that blends Chinese, Thai, and Indonesian
treatment methods to promote health and harmony.
HEALTH & FITNESS / MASSAGE & REFLEXOLOGY
HEALTH & FITNESS / HEALING
160 PAGES, 6.5 X 9.25, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788416965366
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST
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New Titles

Masters/Salud Series

Nutrición & Fitnes Series

Técnica Alexander
El libro práctico
del ayurveda

Cannabis terapéutico

Manual de educación y control
postural

Therapeutic Cannabis

Descubra el método terapéutico más antiguo del mundo
que aborda la salud desde una
perspectiva integral

Jaume Roselló and Laura Torres

A translation of The Alexander Technique
Manual (9781859064085)

The Practical Book of Ayurveda

Jaume Rosselló
Ayurveda contains wisdom about life and
the subtle energy that exists in all things.
This book is a guide to the basic principles
of Ayurveda, including the qualities of doshas through a wide range of well-known
sensations, such as hot and cold, light and
heavy, wet and dry.
Jaume Rosselló is a Catalan editor, author,
and natural health expert. He is the author
of books such as Salud y bienestar con el
té verde and Más energía con germinados,
and is the creator of several magazines,
including Integral and Cuerpomente.
HEALTH & FITNESS / ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
304 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
45 B&W PHOTOS, 45 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS,
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)

Cannabis’ significant medicinal benefits are
often ignored in favor of its status as an
illegal or semi-legal drug in most countries. But in recent years, pharmacological
research on its components has led to a
boom in its therapeutic use. This book reviews the medical applications of cannabis
and its main benefits.
Janice Armitt holds a degree in biology
and is a recognized specialist in medicinal plants. She speaks at conferences in
a practical way, relating the traditional
and ancestral wisdom of plants to current needs. Jaume Roselló is a writer and
editor. He is the author of many articles on
health, food, and natural medicine and has
collaborated on various books on similar
topics. Laura Torres is a writer who specializes in natural health. She is the author
of numerous books on herbal healing.

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

HEALTH & FITNESS / HERBAL MEDICATIONS
HEALTH & FITNESS / ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
144 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
120 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK JULY

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9788499175508

ISBN: 9788499175607
REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK JULY
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Richard Brennan
This highly effective technique for releasing muscular tension throughout the body
teaches new ways of sitting, standing and
moving that put less stress on our muscles,
bones and joints. This step-by-step illustrated guide shows you how to move with
comfort and ease and relieve and prevent
common aches and pains, simply by taking
control of your posture.
Richard Brennan is the director of the
Alexander Teacher Training College in
Galway, Ireland. He lectures extensively
throughout Europe and the USA, and has
been teaching the Alexander Technique for
over 25 years. His previous titles include
The Alexander Technique Manual, Change
Your Posture – Change Your Life, and
Stress: The Alternative Solution.
HEALTH & FITNESS / MASSAGE &
REFLEXOLOGY
144 PAGES, 6.5 X 9.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9788416965373
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST

Spanish Books

New Titles

Nutrición & Fitnes Series

Secretos para una larga vida
Secrets to a Long Life

Yoshinori Fujiwara and Ana Claudia Rodríguez
Is it possible to live to age 100 in a healthy way, and what role
do our diet and exercise play in it? How can stem cells help us
to live longer and better? Two experts examine these and other
questions from a natural health perspective.
Yoshinori Fujiwara is a social gerontology and anti-aging
researcher. He has more than 15 years of experience studying advances in human longevity. Ana Claudia Rodríguez is a journalist
who specializes in personal reinvention and anti-aging. She writes
for specialized magazines and maintains the blog Y si de repente.
HEALTH & FITNESS / LONGEVITY
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION/GENERAL
176 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
117 COLOR PHOTOS, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)

ISBN: 9788499175591
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK JULY

La Dieta Keto
Tu plan de 30 días para perder peso, equilibrar
tus hormonas y revertir padecimientos crónicos
A translation of Keto Diet (9780316529587)

Josh Axe
“If you’re looking to lose weight, balance insulin, and boost your
brain health, this book can change your life. Dr. Axe lays out a
simple plan for following the Keto Diet the right way: by eating
only nutrient-dense foods, like healthy fats, vegetables, herbs, and
spices. If you’re ready for a health breakthrough, this is the book
for you.” ––Amy Myers, MD, author, The Thyroid Connection
and The Autoimmune Solution, on the English Language edition
“Keto Diet is a proven way to balance insulin, reduce inflammation and change your health forever. In his book Dr. Axe busts all
of the common Keto myths and teaches you how to do the Ketogenic diet the right way.” ––Dr. Mark Hyman, New York Times
bestselling author of Food, on the English Language edition
The keto diet is one of the most popular in the world, and for
a reason: it’s proven to burn fat, balance hormones and intestinal flora, fight neurological diseases, and reduce inflammation.
Unfortunately, lots of people adopt a keto diet without knowing
how to ensure successful, lasting results. In this book, bestselling
author Dr. Josh Axe sets the record straight, offering thorough,
step-by-step guidance to achieving lifelong health.
Dr. Josh Axe is the founder of the Dr. Axe natural health website.
He is also the co-founder of the supplement company Ancient
Nutrition and the author of The Gut Repair Cookbook.
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION/DIETS
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION/NUTRITION
404 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9786075279749
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL
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New Titles

Nutrición & Fitnes Series

Bento Power

Mi cocina vegana

Recetas equilibradas
para fiambreras

Las recetas de Lloyd Lang

A translation of Bento Power
(9780857834997)

Sara Kiyo Popowa
Many people bring their lunch to work to
save money, time and to help control what
they’re eating, but sometimes it’s hard to
think of interesting, nutritious things to
make. This book offers a vibrant, fun and
inspirational approach to lunch boxes.
With just a few essential ingredients, you
can add extras to create colorful and highly nutritious vegetarian boxes of joy.
Sara Kiyo Popowa is a recipe writer and
photographer. Her Instagram feed @
shisodelicious has pioneered the homemade bento trend. She works with various
companies, including Clearspring and
Whole Foods.
COOKING / HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
192 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)

ISBN: 9788417492748
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME AUGUST
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My Vegan Cuisine, a translation
of the French (9782017058663)

Lloyd Lang
Enter the colorful world of YouTuber
Lloyd Lang and discover her favorite foods
and healthy yet tasty vegan recipes. These
80 seasonal recipes are suitable for all
occasions and lifestyles.
Lloyd Lang is a vegan YouTuber whose
channel has 100,000 followers.
COOKING / VEGAN
192 PAGES, 8 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $34.95 (CAN $46.95)

ISBN: 9788416407675
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
CINCO TINTAS MAY

Postres veganos
Ideas y recetas para
endulzar tu vida
Vegan Desserts

Denise Davis-Guillain
Vegan baking is no more difficult than
traditional methods—the only difference
are the ingredients. The recipes in this
cookbook use methods that almost perfectly mirror traditional baking, all while
respecting animal welfare and accommodating various food allergies and intolerances.
Denise Davis-Guillain is a vegan food specialist. She has worked in various French
restaurants.
COOKING / VEGAN
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
160 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788499175683
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK JULY

Spanish Books

Chocolate
Chocolate

Luis Robledo
This book is divided in two parts: the
process of turning cacao to chocolate and
chocolate recipes. Readers will learn about
the origin of cacao, botanical varieties, and
the history of cultivation and consumption. 70 recipes where chocolate is the base
ingredient are also included. This unique
reference book features cutting edge techniques in addition to step-by-step instructions so a variety of levels can create their
own chocolate masterpieces.
Luis Robledo is a Mexican chocolate chef
with over 20 years of experience. He is
the owner of Tout Chocolat, a high-end
artisanal chocolate shop located in one
of the busiest areas in Mexico City for its
contemporary and avant-garde culinary
offer. He has appeared on the list of Top
Ten Chocolatiers in North America.
COOKING / SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/
CHOCOLATE
COOKING / COURSES & DISHES/DESSERTS
304 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $25.00 (CAN $34.00)

New Titles

Larousse de los
postres con toque
mexicano

En pocas palabras

Larousse Dessert with Mexican Flair

Ediciones Larousse

Paulina Abascal
This is one of the most comprehensive
pastry guides that also includes Mexican
preparation, techniques, ad ingredients.
Previous editions of this title won various
awards for being the best desert book in
Mexico. This 5th edition includes new recipes and photographs.
Paulina Abascal is an internationally recognized Mexican chef. She has won various
awards for her cooking and is currently
the owner of Dulces Besos.
COOKING / COURSES & DISHES/DESSERTS
COOKING / REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
400 PAGES, 11.25 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $29.00 (CAN $39.00)

Las recetas + sencillas
del mundo
In a Nutshell

This is the perfect guide for quick, easy
meals. It includes over 200 recipes, each
with its own photograph and cover meat,
seafood, vegetarian, desserts, and beverages. Both classic dishes and innovative
creations will encourage readers to cook at
home instead of eating out!
Ediciones Larousse is a publishing house
based in Mexico City.
COOKING / COURSES & DISHES/GENERAL
COOKING / METHODS/GENERAL
408 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $29.00 (CAN $39.00)

ISBN: 9786072120952
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH

ISBN: 9786072120853

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH

ISBN: 9786072120600

RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
EDICIONES LAROUSSE MARCH
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New Titles

Aguas infusionadas

Tokyo Stories

Andalucía

50 bebidas regeneradoras,
revitalizantes y relajantes

Recetas de la capital japonesa

Una aventura gastronómica

A translation of Tokyo Stories
(9781784882297)

A translation of Andalusia
(9781784882266)

Tim Anderson

José Pizarro

Tokyo is rightfully known around the
world as one of the most exciting places
to eat on the planet. Tokyo Stories is a
journey with chef Tim Anderson through
the boulevards and backstreets of Tokyo
via recipes both iconic and unexpected.

Bordering Spain’s southern coast, Andalusia is a place where the past and modernity
blend together to form a magical destination. The fertile land and good weather
also make it a food-lover’s paradise. José
Pizarro takes readers on a journey through
the region’s most delicious dishes that can
also be easily made at home.

A translation of Infused Waters
(9781787134201)

Georgina Davies
Say hello to happy, healthy hydration with
fruit infusions, herbal waters and spicy
blends. At home or on the go, absorb
nature’s health-enhancing vitamins, antioxidants and minerals with 50 delicious
recipes, adding zesty or floral fragrance to
the dullest of drinks while increasing your
daily water intake.
Georgina Davies is a London-based chef,
food stylist and recipe writer who is
passionate about delicious, healthy food
made from fresh and seasonal ingredients.
Her roster includes corporate and private
clients for assignments ranging from recipe
writing and development to food styling
and general food consultancy for a variety
of brands.
COOKING / BEVERAGES/NON-ALCOHOLIC
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION
128 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788416407682
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
CINCO TINTAS MAY
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Tim Anderson is a chef, food writer,
and MasterChef champion. He studied
Japanese gastronomy and lived in Japan
for two years. He has managed the pop-up
Japanese restaurant Nanban since 2013,
which was the inspiration for his book
Nanban: Japanese Soul Food.
COOKING / REGIONAL & ETHNIC/JAPANESE
TRAVEL / SPECIAL INTEREST/CULINARY
256 PAGES, 7.75 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)

ISBN: 9788416407644
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
CINCO TINTAS JUNE

José Pizzaro is the owner of three restaurants in London: José, Pizarro, and José
Pizarro. He has worked at several highly
prestigious restaurants, including Eyre
Brothers, Brindisa, and Gaudi. In 2014, he
was included on the “100 Españoles” list,
which honors one hundred of Spain’s most
notable people.
COOKING / REGIONAL & ETHNIC/SPANISH
256 PAGES, 7.75 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)

ISBN: 9788416407668
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
CINCO TINTAS JUNE

Spanish Books

New Titles

Esenciales del arte Series

Surrealismo

Mujeres artistas

Arte en Cuba

A translation of Surrealism
(9780500294345)

A translation of Women Artists
(9780500294352)

A translation of Art in Cuba
(9782080203885)

Amy Dempsey

Flavia Frigeri

Surrealism is one of the most popular
art movements of the twentieth century.
Taking the reader on a narrative journey
through the history of surrealism, this
book is a digestible introduction to the
movement’s key figures, their works and
where to find them, complete with a glossary of key terms and chronology.

Focusing on fifty diverse women artists,
from Lavinia Fontana and Artemisia Gentileschi through Judy Chicago, Ana Mendieta, and Cindy Sherman, this book equips
the reader with a general understanding of
the history of art by women, as well as an
appreciation of its most outstanding figures from the Baroque to the present day.

Gilbert Brownstone and
Camilo Guevara

Amy Dempsey is an art historian. A Fellow
of the Royal Society of Arts, Dempsey
has written for various London museums,
including Tate, and is the author of Styles,
Schools & Movements: The Essential
Encyclopaedic Guide to Modern Art, Destination Art, and Modern Art.

Flavia Frigeri is an art historian, curator,
and teaching fellow at University College
London. She co-curated the internationally
acclaimed exhibition The World Goes Pop
at Tate Modern in 2015. She is the author
of Tate Introductions: Paul Klee and
contributed to the exhibition catalogue for
The World Goes Pop.

Gilbert Brownstone is an art historian and
exhibition curator. In 1999 he created the
Brownstone foundation, which promotes
social justice through cultural development. Camillo Guevara is a photographer
who teaches at the Havana School of Photography. He runs the Che Guevara Studies
Center, which is dedicated to his father.

ART / WOMEN ARTISTS
176 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ART / CARIBBEAN & LATIN AMERICAN
224 PAGES, 8.625 X 11
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $45.00 (CAN $61.00)

ART / HISTORY/MODERN
(LATE 19TH CENTURY TO 1945)
176 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788417492915
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JULY

ISBN: 9788417492908
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JULY

This book offers a panoramic exploration
of Cuba’s extraordinary art world, including exclusive interviews with thirty-five
of the island’s most influential artists.
It includes a wide variety of mediums,
discussed in the context of the country’s
twentieth-century political landscape.

ISBN: 9788417757243
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JULY
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Psicología del color

Un perro cada día

Cómo actúan los colores sobre
los sentimientos y la razón

A translation of A Dog a Day (9780062874399)

Psychology of Color

Eva Heller
We recognize many more feelings than we do colors, so each
color can produce a large number of contradictory effects. This
book explores the relationship between colors and emotions and
explains this as a universal experience deeply rooted in language
and thought.
Eva Heller was a German color theorist. She is the author of
various books about color and its cultural implications.
ART / COLOR THEORY
PSYCHOLOGY / EMOTIONS
288 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $46.95 (CAN $62.95)

ISBN: 9788425219771
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI APRIL
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Sally Muir
Artist and dog-lover Sally Muir has compiled 365 illustrations
of dogs of all types, sizes, and breeds to create this celebration
of the strong emotional ties between people and their dogs.
Sally Muir is a British artist.
ART / SUBJECTS & THEMES/PLANTS & ANIMALS
240 PAGES, 5.5 X 7.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788425231797
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI APRIL

Spanish Books

Anatomía artística
Artistic Anatomy, a translation of the French (9782212139143)

Michel Lauricella
Understanding the form and structure of the human body is
essential in representing it artistically. This book is a practical
and visual introduction to artistic anatomy through écorché and
other drawing techniques. Its nearly 1,000 illustrations capture
the nature of the human body, while its explanation of basic
principles makes anatomical drawing accessible.
Michel Lauricella is a French artist who has worked at various fine
arts studios in Paris and at Gobelins. He currently teaches at Lisaa
and Fabrica 114 and is the author of various drawing manuals.
ART / TECHNIQUES/DRAWING
320 PAGES, 8 X 6
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9788425228988
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI APRIL

New Titles

Dibujar
Trucos, técnicas y recursos para
la inspiración visual
Drawing

Helen Birch
Drawing can be as simple as grabbing a pencil and paper, but
there are in an infinite number of tricks and techniques—such
as digital collage, combined layers, and experimenting with
scale—that can elevate creative potential. This book contains
explanations of more than 80 drawing techniques, exemplified by
illustrations from top contemporary artists.
Helen Birch is an artist and a professor of illustration. She
teaches at the Bradford School of Arts & Media in the UK and
maintains the popular blog drawdrawdraw.
ART / TECHNIQUES/DRAWING
224 PAGES, 7.25 X 5.25, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788425226939
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH
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Acuarela creativa
Creative Watercolor

Inspiración y técnicas de artistas
contemporáneos

Ana Victoria Calderón

A translation of Just Add Watercolor (9781607747574)

Guía paso a paso para principiantes

Watercolor is a beautiful, pleasing technique that holds many secrets and surprises. This book contains step-by-step instructions
that combine creative freedom and mathematical precision.
Ana Victoria Calderón is a Mexican-American watercolor
painter and professor. Her illustrations can be found on a wide
variety of products in American and European retail stores. She
leads courses on Skillshare, where she has achieved the rank of
Top Teacher.

Helen Birch
This accessible and innovative watercolor manual focuses on the
wide variety of tricks and techniques. It includes more than 80
examples of watercolor and mixed media by some of the world’s
favorite contemporary artists, each one explained in detail.
Helen Birch is an artist and a professor of illustration. She teaches at the Bradford School of Arts & Media in the UK
and maintains the popular blog drawdrawdraw.

ART / TECHNIQUES/WATERCOLOR PAINTING
136 PAGES, 8.5 X 10, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ART / TECHNIQUES/WATERCOLOR PAINTING
208 PAGES, 5 X 7.25, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9788425231827

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI APRIL
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Acuarela

ISBN: 9788425227974

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH

Spanish Books

Diccionario manual
ilustrado de
arquitectura
A translation of A Short Dictionary of
Architecture (9780047200151)

Betty Beatty
This new classic dictionary contains
basic terminology from architecture and
construction, both for current usage and
historic architecture. It’s a fundamental
resource for students and professionals in
architecture, construction, and art history.
Betty Beatty is an author.
ARCHITECTURE / REFERENCE
203 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9788425223860
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI APRIL

New Titles

Las artes del libro

Mundo Craft

Una guía para fabricar y
encuadernar libros en casa

Una guía de la A a la Z de las
artes del DIY

A translation of Making Books
(9781616896317)

Craft World

London Centre for Book Arts
With this DIY guide to book arts, you’ll
learn both classic and avant-garde techniques for this centuries-old practice of
sharing thoughts via bound paper. Stepby-step instructions cover everything from
materials and tools to formats and finishes.
The London Centre for Book Arts is an
open-access, artist-run studio dedicated to
book arts and publishing. It was founded
by artists Simon Goode and Ira Yonemura.
CRAFTS & HOBBIES / BOOK PRINTING
& BINDING
194 PAGES, 7.5 X 10
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
$33.95 (CAN $45.95)

ISBN: 9788425230691

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH

Ramona Barry and Rebecca Jobson
Creating objects is an essential part of
what makes us human. This book includes
all kinds of creative activities, such as
patchwork, embroidery, collage, jewelry-making, origami, and upcycling.
Ramona Barry is an artist, writer, and
curator who specializes in artisanry and
design. She is the former president of Craft
Victoria, Australia’s largest contemporary
artisan association. Rebecca Jobson is a
textile designer, artist, writer, and curator
with 20 years of experience in the industry.
CRAFTS & HOBBIES / GENERAL
408 PAGES, 8.75 X 11
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
$52.95 (CAN $70.95)

ISBN: 9788425229572
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH
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La banda de Pica Pau

Crochet moderno

20 divertidos amigurumis

Accesorios y proyectos para el hogar

The Pica Pau Gang

A translation of Modern Crochet (9781909342682)

Yan Schenkel

Molla Mills

Recreate the characters from the Pica Pau universe of fun and
famous crochet dolls! This book includes all the basic crochet
instructions and techniques to make your own mini versions of
Pedro Von Dito Cerdito, Audrey Gacela, and more.

People who decide to try out crocheting always end up addicted, carrying thread or yarn around in the hopes of finding an
opportunity to get a few stitches in. This crochet guide includes
all the traditional techniques you’ll need to get started, as well as
information on the best types of needles and yarn and 32 projects
with step-by-step instructions.

Yan Schenkel is an Argentinian designer and crochet artist. She
is the creator of the Pica Pau characters.
CRAFTS & HOBBIES / NEEDLEWORK/CROCHETING
160 PAGES, 9.25 X 8.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)

ISBN: 9788425230769
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH

Molla Mills is a Finnish designer and knitter who specializes in
the crochet style of Finland’s Ostrobothnia region. Her books
have been published around the world.
CRAFTS & HOBBIES / NEEDLEWORK/CROCHETING
260 PAGES, 9.5 X 6.75, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)

ISBN: 9788425228582
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH
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Spanish Books

México bordado

New Titles

Mi cuaderno de bordado

De la tradición al punto contemporáneo

La guía imprescindible de bordado tradicional

Mexico Embroidered

My Embroidery Notebook

Gimena Romero

Marie Suarez

This new compilation of Mexican traditional and contemporary
embroidery spans numerous indigenous groups and covers traditions in danger of being lost, as well as the author’s own contemporary work. It also includes step-by-step instructions for various
stitches and motifs with plenty of example photographs.

This embroidery book covers a wide range of techniques including chain stitch, blanket stitch, and Turkish stitch, all explained
with step-by-step illustrations. It also includes key basics such
as how to prepare the fabric, use of embroidery hoops, and the
traditional transfer method.

Gimena Romero is a Mexican artist and illustrator who specializes in textile graphics. She has won numerous awards for her
work and her work has been shown in various countries around
the world.

Marie Suarez is a renowned Belgian embroidery designer and
teacher.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES / NEEDLEWORK/EMBROIDERY
192 PAGES, 7.5 X 10, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $31.95 (CAN $42.95)

ISBN: 9788425229381
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CRAFTS & HOBBIES / NEEDLEWORK/EMBROIDERY
80 PAGES, 8 X 9.5
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9788425228919
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MARCH
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El placer del lettering Los grandes secretos
Guía práctica para explorar
del lettering
el mundo de la rotulación
contemporánea

A translation of The Joy of Lettering
(9781633221369)

Jaclyn Escalera and Gabri Kirkendall
Do you like to draw letters? Could you
spend hours turning a single letter into a
true work of art? This step-by-step guide
is a definitive introduction to the joy of
lettering.

Dibujar letras: desde el
boceto al arte final
A translation of The Golden Secrets of
Lettering (9781616895730)

Martina Flor

Jaclyn Escalera is a visual communications
specialist who has worked in corporate
design and branding for NGOs and SMEs.
She is the head of JAE Creative.

Lettering, one of the oldest graphic art
specialties, is experiencing a second golden
age. The uniqueness of each work acts as
a counterpoint to the digital world and is
bringing this art back to its well-deserved
place in design practice. This basic manual
includes principles and techniques to help
students, professionals, and hobbyists dive
into hand-drawn lettering.

DESIGN / GRAPHIC ARTS/TYPOGRAPHY
CRAFTS & HOBBIES / GENERAL
144 PAGES, 8.75 X 11.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)

Martina Flor is a Berlin-based designer and
illustrator who specializes in lettering and
font design. She works for publishing houses, publicity agencies, and private clients.

ISBN: 9788425231438
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY

DESIGN / GRAPHIC ARTS/TYPOGRAPHY
168 PAGES, 8.5 X 9.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $33.95 (CAN $45.95)

ISBN: 9788425230219
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY
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Caligrafía fácil
45 tutoriales para conquistar
el arte de la letra
Easy Calligraphy

William Paterson
Learn to draw letters in 15-minute lessons!
The 45 exercises in this book cover sans
serifs, gothic lettering, signage, calligraphy,
and more.
William Paterson is a graphic designer and
vlogger who specializes in calligraphy and
lettering.
DESIGN / GRAPHIC ARTS/TYPOGRAPHY
CRAFTS & HOBBIES / GENERAL
208 PAGES, 7.25 X 5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788425230684
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY

Spanish Books

New Titles

Aprende a fotografiar ¡Mirar!
Guía para acercarse
productos como un
a la fotografía con
profesional
Joel Meyerowitz
Learn to Photograph Products
Like a Professional

A translation of Seeing Things
(9781597113151)

Martí Sans

Joel Meyerowitz

Product photography contains a world
of unending possibilities beyond simple
photographs on a white background. This
book outlines the technical principles from
basic to advanced, offering the full breadth
of tools for amateurs and professionals
to improve their studio work. Theoretical
explanations are accompanied by examples, with emphasis on post-production
and still life.

This excellent introduction to photography
explores how photographers transform
everyday things into meaningful moments.
It includes examples of work by masters
like William Eggleston, Mary Ellen Mark,
Helen Levitt, and Walker Evans, and encourages close observation of photographs
and the world around us.

Martí Sans is a photographer who
specializes in product photography. He
produces work for marketing initiatives
and leads workshops on still life and
culinary photography.
PHOTOGRAPHY / COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY / SUBJECTS & THEMES/
GENERAL
144 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.5
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

Joel Meyerowitz is an American photographer. He has received numerous awards
for his work, which has been shown in
museums and galleries all over the world.
PHOTOGRAPHY / GENERAL
72 PAGES, 8.5 X 11.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
$29.95 (CAN $39.95)

ISBN: 9788425231445

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI APRIL

Fade to Black
Ascenso y caída del califato
del ISIS
Ricardo García Vilanova
In the best tradition of legendary war
photographers like Don McCullin and
James Nachtwey, Ricardo García Vilanova
places us in the middle of war and reveals
its intimacies. He is among the foremost
documenters of the Islamic State.
Ricardo Garcia Vilanova is a Spanish video
and photojournalist who has spent more
than fifteen years specializing in conflict
and humanitarian crises. He has earned
numerous national and international
awards recognizing the quality of his work
and his commitment to photography and
photojournalism.
PHOTOGRAPHY / PHOTOJOURNALISM
POLITICAL SCIENCE / TERRORISM
152 PAGES, 8.75 X 13
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $50.00 (CAN $67.00)

ISBN: 9788417757373
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
BLUME JULY

ISBN: 9788425231339
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI APRIL
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Guías del Rock & Roll Series

Música disco

Kurt Cobain

Historia, cultura, artistas y
álbumes fundamentales

El ángel errático

Disco Music

Barnaby Legg and Jim McCarthy

Carlos Pérez de Ziriza
Disco music gave voice and solace to marginalized populations
and generated numerous urban subcultures. This themed travel
guide offers sample itineraries and provides an in-depth look at
the often-surprising geographic and intergenerational connections that disco music has created throughout the world in the
last fifty years.
Carlos Pérez de Ziriza is a Spanish music journalist. He has written reviews, criticism, interviews, and more for numerous publications, including El País, Mondo Sonoro, and Rolling Stone. He
is the author of Indie & Rock alternativo.
MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES/DANCE
MUSIC / HISTORY & CRITICISM
248 PAGES, 5.75 X 9, 40 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)

ISBN: 9788412004847

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO AUGUST
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Kurt Cobain

This graphic novel is a masterful retelling of the life of Kurt
Cobain from his idyllic childhood to his tragic death. It’s more
than a mere biography; it explores the singer’s interior life and
offers an uncensored look at events in his life.
Jim McCarthy is a graphic artist and writer. He is best known for
his graphic biographies of famous musicians, such as Ramones,
Godspeed: The Kurt Cobain Graphic Novel, and Voices of Latin
Rock. Barnaby Legg is a writer and soul-punk musician.
MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES/ROCK
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS / NONFICTION/BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
96 PAGES, 6.5 X 9, 200 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9788412004854

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO AUGUST

Spanish Books

New Titles

Música Series

Crónica del rock
Momentos y grandes escenas
de la historia del rock: Desde
sus orígenes a la psicodelia
Rock Chronicle

Ezio Guaitamacchi
Seventy years on, rock maintains its rebel
and non-conformist spirit. This volume
explores the origins of rock through
psychedelia, making it an excellent tool
for understanding an artistic and cultural
phenomenon that has changed the world.
Ezio Guaitamacchi is a music journalist
and critic. He is the author of Psycho
Killer, Omicidi in Fa maggore and Storia
del rock en Italia.
MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES/ROCK
MUSIC / HISTORY & CRITICISM
352 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5, 80 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $32.95 (CAN $43.95)

ISBN: 9788494928581

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO
AUGUST

Elton John
La historia de uno de los
grandes mitos del pop
Elton John

José Luís Martín
With five decades as a prominent figure
in music history, 300 million albums
sold, six Grammys, and an Oscar, British
singer-songwriter Elton John is one of pop
music’s top living legends. This book tells
the story of one of the most influential
musicians in recent times without leaving
anything out.
José Luis Martín has more than 30 years
of experience as a music critic. He has
hosted a variety of radio music shows
including El tiempo está de nuestra parte,
Malas compañías, and Bad Music.
MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES/ROCK
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / MUSIC
272 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75, 150 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)

ISBN: 9788412004823

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO
AUGUST

Anatomía de
la canción
A translation of Anatomy of a Song:
The Oral History of 45 Iconic Hits
That Changed Rock, R&B and Pop
(978080212559)

Marc Myers
There are fascinating stories behind great
songs. Marc Myers reveals the origin stories of forty-five songs from five decades of
popular music, Cyndi Lauper’s “Time After
Time” and “Maggie May” by Rod Stewart.
Marc Myers is an American art and design
writer for the Wall Street Journal. He is
the author of the critically acclaimed book
Why Jazz Happened and maintains the
blog JazzWax.com.
MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES/ROCK
MUSIC / GENERAL
304 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $27.00 (CAN $36.00)

ISBN: 9788417081751

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY
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Taller de Música Series

Aprender música
¿Qué nos enseñan las neurociencias
del aprendizaje musical?
Learn Music

Isabelle Peretz
What are the advantages of learning to play an instrument at
any age? The latest research says that people who devote time
to learning music stand out in school and are more altruistic.
This book, written by a renowned specialist, explains the close
connections between music and the human brain.
Isabelle Péretz heads a neurocognition research initiative at the
Unviersity of Montreal. She is a member of the Royal Society
of Canada and has earned numerous distinctions for her work.
Since 2005, she has directed the International Laboratory for
Brain, Music and Sound Research.
MUSIC / ESSAYS
MUSIC / GENERAL
144 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75, 15 B&W PHOTOS, 300 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788412004816

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO AUGUST
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Produce y distribuye tu
música online
Guía práctica del creador musical digital
Produce and Distribute Your Music Online

Aina Ramis
For digital music creators, there are certain tips and tricks to
make creations go as far as possible and transcend the digital
world. Learn to be your own producer and manage your music
and rights as an artist.
Aina Ramis is a journalist, photographer, writer, and musician
with a focus on rock. She has worked for many different publications and outlets, such as TVE, Diario de Mallorca, and Diari
ARA Balears.
MUSIC / RECORDING & REPRODUCTION
MUSIC / GENERAL
192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75, 40 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)

ISBN: 9788412004830

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO AUGUST

Spanish Books

New Titles

Look Series

Guía para hacer tu
propia película en
39 pasos

El Río de la música

Mauricio Bach and Jordi
Picatoste Verdejo

A translation of The Little White Lies
Guide to Making Your Own Movie
(9781786270658)

Miquel Jurado

When Quentin Tarantino presented Reservoir Dogs at Sundance in 1992, critics
called it the best indie movie of all times.
Throughout his career, Quentin has been
able to absorb influences and subgenres—
like spaghetti westerns or kung-fu movies—to create something new and hugely
captivating for viewers.

Have you ever wanted to direct a movie?
Well, now you can do it from your phone!
This comprehensive guide includes instructions for all kinds of filmmaking, from
YouTube videos to feature-length films,
plus tips from greats such as Hitchcock,
Kubrick, and Tarantino.

El Efecto Tarantino
Su cine y la cultura pop
The Tarantino Effect

Mauricio Bach is a writer who contributes
regularly to La Vanguardia and has written
about arts and literature for El País and
El Mundo. He is the author of Películas
de culto and Dímela otra vez Sam. Jordi
Picatoste Verdejo is a journalist and writer
who specializes in cinema. His writing
has appeared in numerous publications,
including La Vangardia, Ara, and Mondo
Sonoro.
PERFORMING ARTS / FILM/DIRECTION &
PRODUCTION
PERFORMING ARTS / FILM/GENRES/GENERAL
272 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
200 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)

Little White Lies

Little White Lies is a British independent
magazine devoted to great movies and the
talented people who make them possible.
PERFORMING ARTS / FILM/DIRECTION &
PRODUCTION
ART / FILM & VIDEO
136 PAGES, 5.5 X 8, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
$19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788425231032

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL GUSTAVO GILI MAY

Del jazz y blues al rock (Desde
Memphis a Nueva Orleans)
The River of Music

Both a travel guide and a piece of journalism, this book takes readers on an entertaining guide through the cities, towns, and
characters that marked the history of music in the Mississippi Delta. It spans gospel
and black spirituals all the way through
soul and country along the journey from
Memphis and Nashville all the way to
New Orleans, that great musical city.
Miquel Jurado is a Catalan music journalist. He has contributed to outlets such as
El País, Radio Barcelona Cadena SER, and
Catalunya Ràdio. He has also acted as a
music consultant for Fundació La Caixa
and the City of Barcelona.
TRAVEL / MUSEUMS, TOURS, POINTS
OF INTEREST
MUSIC / ESSAYS
352 PAGES, 7 X 9.75, 240 COLOR PHOTOS,
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $32.95 (CAN $43.95)

ISBN: 9788412004861
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO
AUGUST

ISBN: 9788494826870
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK AUGUST
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Trilogía Roberto Light Series

Roberto Light

Roberto Super Light

Juego de magia con cartas
Third edition

Roberto Extra Light

Juego de magia con cartas
Third edition

Juego de magia con cartas
Third edition

Robert Light

Robert Super Light

Robert Extra Light

Roberto Giobbi

Roberto Giobbi

Roberto Giobbi

The Robert Light trilogy contains classic
tricks to wow the public and even other
professional magicians. Numerous experts,
including Phil Goldstein, Jon Racherbaumer, and Ken Krenzel, have contributed
simple but effective techniques.

The Robert Light trilogy contains classic
tricks to wow the public and even other
professional magicians. Numerous experts,
including Phil Goldstein, Jon Racherbaumer, and Ken Krenzel, have contributed
simple but effective techniques.

The Robert Light trilogy contains classic
tricks to wow the public and even other
professional magicians. Numerous experts,
including Phil Goldstein, Jon Racherbaumer, and Ken Krenzel, have contributed
simple but effective techniques.

Roberto Giobbi is a renowned Swiss
magician. He is the author of the most
translated magic books to date, the Card
College series.

Roberto Giobbi is a renowned Swiss
magician. He is the author of the most
translated magic books to date, the Card
College series.

Roberto Giobbi is a renowned Swiss
magician. He is the author of the most
translated magic books to date, the Card
College series.

GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
PERFORMING ARTS / GENERAL
120 PAGES, 6.5 X 9.5, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)

GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
PERFORMING ARTS / GENERAL
120 PAGES, 6.5 X 9.5
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)

GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
PERFORMING ARTS / GENERAL
116 PAGES, 6.5 X 9.5
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)

ISBN: 9788415058380
(REPLACES: 9788489749344)

ISBN: 9788415058403
(REPLACES: 9788489749368)

RIGHTS: WORLD

RIGHTS: WORLD

PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST

PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST

ISBN: 9788415058397
(REPLACES: 9788489749351)
RIGHTS: WORLD
PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST
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New Titles

Puro Abracadabra

Agenda oculta

A translation of Undiluted Hocus-Pocus: The Autobiography of
Martin Gardner (9780691169699)

Hidden Agenda

Persi Diaconis and Martin Gardner
Translated by Luis Bou García
This unassuming book may look like the simple story of an old
man. However, it soon becomes an immersive experience in a
captivating universe populated with figures who defined the
thought, art, magic, and science of the twentieth century.
Persi Warren Diaconis is an American mathematician and a professor of statistics at Stanford University. He specializes in games
of chance. Martin Gardner was an American scientific researcher
and illusionist. Randall James Hamilton Zwinge is a Canadian
illusionist and writer. He is known for his fraud investigations
into pseudosciences.

Roberto Giobbi
Readers of this book should first clear their mind of any prior
judgments and clear their space of any magical objects. Each
entry in the journal is an opportunity to imagine things and build
realities you never thought possible.
Roberto Giobbi is a renowned Swiss magician. He is the author of
the most translated magic books to date, the Card College series.
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
PERFORMING ARTS / GENERAL
420 PAGES, 8.5 X 9
CLOTH, $50.00 (CAN $67.00)

ISBN: 9788415058427
RIGHTS: WORLD

PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST

GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENTERTAINMENT &
PERFORMING ARTS
336 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.25, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)

ISBN: 9788415058199
RIGHTS: WORLD

PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST
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Agenda secreta
Second edition
Secret Agenda

Roberto Giobbi
This book of magic is different: lovers
of illusions can enjoy it like a year-long
advent calendar with its 366 articles. The
entries span a variety of topics, including
theories, techniques, card tricks, salon
tricks, and more.
Roberto Giobbi is a renowned Swiss
magician. He is the author of the most
translated magic books to date, the Card
College series.
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
PERFORMING ARTS / GENERAL
453 PAGES, 8.5 X 9
CLOTH, $50.00 (CAN $67.00)

ISBN: 9788415058328
(REPLACES: 9788415058328)
RIGHTS: WORLD
PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST
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Máximo
entretenimiento
Notas de un director de escena
para magos y mentalistas
A translation of Maximum Entertainment
(9780974638003)

Ken J. Weber
This modern-day classic aims to help magicians perform better. The author focuses
on practical areas such as direction, dealing with audiences, using a microphone,
and all kinds of troubleshooting.
Ken Weber is a magician. Maximum Entertainment has been one of the top-selling
books in the field for five years.
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
PERFORMING ARTS / ACTING & AUDITIONING
256 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
TRADE PAPER, $51.00 (CAN $69.00)

ISBN: 9788415058366
RIGHTS: WORLD
PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST

Corta la baraja
A translation of Cut The Cards
(9780691169699)

Martin Gardner
While some of the card tricks in this book
are repertoire standards, some of them
have fallen into obscurity. All seventeen
of them are original, highly practical, and
exquisitely carried out.
Martin Gardner is an American scientific
researcher and magician.
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / MAGIC
52 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.25
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.00 (CAN $19.00)

ISBN: 9788415058373
RIGHTS: WORLD
PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA AUGUST

Spanish Books

Estar con los
que mueren
Cultivar la compasión
y la valentía en presencia
de la muerte
A translation of Being with Dying
(9781590307182)

Joan Halifax
The Buddhist focus on death can be
of great benefit to all kinds of people,
regardless of their origins or beliefs. Based
on traditional Buddhist teachings, Joan
Halifax’s book is aimed at anyone caring
for a dying person, confronting their own
death, or wishing to explore and contemplate the transformative power of the
process of death.
Joan Halifax is a Zen priest and anthropologist. In 1990, she founded the Upaya
Zen Center, a hub for Buddhist studies and
social action in Santa Fe. She is the head
of a project that has trained hundreds of
health professionals in the contemplative
care of dying people.

New Titles

Animales célebres
Famous Animals, a translation of the
French (9782869598270)

Michel Pastoureau
What do the Trojan horse, Obelix boars,
the famous Capitoline wolf, and the Loch
Ness Monster have in common? What do
we really know about animals in the Bible,
ancient mythology, and comics? Historian
Michel Pastoureau offers a delightfully
specific history sure to spark plenty of
conversations.
Michel Pastoureau is a French historian
who specializes in colors, images, and symbols. His books include Blue: the History
of a Color and The Bear: History of a
Fallen King.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / ANTHROPOLOGY/
CULTURAL & SOCIAL
NATURE / ANIMALS/GENERAL
256 PAGES, 4.75 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788416291854

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL PERIFERICA JULY

Yo también jugué
a la game boy
Recordando los 90’
I Also Played the Game Boy

Borja Figuerola
Nostalgia is more than mere longing for a
bygone time—it’s also a resource that helps
us connect with another time in all its joys,
sorrows, memories, and objects. This book
provides an homage to the most popular
and most formative movies, shows, books,
video games, and gadgets of the 80s and
90s.
Borja Figuerola is a Spanish director and
frequent contributor to Ruta 66 magazine.
He is the author of No te hundas, Johnny
and Los Rolling Stones.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / POPULAR CULTURE
HISTORY / MODERN/20TH CENTURY
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
140 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9788494928529
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK AUGUST

SOCIAL SCIENCE / DEATH & DYING
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / GENERAL
336 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)

ISBN: 9788499886671
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS JUNE
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New Titles

Rabia somos todas
El poder del enojo femenino para
cambiar el mundo

Un viaje a las entrañas de Tinder

A translation of Rage Becomes Her (9781501189555)

The Love Algorithm (9791096906147), a translation of
the French

Soraya Chemaly

Judith Duportail

“At turns enraging, comforting and inspiring, Rage Becomes
Her is a must read.” —NPR (Best Book of 2018), on the English
language edition

After a breakup, French journalist Judith Duportail downloaded
Tinder, the most popular dating app in the world. After the initial
ego boost that comes from matches, she discovers something
unexpected that both scandalizes her and piques her curiosity:
the app stores a desirability rating for each user on its servers.
After endless research, including an interview with Sean Rad, the
now-former CEO of Tinder, Duportail uncovers part of the app’s
secrets and paints a none-too-flattering portrait of the celebrated
dating app and its revolutionary algorithm.

“How many women cry when angry because we’ve held it in
for so long? How many discover that anger turned inward is
depression? Soraya Chemaly’s Rage Becomes Her will be good
for women, and for the future of this country. After all, women
have a lot to be angry about.” —Gloria Steinem, on the English
language edition
Girls grow up learning to suppress their anger and never let
it out, even though it may damage their bodies and minds in
unforeseen ways. And yet, women have plenty of legitimate
reasons to be angry, from the crudest and most gruesome acts of
misogyny to subtle everyday sexism that reinforces gender roles
in insidious ways.
Soraya Chemaly is an award-winning writer and activist whose
work focuses on the role of gender in culture, politics, religion,
and media. She is the director of the Women’s Media Center
Speech Project. Her work has appeared in Time, The Verge, The
Guardian, The Nation, Quartz, Salon, TheHuffington Post, and
The Atlantic.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENDER STUDIES
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENERAL
424 PAGES, 6.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9786075278759
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO APRIL
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El algoritmo del amor

Judith Duportail is a French freelance journalist whose work centers on the effects of technology on romantic relationships and on
freedom. She is a member of the Journalopes journalist collective.
Her work has appeared in Aeon, The Guardian, Slate, and many
other outlets. She is the coauthor of 20 Recettes pour Conclure.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / WOMEN’S STUDIES
COMPUTERS / SOCIAL ASPECTS
176 PAGES, 6 X 8.75, 1 B&W PHOTO
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)

ISBN: 9788412028706
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
CONTRA JULY

Spanish Books

New Titles

Helter Skelter

Mafia life

La verdadera historia de los crímenes
de la Familia Manson

Mafia Life, a translation of the Italian (9788806218959)

A translation of Helter Skelter: The True Story of the Manson
Murders (9780393322231)

Vincent T. Bugliosi and Curt Gentry
On August 9, 1969, after an alert about a possible homicide,
three police officers arrive at the home of actress Sharon Tate,
film director Roman Polanski’s wife was eight months pregnant,
in the opulent Bel Air neighborhood of Los Angeles. Inside, they
find the actress and four others brutally murdered in what looks
like a ritual of some kind. The next day, Leno and Rosemary
LaBianca are found stabbed in the Los Feliz neighborhood.
Someone has written strange messages in the victims’ blood. The
erratic investigation that followed starts to point to a group of
young people living in a commune on the old Spahn Ranch and
led by Charles Manson.
Vincent T. Bugliosi is an American attorney. During his time at
the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s office, he led investigations of the Tate and LaBianca murders. His books Helter
Skelter and Till Death Us Do Part received the Edgar Allen Poe
Award for Best Fact Crime Book. He also wrote books on OJ
Simpson, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and John F. Kennedy.
Curt Gentry is an American author and the co-author of Helter
Skelter. He is also the author of The Man and the Secrets, a
biography of J. Edgar Hoover, The Madams of San Francisco,
Frame-Up, and other books.

Daniel Saldaña Paris
What does it mean to belong to an organization like the Japanese
Yakuza, the Sicilian Cosa Nostra, or the powerful Russian mafias? How do you join and move up in rank, and what happens if
you break the rules? Federico Varese has studied organized crime
for decades, infiltrating into initiation ceremonies and attending
discreet meetings in luxury hotels, and brings us this portrait of a
universe dominated by fear, death, and pain.
Federico Varese is an Italian professor. He currently teaches
criminology at the University of Oxford. He has written about
organized crime around the world in books such as The Russian
Mafia and Mafias on the Move.
TRUE CRIME / ORGANIZED CRIME
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENERAL
336 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $34.95)

ISBN: 9788417081775
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY

TRUE CRIME / MURDER/SERIAL KILLERS
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / CRIMINALS & OUTLAWS
840 PAGES, 6 X 9, 120 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $38.95 (CAN $52.95)

ISBN: 9788494968471
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
CONTRA JULY
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New Titles

Guía secreta de Barcelona

Una historia del mundo

Descubre los secretos de la ciudad a través de
los rincones más extraños y desconocidos

A translation of A History of the World (9780230755956)

The Secret Guide to Barcelona

José Luís Caballero
An expert flaneur, José Luis Caballero takes us through the
streets of Barcelona to uncover the everyday stories of the history
and development of his city. What’s written here won’t be found
in a history book, but it is nonetheless a testament to the talent
and ingenuity of Barcelona’s residents.
José Luis Caballero is a writer and journalist, with a degree in
information science from the Autonomous University of Barcelona. He has practiced journalism in various mediums and has
published numerous novels and short stories. David Escamilla
is a journalist and writer. He received a bachelor’s degree in
political science and sociology from the Autonomous University
of Barcelona. He has published twenty books.
HISTORY / EUROPE/SPAIN & PORTUGAL
240 PAGES, 5.25 X 8, 100 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $12.00 (CAN $16.00)

ISBN: 9788412004809
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO AUGUST
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Andrew Marr
Our understanding of world history is changing; the old Eurocentric vision is gradually transforming into an inclusive discourse
in which the Americas, Africa, and Asia are no longer seen as
isolated from major historical events. For example, it has recently
been argued that the liberation of serfs in Russia, contemporary
with the American Civil War, was the catalyst for the abolition of
slavery in the United States.
Andrew Marr is a British historian, political commentator, and
TV presenter. He is a former editor of the Independent and BBC
News and has hosted several history programs on BBC. His
best-selling history books include The Making of Modern Britain
and A History of Modern Britain.
HISTORY / WORLD
624 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.5
CLOTH, $32.95 (CAN $43.95)

ISBN: 9788416938933
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL JULY

Spanish Books

New Titles

Taller de Cine Series

Quiero Saber Series

Derecho al cannabis
Nuevos formatos de
cine digital

La marihuana a debate
en México

Vídeo interactivo, transmedia
y realidad virtual

Armando Rios Piter

José Bianco

Cannabis is the most-used drug in the
world. Despite its variety of industrial,
scientific, and medicinal applications, its
psychotropic nature has made it the target
of prohibition laws in many countries.
However, the controversy around its illegality is growing increasingly intense.

Gear up for a journey through the universe, from its formation to our solar
system and planet Earth! You’ll also learn
about weather events and the problem of
climate change, written in a simple and
accessible way.

New Digital Cinema Formats

Arnau Quiles
Audiovisual language is experiencing a
true revolution—viewers can now choose
what they want to watch and when,
and they can interact with what they’re
watching or experiencing. This book offers
a comprehensive and exhaustive look at
today’s interactive audiovisual media,
including its likely future direction and
emerging formats.
Arnau Quiles is an editor and producer
of audiovisual content and a professor
of communication studies at Universitat
Rovira i Virgili. He has collaborated on
the animated feature Chico y Rita, which
won a Goya Award for Best Animated
Film and was nominated for an Academy
Award under the same category. Isidre
Monreal is a professor of communication
and information studies at Universitat
Oberta de Catalunya. He has collaborated
on many film, television, advertising, and
institutional audiovisual projects.

Right to Cannabis

Armando Ríos Piter is a Mexican politician, academic, and activist. He holds a
degree in law from the National Autonomous University of Mexico and a degree in
economics from the Instituto Tecnológico
Autónomo de México.
LAW / DRUGS & THE LAW
LAW / GENERAL
216 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

Planeta Extremo
Extreme Planet

José Bianco is a meteorologist and journalist. He specializes in tornado-hunting and
extreme weather.
NATURE / WEATHER
128 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $15.00 (CAN $20.00)

ISBN: 9789877186116
RIGHTS: WORLD
EDICIONES LEA JUNE

ISBN: 9786075279640

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO
APRIL

TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING /
TELEVISION & VIDEO
PERFORMING ARTS / FILM/GENERAL
248 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75, 90 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $29.95)

ISBN: 9788494879999
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO
AUGUST
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Backlist titles from Editorial Océano de México (Océano Travesía)

A Luna le encanta
la biblioteca
Joseph Coelho and Fiona Lumbers
JUVENILE FICTION
/ BOOKS & LIBRARIES
/ FAMILY/MARRIAGE & DIVORCE
24 PAGES, 9.75 X 11.25,
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075274034

A veces volamos

La babosa cariñosa

Basurarte

Katherine Applegate
and Jennifer Black Reinhardt
JUVENILE FICTION
/ STORIES IN VERSE
/ FAMILY/GENERAL
40 PAGES, 10.25 X 10.25
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

Jeanne Willis and Korky Paul
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/INSECTS, SPIDERS, ETC.
/ FAMILY/PARENTS
24 PAGES, 9.75 X 11.25
CLOTH, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

Gusti
JUVENILE NONFICTION
/ RECYCLING & GREEN LIVING
/ ACTIVITY BOOKS/GENERAL
68 PAGES, 9.25 X 12.5
CLOTH, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9786077359210

ISBN: 9786074001495

ISBN: 9786075276540

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Cómo descubrió el
hombre que el planeta
se está calentando

Del uno al diez y al revés

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Como en el cielo

Conejo en la Luna, El

Patrick McDonnell
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/CATS
/ SOCIAL THEMES/VALUES &
VIRTUES
40 PAGES, 7.75 X 7,
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786074009552

Emilio Lome and
Daniela Martagón
JUVENILE FICTION
/ STORIES IN VERSE
/ LEGENDS, MYTHS, FABLES/CARIBBEAN & LATIN
24 PAGES, 7.5 X 7.5
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074009538
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074001532
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Elevador

Entrega especial

Neil Gaiman and Adam Rex
JUVENILE FICTION
/ HUMOROUS STORIES
/ ANIMALS/BEARS
32 PAGES, 8.75 X 9.75
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

Kyung Hyewon
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/DINOSAURS &
PREHISTORIC CREATURES
40 PAGES, 7.5 X 12
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

Philip C. Stead and
Matthew Cordell
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS
STORIES40 PAGES, 10.75 X 8.75
CLOTH, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

ISBN: 9786075277578

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Juliette Nouel-Rénier
JUVENILE NONFICTION
/ NATURE/WEATHER
48 PAGES, 5.5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

Día de playa de Chu, El

ISBN: 9786075274072
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RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786077357247

Bernardo Fernández
JUVENILE FICTION
/ BEDTIME & DREAMS
/ SOCIAL THEMES/EMOTIONS
& FEELINGS
24 PAGES, 7.5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

ISBN: 9786075270807
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Frankenstein se hace
un sándwich
Adam Rex
JUVENILE FICTION / MONSTERS
/ HOLIDAYS & CELEBRATIONS/
HALLOWEEN
40 PAGES, 11 X 10
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9789707775022
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Spanish Books

Backlist titles from Editorial Océano de México (Océano Travesía)

Golosina y Perrozoso

Había una tribu

Hola, cartero

Juan y el lobo

Jeanne Willis and Korky Paul
JUVENILE FICTION / HEALTH &
DAILY LIVING/DAILY ACTIVITIESJUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS/
DOGS24 PAGES, 11 X 9.5
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

Lane Smith
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
/ SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
40 PAGES, 11.25 X 8.75
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786074001648

ISBN: 9786077359197

Michaël Escoffier and
Matthieu Maudet
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
/ FAMILY/NEW BABY
26 PAGES, 7.5 X 7.5
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

Tony Ross
JUVENILE FICTION
/ CLASSICS
/ ANIMALS/WOLVES, COYOTES
& WILD DOGS
28 PAGES, 9.75 X 11
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786077355861

Lenny y Lucy
Philip C. Stead and Erin E. Stead
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
40 PAGES, 9.5 X 8.75
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786077357292
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Lola y Peret: tooodo
el día en el circo
Imapla
JUVENILE FICTION
/ HUMOROUS STORIES
32 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786077353898
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074002928

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Línea, La

Mezclados. Una
historia de colores

Claudia Rueda
JUVENILE FICTION
/ IMAGINATION & PLAY
/ CONCEPTS/SIZE & SHAPE
36 PAGES, 6.5 X 8
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075270555
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Arree Chung
JUVENILE FICTION
/ CONCEPTS/COLORS
/ SOCIAL THEMES/PREJUDICE
32 PAGES, 11.25 X 8.75,
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075276618
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Mundo natural, El
Amanda Wood and Mike Jolley
YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION
/ SCIENCE & NATURE/ZOOLOGY
112 PAGES, 10.25 X 12.5
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)

ISBN: 9786075271477
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Mundos invisibles
de los animales
microscópicos, Los
Hélène Rajcak and
Damien Laverdunt
JUVENILE NONFICTION
/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
48 PAGES, 10 X 13
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)

ISBN: 9786075272726
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Nico dibuja un
sentimiento

Nino, el rey de TODO
el mundo

Bob Raczka and Simone Shin
JUVENILE FICTION
/ SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
32 PAGES, 9.25 X 11.25
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075274942

Gusti
JUVENILE FICTION
/ IMAGINATION & PLAY
/ TOYS, DOLLS & PUPPETS
40 PAGES, 9.75 X 11
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074002607
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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No

No somos angelitos

No sólo un libro

Claudia Rueda
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/BEARS
36 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.25
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

Gusti
JUVENILE FICTION
/ DISABILITIES & SPECIAL NEEDS
/ FAMILY/GENERAL
60 PAGES, 8 X 9.75
CLOTH, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

Jeanne Willis and Korky Paul
JUVENILE NONFICTION
/ GAMES & ACTIVITIES/GENERAL
24 PAGES, 9.75 X 11.25
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075273273

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074001587
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786075274904

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El pato más perezoso
del mundo y otros
récords asombrosos
John Yeoman and Quentin Blake
JUVENILE FICTION
/ HUMOROUS STORIES
/ FANTASY & MAGIC
32 PAGES, 9.25 X 11
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786075274850
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

El pequeño Cuchi Cuchi

Pájaro azul

Mario Ramos
JUVENILE FICTION
/ SOCIAL THEMES/VALUES &
VIRTUES
/ ANIMALS/BIRDS
32 PAGES, 8.25 X 10.5
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

Bob Staake
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/BIRDS
/ SOCIAL THEMES/BULLYING
32 PAGES, 11.25 X 9.75
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786077355830

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786077354369

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Rey del mar, El

Sansón en la nieve

Imapla
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/FISH
/ SOCIAL THEMES/VALUES &
VIRTUES
20 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.5
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

Philip C. Stead
JUVENILE FICTION
/ SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
36 PAGES, 10.75 X 10
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786074001877
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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ISBN: 9786075270838
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

El rapto del príncipe
Margarina
Mark Twain and Philip C. Stead
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ACTION & ADVENTURE
6 PAGES, 8.25 X 11.25
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)

ISBN: 9786075272962

Repugnante y nutritiva
Adriana Chalela and Alejandro
Magallanes
JUVENILE NONFICTION
/ COOKING & FOOD
92 PAGES, 9.25 X 12.5
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9788449440519

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Secret Kingdom 1.
El palacio encantado

Si quieres ver una ballena

Rosie Banks
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
/ FANTASY/WIZARDS & WITCHES
128 PAGES, 5 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075271040
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Julie Fogliano and Erin E. Stead
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/MARINE LIFE
/ HUMOROUS STORIES
32 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

ISBN: 9786077354673
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Spanish Books

Backlist titles from Editorial Océano de México (Océano Travesía)

Sistema solar, El. Un libro Tiempo de abrazar
que brilla en la oscuridad Patrick McDonnell
Anne Jankéliowitch and
Annabelle Buxton
YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION
/ SCIENCE & NATURE/ASTRONOMY
44 PAGES, 12 X 8.5
CLOTH, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)

ISBN: 9786075276557

JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/CATS
/ LOVE & ROMANCE
44 PAGES, 7.75 X 7
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075274430

Trilobites
Maia F. Miret and Manuel Monroy
YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION
/ SCIENCE & NATURE/ZOOLOGY
52 PAGES, 9.75 X 12
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)

ISBN: 9786075270906
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Un día diferente para
el señor Amos
Philip C. Stead and Erin E. Stead
JUVENILE FICTION
/ SOCIAL THEMES/FRIENDSHIP
32 PAGES, 8.75 X 8.75
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)

ISBN: 9786074005288
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Un día perfecto

Una casa que fue

Lane Smith
JUVENILE FICTION
/ HUMOROUS STORIES
32 PAGES, 8.75 X 10.75
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

Julie Fogliano and Lane Smith
JUVENILE FICTION
/ IMAGINATION & PLAY
/ STORIES IN VERSE
40 PAGES, 8.75 X 11
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786075270814
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786075276625
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Una Mapirisa risa
que riza
Cristina Ramos and
Claudia Legnazzi
JUVENILE FICTION
/ STORIES IN VERSE
34 PAGES, 7.5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9789707774360
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

y de pronto es primavera

¡Magia!

Julie Fogliano and Erin E. Stead
JUVENILE FICTION
/ SCIENCE & NATURE/
ENVIRONMENT
/ CONCEPTS/SEASONS
32 PAGES, 8.75 X 11
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

Satoshi Kitamura
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
32 PAGES, 8.25 X 7.25
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786074009583
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786075277622
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Winnie y los dinosaurios
Korky Paul and Valerie Thomas
JUVENILE FICTION
/ ANIMALS/DINOSAURS &
PREHISTORIC CREATURE
/ HUMOROUS STORIES
24 PAGES, 8.75 X 11.25
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786074008975
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

¡Mira otra vez! Una nueva ¿Quién eres? Un libro
mirada a los opuestos
sobre la tolerancia
Susan Hood and Jay Fleck
JUVENILE NONFICTION
/ CONCEPTS/OPPOSITES
32 PAGES, 8.75 X 10.5
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)

ISBN: 9786075275352

Pernilla Stalfelt
40 PAGES, 6.75 X 9,
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786075270036
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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120 días de sodoma

Al faro

Marquis De Sade
FICTION / CLASSICS
496 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

Virginia Woolf
FICTION / CLASSICS
288 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)

ISBN: 9786074574227

ISBN: 9786074575972

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Cuentos de terror de
H. P. Lovecraft

Cuentos Hans
Christian Andersen

Howard Phillips Lovecraft
FICTION / SHORT STORIES
/ HORROR
304 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

Hans Christian Andersen
FICTION / CLASSICS
FICTION / FAIRY TALES, FOLKLORE
& MYTHOLOGY
504 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786074574135
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074575651
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

El arte de pensar

Justine

La guerra de los mundos

La isla misteriosa

Arthur Schopenhauer
PHILOSOPHY / GENERAL
160 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $4.95 (CAN $6.95)

Marquis De Sade
FICTION / CLASSICS
328 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

Julio Verne
FICTION / CLASSICS
464 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786074575866

ISBN: 9786074576238

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Herbert George Wells
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION/
ALIEN CONTACT
FICTION / CLASSICS
224 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)

ISBN: 9786074575545
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074575514
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Las aventuras de
Tom Sawyer

Novelas de terror de
H.P. Lovecraft

Vuelta al mundo
en 80 días

Mark Twain
FICTION / CLASSICS
272 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)

ISBN: 9786074576450

Howard Phillips Lovecraft
FICTION / CLASSICS
FICTION / HORROR
320 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)

Julio Verne
FICTION / CLASSICS
FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE
160 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074576047

ISBN: 9786074576528

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

4 palabras que curan
Vivi Cervera
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / HEALING
224 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786074571707
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El libro de enoc

Los evangelios apocrifos

Meditación para adictos

Anonymous
RELIGION / ANTIQUITIES &
ARCHAEOLOGY
RELIGION / GNOSTICISM
344 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

Alfonso M.
SELF-HELP / SUBSTANCE ABUSE
& ADDICTIONS
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT
280 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9786074574753

ISBN: 9786074572742

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Metafisíca 4 en 1

Pepitas de oro
Osho
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT
/ SPIRITUALISM
152 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

Perdón, curación
y milagros

¿Qué es la meditación?

Shinn Florence Scovel
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT
/ SPIRITUALISM
422 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786074576443

ISBN: 9786074576818

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Anonymous
RELIGION / ANCIENT
200 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)

ISBN: 9786074573909
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Los 72 nombres de dios
y los 72 genios
Rossy Izquierdo
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / HEALING
168 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786074574609

Vivi Cervera
SELF-HELP / EMOTIONS
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT
168 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786074572902

Osho
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT
/ MINDFULNESS & MEDITATION
104 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.25
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)

ISBN: 9789707322035
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Aprendiendo a vivir libre
Gabriela Torres
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS
/ MARRIAGE & LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
160 PAGES, 9 X 6.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786074573640
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Baja de peso acelerando
tu metabolismo
Ludwig Davis
HEALTH & FITNESS
/ DIET & NUTRITION
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
200 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786074575002
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Coaching consciente
Liz Hall
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH
296 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)

ISBN: 9786074576832
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Hombre más rico
de babilonia para
nuestra época
George Hill
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
/ PERSONAL FINANCE
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
112 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)

ISBN: 9789707321199
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Jugos que curan
Mariana Camarena
HEALTH & FITNESS
/ DIET & NUTRITION
COOKING / BEVERAGES
/JUICES & SMOOTHIES
192 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)

ISBN: 9786074575132
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Los grandes errores que
cometemos los padres al
educar a nuestros hijos
Enrique Villarreal
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS
/ PARENTING
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
160 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)

Piensa en grande…
Piensa simple
Enrique Villarreal
SELF-HELP
/ PERSONAL GROWTH/SUCCESS
222 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 9786074573442
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Que hacer para desarrollar
la autoestima de los niños
de 0-6 años
Danielle Laporte
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS
/ PARENTING/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
112 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $4.95 (CAN $6.95)

ISBN: 9786074572193

ISBN: 9786074571295

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Que hacer para desarrollar Que hacer para desarrollar
la autoestima de los niños la autoestima en los
de 6 - 12 años
adolescentes
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Danielle Laporte
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS
/ PARENTING/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
120 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $4.95 (CAN $6.95)

Germain Duclos
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS
/ PARENTING/GENERAL
SELF-HELP / GENERAL
104 PAGES, 8 X 5
TRADE PAPER, $4.95 (CAN $6.95)

ISBN: 9786074571301

ISBN: 9786074571318

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Bowie

Drácula de Bram Stoker

Steve Horton
160 PAGES, 8.25 X 11.25
CLOTH, $39.99 (CAN $53.95)

Roy Thomas
136 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $40.95)

ISBN: 9788467939644

ISBN: 9788467938609

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

La trilogía de contrato
con Dios
(Edición centenario)
Will Eisner and Andrew Aydin
502 PAGES, 7 X 10.75
CLOTH, $34.50 (CAN $46.95)

Los miserables
Crystal Silvermoon and Jane Austen
338 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)

ISBN: 9788467922080
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9788467927320
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Japonés en viñetas.
Integral 1

Japonés en viñetas.
Integral 2

Marc Bernabé
384 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $27.00 (CAN $36.95)

Marc Bernabé
544 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $43.00 (CAN $57.95)

ISBN: 9788467915860

ISBN: 9788467919981

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

March. Una cronica
de la lucha por los
derechos civiles de
los afroamericanos

Monstress 1. Despertar

John Lewis
560 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.5
CLOTH, $32.00 (CAN $43.95)

Marjorie Liu
208 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $22.00 (CAN $29.95)

ISBN: 9788467927139
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9788467930498
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Monstress 2. La sangre

Monstress 3. Refugio

Marjorie Liu
152 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $22.00 (CAN $29.95)

Marjorie Liu
168 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $22.00 (CAN $29.95)

ISBN: 9788467929867
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9788467935073
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Orgullo y prejuicio

The Crow

Stacy King
368 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)

James O’barr
272 PAGES, 6.75 X 10.25
TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $40.95)

ISBN: 9788467923629

ISBN: 9788467930320

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Bonitas

El fantasma de Anya

Stacy Mcanulty and Michael Allred
32 PAGES, 11.5 X 9.75
CLOTH, $17.50 (CAN $23.95)

Vera Brosgol
224 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $17.99 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788467928860

ISBN: 9788467934601

RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El temerario Jack
Ben Hatke
208 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $17.99 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788467935929
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

El temerario Jack
y el rey duende
Ben Hatke
208 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $17.99 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788467938296
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Primates. La intrepida
ciencia de Jane Goodall
Jim Ottaviani
144 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $19.00 (CAN $25.95)

ISBN: 9788467934618
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Zita, el retorno
Ben Hatke
240 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $17.99 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788467935004
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

Zita, la leyenda

Zita, la viajera espacial

Ben Hatke
224 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $17.99 (CAN $24.95)

Ben Hatke and Victor Hugo
192 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $17.99 (CAN $24.95)

ISBN: 9788467933871
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ISBN: 9788467932010
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Gift Reps, continued

Mid-Atlantic & New England

UK & Europe
Academic
Eurospan Group
Gray’s Inn House
127 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1R 5DB, UK
Phone 44-(0)20-7240-0856
www.eurospangroup.com

Alabama, Arizona, California,
Colorado, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Long Island, Maryland,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Nevada,
New Jersey, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Upstate New York, Utah, Virginia,
West Virginia, Wisconsin & Wyoming

Ohio

Chesapeake & Hudson, Inc.
Phone 800-231-4469 / Fax 800-307-5163
office@cheshud.com
Janine Jensen, Bill Hoar, Ted Wedel,
Michael Gourley, Steve Straw,
Sally Lindsay, Keith Arsenault
Office: Robin Bell, Jennifer Hawkinberry,
Angie Nicewarner

Midwest (to Texas)
Fujii Associates
Phone 708-978-7826 / Fax 708-949-8846
kathybogs@fujiiassociates.com
Eric Heidemann, Don Sturtz, Jen Allen,
Mark Fleeman, Thomas Bowen,
Andy Holcomb, Beth Chang,
Adrienne Franceschi
Office: Kathy Bogs, Gina Heidemann

South
Independent Publishers Group
Phone 312-568-5438 / Fax 312-337-5985
ahowe@ipgbook.com
Aaron Howe, John D’Esposito

Trade
Gazelle Book Services
Phone 44-1524-68765
Fax 44-1524-63232
sales@gazellebooks.co.uk

Australia
Academic
Eurospan Group
c/o TL Distribution Pty Limited
Phone 61(0)2 8778 9999
Fax 61(0)2 8778 9944
orders@tldistribution.com.au
Emma White:
emma.white@eurospan.co.uk

Faherty & Associates, Inc.
Phone 503-639-3113 / Fax 503-598-9850
shea@fahertybooks.com
Richard McNeace, Trevin Matlock,
Joe Tremblay, Ken Guerins
Office: Shea Petty

Trade
NewSouth Books
University of New South Wales
UNSW Sydney, NSW, 2052
Australia
Phone 61(2) 8936 1400
Fax 61(2) 8936 1440
orders@tldistribution.com.au
www.newsouthbooks.com.au

Canada (Select Publishers)

New Zealand

West

Canadian Manda Group
Phone 416-516-0911 / Fax 416-516-0917
general@mandagroup.com
Nick Smith, Carey Low, Peter Hill-Field,
Chris Hickey, Emily Patry, Tim Gain,
Anthony Iantorno, Joanne Adams, Ellen
Warwick, Ryan Muscat, Iolanda Millar,
Jean Cichon, Kristina Koski, Jacques
Filippi, Dave Nadalin, David Farag,
Kate Condon-Moriarty, Nikki Turner,
Caitrin Pilkington

Anne McGilvray & Company
Atlanta Showroom
Americas Mart
Building Two, Suite 1735
Atlanta, GA 30303
Minneapolis Gift Mart
Orange Gallery, #378
Phone 952-932-7153
World Market Center Las Vegas
445 S. Grand Central Parkway, C1090
Phone 800-527-1462

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, Missouri & Nebraska
Kelley & Crew
Contact: Amy Kelley
688 N. Milwaukee Ave, Suite 207
Chicago, IL 60642
Phone 800-373-1712
Fax 773-442-0810
kcrewreps@gmail.com

Sandra Bieber
205-937-4403
sandrabieber@mindspring.com

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island
& Vermont
Road Runners LLC
Phone 888-674-6349 x2
Fax 813-996-2981
info@roadrunnersllc.com
www.roadrunnersllc.com

Alaska, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon & Washington
The Barron Collection
Contact: Rebeca Barron
200 SW Michigan St
Showroom 201
Seattle, WA 98106
Phone 800-791-4321
Fax 800-791-7914
rebeca@barroncollection.com

Arkansas, Hawaii, Louisiana,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, & Texas
Independent Publishers Group
Contact: Scott McWilliams
Phone 312-337-0747 x200
smcwilliams@ipgbook.com

Nationwide Book Distributors Ltd
Phone 64-03-366-9559
Fax 64-03-366-4801
info@nationwidebooks.co.nz

Southern Africa
Intersoft
Cnr 19 Kent Road & Jan Smuts Avenue
Dunkeld West, Johannesburg, Gaunteng
South Africa
(+27) 11 325 2643
info@intersoft.co.za

Mexico, Latin America, South America
Tradeconnect
AV San Borja 1215
Cuidad De Mexico, Mexico
Of. (52+55) 5293 9544
info@tradeconnect.mx

China
China Publishers Marketing
Phone/Fax: 0086-21-54259557
benjamin.pan@cpmarketing.com.cn

Indonesia, Korea, Singapore,
Malaysia, Philippines, Brunei,
Thailand, Vietnam, India & Japan
The White Partnership
6 Newlands Road
Tumbridge Wells, Kent TN1 1YS, U.K.
(+44) 1892557767
thewhitepartnership@btopenworld.com

To inquire about eligible returns, write or call:
Independent Publishers Group, Returns Department
814 North Franklin Street, Chicago, IL 60610 (312) 337-0747

Returns will be refused at this address.
No credit will be given for ineligible returns.
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